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FOREWORD 

TIME PASSAGES 

In the spring of 1980, I was selected to participate in the 

Irene Ryan Acting Auditions as part of the Southwest Region American 

college Theatre Festival. The nomination required that I present a 

duet scene and a monologue to a panel of judges. For the monologue, 

I chose to prepare a theatre piece by Sam Shepard titled "Cowboy." 

Although I had been excited by Shepard's writing before and had 

directed and acted in his Curse of the Starving Class, it was during 

the rehê arsal wDrk on this monologue that the seed, which was to 

beccxre the underlying promse of this study, was planted. Months 

later it began to germinate. 

In the late spring of 1980, after the auditions and festivals 

were over, I acccnpanied my wife on a business trip to New Mexico. 

EXiring a long period of waiting at the motel, I began to reflect on 

the challenges that the "CcMboy" monologue had offered. In particular, 

I remembered something vdiich George Sorensen, who had directed the 

nonologue, had said repeatedly during the rehearsal work: "He splits 

you. Shepard splits the actor!" As I ronembered the many ways, as an 

actor, I had felt split by the selection in terms of rhythm, time, and 

primarily by the shifting of voice frcxn objective to subjective, active 

to narrative, a notion of "fragmentation" began to emerge. I decided 

that being split, divided, or fragmented was a key to performing 



Shepard. When this idea began to take hold, I remembered other 

instances in the writings of Shepard where I perceived similar 

fragmentation. Hopeful that I was on to something, I submitted a 

dissertation proposal titled Sam Shepard's Theatre of Fragn^ntation: 

A Performance Theory. 

Before the beginning of the surnner session of 1980, the 

proposal, which contained arguments for the premise that 

fragmentation was a unifying element inherent in Shepard's work, 

was accepted by the dissertation carmittee. Within that proposal I 

had requested an opportunity to teach an advanced acting class which 

would concentrate on Shepard's writings and culminate in performance of 
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his plays, monologues, and poetry. This request was approved by the 

dissertation ccninittee and by the Texas Tech University theatre arts 

faculty. The tentatively titled production, Sam Shepard Collage, was 

scheduled as part of the Texas Tech Laboratory Theatre 1980-81 season. 

In the sunmer of 1980, I attended the Third Annual Writer's 

Conference at Padua Hills, Laveme, California, during the time when 

Sam Shepard was in residence conducting a workshop on writing. While 

Shepard was not eager to hold an interview, and I was not confident 

enough to mention my ideas about fragmentation, I was able to get seme 

insight into his methodology of playwriting. I had read in the 

December 1977 The Drama Review that Shepard wrote his plays not out of 

conscious design but by listening and responding to v̂ iat he called the 

"voices" within him. At the three seminar sessions that I attended, 

Shepard elaborated on this concept. He maintained that "voices" exist 

within everyone and that the writer's task is to get in touch with the 



"voices" but to try not to intervene too consciously in the creative 

process. I left California with my own "voices" speaking. I was 

simultaneously anxious and afraid to begin rehearsal and class work 

on Shepard and now certain that the title of the production should be 

amended to Voices; A Sam Shepard Collage. 

In the fall of 1980, I began classwork with fourteen students, 

ranging in age fron nineteen to twenty-six and in classification from 

sophomore to doctoral candidate. In class we worked on exercises that 

I had designed in order to facilitate an understanding of fragmentation. 

In early October by a semi-democratic process, eight plays were 

selected to be performed. In Decariber, the plays were presented. 

Subsequent to the performances, a critique session with faculty and 

students was held. Also, each class/cast monber turned in written 

evaluations of the wDrk. 

Since performance and post-performance evaluation of Voices: 

A Sam Shepard Collage, new material, written primarily by actors and 

directors experienced with Shepard's wark, has become available. Of 

the many varying viewpoints taken by actors and directors of Shepard 

dramas, one point of agreement seems to be that Sam Shepard's plays 

are not easy and provide great challenges to actors and directors. 

Michael Shdth, director of Shepard's early work Icarus' Mother, 

discussed the problems associated with directing that production: 

All Sam's plays use the stage to project images: they 
do not relate to the spectator by reflecting outside 
reality (they are not psychological or political); rather 
they relate to reality by operating directly on the nerves. 
The imagery is surreal, the method nonrational, the 
sensibility hunchy. It's always hard to tell v^at, if 
anything, Sam's plays are "about"—although they are 
unmistaJcably alive.-̂  



This dissertation represents the work of one person, with a 

great deal of help from others, in a quest to develop a performance 

theory appropriate to and harmonious with the writing of one 

American playwright. The initial inpulse for this study came 

intuitively, based on the premise that in performance of Shepard's 

work something in the language and action "splits" the actor. This 

study proposes that that something is fragmentation. 

The wDrd "theory" in the title is used because this study seeks 

to be, "an analysis of a set of facts and their relation to one another 

. . . a belief, policy, or procedure proposed . . . hypothesis assumed 

for the sake of argument or investigation . . . assunption." "Per

formance," as it relates to this professional problon, is used to 

include the process of preparation for production, i.e., rehearsal, 

analysis, and approach, as well as the presentation of the production 

in front of an audience. 

Chapter I presents an investigation of Shepard's theatricality 

by exploring various performance experiences with selected scripts. 

It includes discussions of directorial approaches, actor experiences 

with Shepard material, and critical revievs and ccrmentaries of per

formances and content of Sh^>ard's plays. In Chapter II the theory of 

fragmentation is developed. Chapter III is an examination of 

guidelines to help the actor and director realize Shepard's 

fragrrented characters. Ê âluations and conclusions of the study are 

presented in Chapter IV. An appendix of selected ccnments from the 

members of the Shepard Collage ccnpany concludes the dissertation. 



Notes 

The Cowboy was ostensibly written for the Open Theatre in 1969 
as part of a trilogy of theatre pieces titled Voices of the Dead. It 
appears in Shepard's book of poetry, Hav^ Moon, (Performing Arts 
Journal Publications, New York, 1981), p. 88. 

voices: A Sam Shepard Collage ran at the laboratory Theatre, 
Texas Tech University, December 5 through December 10, 1980. Along 
with monologues and poetry, the following plays were produced: 
Icarus' Mother, Action, Killer's Head, Cowboy's No. 2, Red Cross, 
CcMboy Mouth, Mad Dog Blues, and Angel City. 

3 
Michael 9nu.th, "Notes on Icarus' Mother," in Five Plays by Sam 

Shepard (New York: The Bobbs-Merrill Corpany, Inc., 1968), p. 26. 

v̂ ebster's New Collegiate Dictionary (Springfield: G. & C. 
lyferriam, 1981), p. 1200. 



CHAPTER I 

ELEMENTS OF THEATRICALITY IN SAM SHEPARD'S PLAYS: 

A SURVEY OF PERFORMANCE EXPERIENCES WITH SELECTED SCRIPTS 

In the American theatre certain playwrights have so captured 

the pulse and conscience of their time that they have become 

permanently identified with theatrical decades: Eugene O'Neill with 

the Twenties and Thirties, Tennessee Williams and Arthur Miller with 

the Forties and Fifties, and Neil Simon and Edward Albee with the 

Sixties and Seventies. Among the many playwrights of contemporary 

America, Sam Shepard is one of the most significant. He has been 

called "one of the three or four most gifted playwrights alive" 

2 
and "the most talented of his generation." Shepard's plays have 

been described as ranging from "surrealistic to naturalistic to 

pop . . . containing an unsettling mixture of wild humor and 

3 harrowing revelation." His writing has garnered him major 

fellowships (Rockefeller Foundation Grant, Guggenheim Grant, Yale 

University Fellowship), seven Obie awards, and the 1979 Pulitzer 

Prize. Yet, despite moch success since he began writing plays in 

1964, Shepard has been criticized as being undisciplined and an 

obscurantist. Michael VerMeulen characterized Shepard's plays as 

"stunning in their originality, defiant and inscrutable . . . written 

with a fractured, magnetic wit," and noted, in v̂ iat some might 

consider an understatenent, that "Sam Shepard's plays are not easy." 

6 



Interest in Shepard as an important playwright has been intense, 

not only because of the language and dazzling theatricality of his 

work, but also because of the sheer number of plays that he has 

written. Charles Bachman calculated in 1976, before Shepard's 

"family" plays (Curse of the Starving Class, Buried Child, True West) 

were produced, that at least twenty-seven of his plays had been 

performed in the United States, England, Canada, and Australia and 

that nineteen of his plays were in published form as well as a book 

of poetry. Shepard also wrote the original draft for the movie 

Zabriskie Point, released in 1969. 

There is a wealth of criticism about Shepard, including the 

recent compilation of articles by and about him called American 

Dreams: The Imagination of Sam Shepard (Performing Arts Journal 

Publications, Bonnie Marranca, ed.). Two dissertations on Shepard 

have been written: Sam Shepard: The Flesh and Blood of Theatre, 

(Patrick J. Fennell, University of California, Santa Barbara, 1977), 

and Sam Shepard's Plays: An Investigation of Heroic Motifs, 

(Maureen Anne O'Toole, University of California, Los Angeles, 1972) , 

and at least one is in progress. The \^rk of Sam Shepard: An 

Analysis of the Cyclical Ritual of Replacing Generations Undergoing 

the Process of Corruption and Renewal, (Cynthia Chemay, Louisiana 

State University, Baton Rouge, 1983). 

Since being awarded the Pulitzer Prize and being acclaimed for 

his film performances as an actor, articles about Shepard appear almost 

weekly, ranging from reviews of his plays in The Nation to a discussion 

of Shepard as "successor to Gary Cooper" to his "rangy cowboy 
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sexuality" in Newsweek. Theories about the nature of Shepard's 

work appear with almost as much frequency. 

This work is also theoretical. The hypothesis, in this 

instance, being that fragmentation is inherent in the writings 

of Sam Shepard and should, therefore, be considered in the 

analytical and performance processes of actors, directors, and 

designers who desire to produce such material. In Chapter II the 

justification for the hypothesis is developed using both secondary 

and primary sources. Chapter III demonstrates the insufficiencies 

of most contenporary actor training with regard to achieving 

fragmentation, and then outlines procedures v̂ iich are designed to 

aid the actor in realizing this elanent. This chapter synthesizes 

performance experiences from selected scripts and draws conclusions 

as to v̂ iat has been written concerning performance of Shepard's 

plays. Since the thrust of this examination of Shepard concerns 

performance, only a sunmary of literary criticism is presented. 

The organizational framework of this chapter is topical, 

which means the experiences of directors, actors, critics, and, 

to sore extent, designers, v̂ io have been directly involved with 

either the production or evaluation of Shepard scripts, are 

grouped under aj^ropriate headings. The intention of such a 

structure is to glean from the critical appraisals and performance 

experiences of others v/hat are deemed to be the crucial con

siderations ard problems which the theatre artist must confront, 

if Shepard's genius is to be accomplished in performance. There 

is a myriad of opinion—often conflicting opinion—^as to hcM to 
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approach and perform a Shepard play, so the conclusions drawn at 

the end of this chapter are, of necessity, general ones. 

Literary Criticism of Shepard: A Sunmary 

Fennell, in his 1977 dissertation, condensed criticism of 

Shepard's writing into four categories: 

Four particular critical viewpoints emerge from 1964 
to 1975. For the most part critics have attempted 
to understand his plays in relation to: (1) Shepard's 
fascination with the American popular culture, (2) 
Shepard's socio-political stance in his plays, (3) 
Shepard's intellectual or metaphysical position as a 
playwright, and (4) Shepard as merely a good or bad 
writer of entertaining theatre.^ 

Fennell characterized the first category of criticism as 

"Shepard's apparent fascination with the artifacts, characters and 
g 

themes of the popular American culture." He emphasized that critics 

and directors, including T.E. Kalem, John Lahr, Richard Schechner, 

and Robert Brustein, had been in agreement that one of the strongest 

characteristics of his writing was Shepard's ability to catch the 

"elements of the American culture, and vdiat can be described as the 
Q 

'now-mythic'." More recent criticism seems to indicate that this 

opinion or viewpoint about Shepard's works is still held by many to be 

valid. Kalem wrote in Time, March 1978: "If plays were put in time 

capsules, future generations would get a sharp-toothed profile of life 

in the past decade and a half from the works of Sam Shepard." 

Harold Clurman echoed Kalem's evaluation of Shepard. Calling 

him "quintessentially American," Clurman described Shepard's plays 
as having 

. . . a country or grass roots twang. They are very close 
to the poorer folk who live on the land outside the 
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cities. He is a man of the "road," that barely charted 
but widespread territory v^ich we pass through on trains 
and cars between the main stops. TVo define him a little 
more narrowly, one may say that his plays are related 
to largely unwritten or less buried permanent American 
"myths," a kind of itinerant, hobo, open field mystique. 
Metropolitan civilization has all but obliterated its 
every trace, yet it exists deep in our soil, v^ere 
"soil" is still to be found; indeed the tradition is so 
American that it has become alien.^ 

The second critical viewpoint of Shepard that Fennell describes 

12 
IS "the supposed socio-political concerns of the playwright." He 

quotes John Lahr as saying: "Few playwrights have cut into the 

nation's spiritual cancer and pushed their concerns toward a bold, 

13 unorthodox stage version of our history." Lahr's conclusion about 

Shepard, written in March of 1970, is similar to a review written 

eight years later: 

What distinguishes Sam Shepard from a score of promising 
and prolific young U.S. dramatists is that he is our 
most persistent social critic. Not that he indulges in 
the finger pointing that characterizes post-Watergate 
morality. Always in sorrow and never in anger he 
exposes the dry rot that has eroded the faith and 
conmitment of Americans to the triple pillars of society-
God, family, and country.̂ "* 

The third area of critical concentration that is described by 

Fennell is that area v^ere critics focus attention on the intellectual 

or metaphysical aspects of Shepard's plays. Here Fennell notes that 

Ren Frutkin feels that Shepard's work on an intellectual level is 

making the statement that everyone is an actor and lives in a sense a 

"paired existence." Another discussion of the intellectual/meta

physical aspects is contained in Richard Schechner's Essays on 

Performance Theory: 

Shepard is a third generation cybernetic. The first 
generation—Sartre, and the literary existentialists— 
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identified v̂ iat they thought the onrushing phenomenon 
was, and they exulted in their despair and " 
"nothingness." The 2nd generation—the Absurdists-
could see nothing but the end of mankind at the hands 
of organic technology. Shepard sees man beconing 
partner with technology, both organic life-forms 
acknowledging each other and becoming symbiotic in the 
deepest sense.16 

In a recent article on Shepard, Ross Wetzsteon finds Shepard 

not grappling with questions about man and machine (technology) , but 

with man and man. About Shepard's True West, Wetzsteon feels that 

"ultimately the questions are metaphysical." He writes that 

Shepard's work concerns essential questions: "What is the relation

ship between truth and art? Between vision and power? Between 

17 
experience and expression? Between identity and blood?" It appears 

that the intellectual/metaphysical interest in Shepard's work that 

Fennell outlined persists. 

The fourth area of concern that Fennell lists is the judgments 

made by critics concerning whether or not Shepard is a writer of 

interesting theatre. This category Fennell supports with reviews vdiich 

range from the praise of Catherine Hughes—"his characters and his 

ideas exist on the stage where they do so with enormous verve, humor 

18 and surprising poignance," to the scathing criticism of George 

Oppenheimer, who describes Shepard's "playlets" as "crammed 

with western bad men, dirty words, silly slapstick, childish repetition, 

19 
filthy gestures and other exhibits of the infantile mind." 

Contenporary criticism of Shepard indicates that critics still 

disagree over the merits of his stagecraft, an example of v*iich exists 

in the divergent opinion regarding Shepard's Curse of the Starving Class: 
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Sam Shepard's Curse of the Starving Class is ungainly and 
wonderful. . . . Shepard's talent is inchoate, delicious 
and disturbing. His artistic impulse is toward the 
"mythical" and is by indirection, socially meaningful. 

Much of Shepard's work is unforgettable, seen or read once. 
Very little of it is worth another visit, which is surely 
one valid test of real quality. Curse of the Starving 
Class is another of Shepard's heartbreakers; . . . it 
finally comes to not enough. . . . Shepard is not much 
of a thinker; when he does think, or feels he needs to, 
he usually comes up with the same thone.^l 

The four "particular critical viewpoints" that Fennell described 

in his dissertation are valid categories for much of the criticism 

that has been written about Shepard in the last few years. To these 

viewpoints, Fennell adds a category of his own: "Shepard's stated 

22 

concerns as a playwright." The headings for this area of criticism 

were taken from a letter to Fennell in \̂ hich Shepard expressed an 

interest in "states of mind, in mystery, in psychotic 

behavior, in possession, in trance states, in magic, in language, in 
23 

movement, in the flesh and blood of theatre." The chapter-by-

chapter breakdown of Fennell's dissertation discussed 
. . . his [Shepard's] use of theatrical image and 
atmosphere, the transformation, his preoccupation with 
magic and language, as well as his concern with film 
v^ich patently influences him more than most play
wrights up to this day.24 

Fennell does an excellent job of organizing and categorizing 

criticism of Shepard's work, and his dissertation provides an interesting 

framework for future literary studies about Sam Shepard which, 

doubtlessly, will be written. But what about performance of Shepard? 
What follows is a compilation of what has been written concerning approaches 

to Shepard's work, based on the opinions and experience of actors. 
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directors, critics, and Shepard himself concerning performance of 

selected scripts. 

Directorial Approaches to Shepard's Plays 

Ralph Cook, founder of Theatre Genesis and one of the first 

persons to direct a professional production of a Shepard play, believes 

that Shepard's work is "the most totally realized in original script 

25 
of any writer." In his brief "Notes on Chicago," he describes 

26 
Shepard as "a great poet in both literary and theatrical imagery." 

Cook's production of Chicago arphasized Shepard's theatricality: 

In the Genesis production of Chicago the only continuously 
real elonents were Stu [the protagonist], a bathtub, a 
towel, and soap. The other actors, offstage rooms, and 
props etc. were forces working upon his reality. In 
other words, the bathtub is not in a bathroom; it exists 
on a stage in front of an audience.27 

Cook is certainly not alone in his appreciation of Shepard's 

flair for theatricality. In 1971 Catherine Hughes characterized 

Shepard as "primarily a creator of theatre. . . . His characters . . . 

28 
are there to respond to, not to understand." 

Patrick J. Fennell devotes much of his dissertation, Sam Shepard: 

The Flesh and Blood of Theatre, to Shepard's use of a "variety of 
— - • - I • i < • • • • M i l 

29 
theatrical images." He considers Shepard's theatricality as, 

consciously or unconsciously, a means to an end: 

Many of these images would lead to the evocation of an 
atmosphere or a series of atmospheres v^ich would enable 
Shepard to approach his goals: transformations, trance 
and possession states in the character, magic, and 
perhaps most importantly, mystery.-̂ ^ 

Such a perception is not inconsistent with Cook's appraisal of 
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Chicago as dealing ultimately with the mystery of death. 

The movement of the play is from Stu's minute 
particular subjective problem (i.e., Joy's leaving 
Stu, and the threat of his being chopped if he 
follows her) to the universal problem of Man's 
being civilized to the suffocating point of losing 
his balls. To stay on the beach is^death; to go up 
the hill is death. The play ends with Stu's 
acceptance of death as the only means of bi2rt±i.31 

Regardless of underlying motive, it is clear that Shepard's plays 

"use the stage to project images: they do not relate to the spectator 

32 

by reflecting outside reality." Such use of the stage space is quite 

possibly due to the fact that Shepard, as playwright, writes with the 

stage and even a particular theatre in mind. In an interview with 

Kenneth Chubb and the editors of Theatre Quarterly, Shepard discussed 

his creative impulses and their relationship to performance spaces: 
[Question:] Do you visualize a particular type of 
performance space when you're writing—proscenium 
arch, open stage conditions, or whatever? 

[Shepard:] Yes. Sometimes I see a play in a 
particular theatre, in a particular place—like 
I used to for Theatre Genesis, because I was so 
familiar with that environment. . . .̂ ^ 

The imagery contained within Shepard's plays was one of the 

"mysteries" tliat fascinated Michael Smith, director of the premier 

presentation of Icarus' Mother. Smith's enthusiasm for Shepard's 

Rock Garden and the now-lost Cov̂ x>ys caused him to want to direct 

Icarus' Mother v^ch he confessed was "terribly difficult to produce," 

adding, "I failed."̂ "̂  

Smith's directorial approach to Icarus' Mother was, loy his own 

admission, "all wrong." 
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I started by talking about its content and overall 
meaning. Trouble. The actors didn't share my 
interpretation or even care about it. More 
important, they couldn't use it: it didn't give 
them anything to do.-̂ ^ 

Such an "overall meaning" quest seens odd coming from someone v^o felt 

that "it's always hard to tell v̂ iat, if anything, Sam's plays are 

'about'." 

Kenneth Chul±>, ̂ /̂ TO has directed several Shepard plays in Canada 

and in England, feels the "high failure rate" of Shepard productions 

(Shepard says that "only five or six" performances of his plays have 

realized his intentions) is due to Shepard's rejection of "conventional 

dramatic structure" and most directors' failure to come to terms 

"with the special qualities of Shepard's vision and style v^ich are so 

difficult to realize on stage." Chubb strongly believes that a 

preconceived directorial concept (quest for meaning) is doomed to fail 

unless it includes, a priori, an understanding that many of Shepard's 

plays are not "meant to be analyzed." 

Instead of actions, characters, situations and dialogue 
all working together to present a plot or central idea, 
Sam's plays are mosaics of different colours and 
textures tliat present an abstract rather tiian a formal 
pattern.^^ 

Chubb feels the central issue in directing Shepard is coming to 

grips with the theatricality and its opposite, the sincerity (reality), 

that are both part of what Shepard is "trying to convey." 

It is the uniqueness of the vision and the clarity of 
the images tliat the vision tlirows up tiiat is the appeal 
of Sam's work. The inherent theatricality of these 
things does not detract in any way from the sincerity 
with v^ch they are presented, and only a director who 



respects both their theatricality and their sincerity 
can hope to present the play in some meaningful way 

16 

to an audience.38 

Presumably, the problon of balancing the theatrical imagery with 

the connate "sincerity" of character action was in part responsible 

for Smith's failure with Icarus' Mother. He confesses he spent too 

much time on the imagery which he felt was "surreal" and got started 

too late on working with the actors on character. He concludes: 

"Lesson: go for the reality. The meaning is built in. Get the 

reality, and the meaning takes care of itself."^^ 

Sydney SchulDert Walter, director of the original production of 

Fourteen Hundred Thousand, like Smith, felt that "from a critical point 

of view the production was undeniably a failure." One possible 

reason for the failure in this case may lie in the fact that the 

director did not choose to "go for the reality." Walter's early 

analysis of Fourteen Hundred Thousand is couched in words that are 

similar to v̂ iat other directors have said about Shepard's plays and, 

indeed, v̂ iat this study asserts. 

Fourteen Hundred Thousand is a script cliaracterized 
loy an emphasis on language and a highly formal structure. 
It is true that the dialogue is elliptical, diffuse; that 
the play is composed of fragments joined together without 
apparent transitions.̂ -'-

Walter chose, however, to "counter the qualities of the script 

with the qualities of the production". and deliberately decided to ignore 

some of the realities that Shepard had envisioned. Walter writes tiiat 

before rehearsal iDegan tlie following decisions were made: 

1. I would use a less severe set, one offering 
possibilities for more dynamic staging. 
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2. I would ignore the author's stage directions to 
work for a more casual, naturalistic quality in the 
opening scenes. 

3. As the script became more concentrated on language, 
as the characters approached a stasis, I would use the 
actors in an expressionistic way, so that they 
conveyed, vocally and physically, the tensions that 
I felt lay beneath the words."̂ 2 

Walter discovered when Shepard arrived to watch the reliearsals 

of Fourteen Hundred Thousand that these decisions were "unacceptable" 

to the playwright. Instead of "countering the qualities of the 

script," Shepard "wished the production to underline tlie qualities of 

the script." 

The rehearsal period involved a series of ccnpronises 
which strained the play into an untheatrical area 
somewhere between the author's concept and my own. 
I felt that if lAr. Shepard's ideas for the production 
were followed through, the resiiLt would be untheatrical. 
He felt that my ideas subverted the play's intention.'̂ 3 

Regardless of vdiether or why Fourteen Hundred Thousand was a 

"failure," Walter's approach to the play is diametrically opposed to 

v̂ iat most directors (especially directors who have directed several 

Shepard productions) feel aixDut Shepard's work. The predoninant notion 

concerning directing Shepard is to accept the realities and conventions 

and not try to clarify or predetermine the action, for, as Chubb says, 

Shepard's plays "demand a style that is beyond rules and preconcep

tions." The iirplication is that Shepard's plays require a faith in 

the vision and realities of the playwright, or, as one director puts it, 

accepting the plays at "face value, for v̂ iat they are rather than v*iat 

45 
they might loe." 

One production that Shepard felt violated his original intention 
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was The Performance Group's production of The Tooth of Crime under 

the direction of Richard Schechner. From Shepard's point of view this 

production did not accept the script at "face value." In a brief 

conversation with Shepard, he stated that Schechner's production of 

The Tooth of Crime (which Shepard saw only in rehearsal in Canada) 

"tore the play apart."^^ 

The long written debate between Shepard and Schechner over this 

play bears re-examination because it illuminates some of the problems 

which can occur between directors of Shepard's work and Shepard 

47 
concerning directorial freedom. Long before the production of 

The Tooth of Crime opened on 8 March 1973, Schechner, founder of 

The Performance Group, wrote Shepard explaining his original 

directorial inpulses: 

I want to look at the play nakedly, approach its language 
not as a dialect but as a way into the heart of the play 
and a way to uncover things in the performers playing the 
roles. I can't say v^at the results will be because our 
way of working is truly to let the rehearsal process take 
its own course, uncover what is to be uncovered. We 
find the style of a production l̂y rehearsing it. . . . 
Most directors and actors start with a "guiding idea," 
an "image to be realized," a "preexistent action." I 
don't, the Group doesn't. We start with only what is 
there, the barest facts: seven performers and a 
collection of words organized under role headings.^^ 

In this first of many letters Schechner discussed some early 

directorial choices: 

Vie start with the belief that music is essential to the 
play—but without knowing what shape that music will take. 
Vfe do not play electrified instruments and do not inport 
outsiders into our productions so I would say, probably, 
we will not use electric music done electrically. We 
will have to find out how to do electric music with our 
lx)dies. . . . The problem becomes for us: How do we 
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make the kind of music necessary for your play without 
microphones, electric guitars, and so on? I think we 
can make the necessary music because I don't think 
<̂̂ l̂ _is a function of mechanics but of some movement 
within the human spirit. One of the things we have 
to find out is precisely vdiat that movement is, v̂ iat 
does it sound like? In other words, the problon isn't 
how to play rock, but how to find the cause from v̂ îch 
rock springs. Then to play that cause."̂ ^ 

Shepard responded to Schechner's letter by saying that v^ile he 

thought the idea of starting without "preconceptions" was "nice," as 

far as he was concerned The Tooth of Crime was "very preconceived." 

I got exact diagrams and pictures in my head about how 
it should be done. . . . This play is built like 
High Noon, like a machine Western. It's gotta work with 
all its insides hanging out. You know what I mean. I'm 
really not trying to piiLl artistic priority bullshit 
because to me the play stands outside me on its own. 
It's like a kid brother that I wanna protect. . . . 

The other doubt I have is about the music. Most of 
it is very sinple Rock progressions from Velvet Under
ground to The Who. It's gotta be electric! No other 
way for it to work. The songs were all built for 
electric guitar, keyboard, bass and drums. All the 
music is written down and fits each section of the play 
according to the omotional line that's going down. It's 
gotta be played by Rock musicians v^o've got their chops. 
Actors v^o aren't musicians just couldn't handle it.^^ 

The argument between playwright and director is surprising. 

Schechner's Performance Group was not entirely dissimilar from Joseph 

Chaikin's Open Theatre which has had much influence on Shepard. 

Schechner, like Chaikin, was at that time concerned alDOut letting a 

script develop through free and open rehearsals, and both advocated 

rehearsal without preconceived "guiding ideas." 

Schechner's response to Shepard, under the circumstances, was 

"gutsy." Admitting that "on every point Shepard was correct," 

Schecliner decided, nevertheless, to go ahead with the production. 
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"It was Shepard's very objections that fired my enthusiasm even more 

51 
than before." Schechner's seeming arrogance was not arrogance at all, 

for his justification for continuing rehearsal was not bound up in a 

belief that he had the "ideal" production mapped out but rather that 

The Tooth of Crime provided an opportunity for creativity and explora

tion for his company. He wrote back to Shepard: 

We accept your words as written, and the parts that they 
are organized into, and the basic flow of the action. 
But the rest of the scenic activity is our responsibility; 
we must work long and hard to find our own places within 
the world of your script. Or, to put it another way, we 
accept your script as part of an artwork yet to be 
ccanpleted. . . . Our five years of work entitles us to 
the claim of creativity, just as your work as a playwright 
entitles you to the identical claim. We don't want to 
dismember your work, or to do it against its own grain; 
but we want to accept it as a living term of an artwork 
of vvhich we are the other living term; and together to 
bring the performance into existence.^^ 

Schechner, in his Essays on Performance Theory, discussed his 

disagreements with Shepard in general terms as being problonatic for 

any production of any play, i.e., "How much freedom does a director 

have with a text?" 

A side issue of inportance raised by Shepard in his May 
letter is v̂ iat to do with the author's "vision"? To 
vv̂iat degree must the drama determine the script, theatre 
and performance? The issue has mainly loeen avoided over 
the last 15 years iDecause those most deeply into 
dissociating elements have either written their own 
dramas (Foreman, Wilson) , brought dramatists into their 
theatres and controlled their visions (Chaikin, van 
Itallie, Brook, Hughes), or worked from existing public 
domain material that has iDeen restructured according to 
need (TPG, Polish LalDoratory Theatre). But I, for one, 
want to work with writers, and must therefore find a way 
of dealing with their "vision." 

I assume that plays "present themselves to their 
authors as scenes, that this scening is coexistent with 
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playwriting. (Beckett, with his ear for music and sense 
of wordness, may be an exception; he may not "see" his 
plays but "hear" them.) The act of playwriting is a 
translation of tliis internal scening into dialogue + 
stage directions. The stage directions are vestiges 
and/or anplifications of the internal scening. The 
whole scening process is, in my view, a scaffold that is 
best dismantled entirely once the play takes shape as 
dialogue. This was the Classical and Elizabethan 
convention; I think the survival of many of those plays 
is due to the fact that later generations have been 
spared stage directions and character descriptions. 
The work of those doing the production is to re-scene 
the play not as the writer might have envisioned it but 
as inmediate circumstances reveal it. Generally, it is 
not possible to do the play in the author's vision 
anyway. Either that vision is unknĉ vm, as with most 
pre-modem writers; or the play is produced in a culture 
outside that of origin; or the conventions and 
architecture of the theatre make it impossible. Re-
scening is inevitable because the socio-cultural matrix 
of the play-as-visioned soon changes. The drama is, by 
definition, that which can be passed on through 
successive socio-cultural transformations. The original 
vision is tied to the original matrix, and decays with it. 
I don't think that even the first production of a drama 
is privileged in this regard—unless the author stages 
the play himself .̂ -̂  

For Jacques Levy, director of the premier production of Shepard's 

Red Cross, tlie attainment of the "author's vision" was enhanced by 

liaving Shepard at rehearsals. Levy has written that it is a great 

asset to have Shepard present and participating during rehearsals, 

presumably because Shepard's vision for liis plays is, as Cook argues, 
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"totally realized." Levy praises the clarity of Shepard's images 

as they exist within the playwright's "head." 

Tb be simultaneously involved and detached as the play 
is, as a surgical operation is, as a cat staring is— 
that's the trick for a production of this play, 
[Red Cross]. And I can give no good advice on how to 
do that, except to have Sam sitting back there during 
rehearsals, ready to give you the raspberry if you 
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start to get a bit corny, even more ready to start 
chuckling and making funny faces and gassing himself 
when something that he's so far seen only in his head 
suddenly happens on the stage.55 

It is probable that Shepard did not "gas" himself after seeing 

The Performance Group rehearse The Tooth of Crime. In his last 

correspondence, he summarized his position: 

For me, the reason a play is written is because a 
writer receives a vision v^ich can't be translated 
in any other way but a play. It's not a novel or a 
poem or a short story or a movie but a play. It 
seems to me that the reason someone wants to put that 
play together in a production is because they are 
pulled to its vision. If that's true then it seons 
they should respect the form that vision takes place 
in and not merely extrapolate its language and invent 
another form v^ch isn't the play. It may be 
interesting theatre but it's not the play and it can 
never be the play. . . .I'm sure that if you attearpt 
other plays by living writers you're going to run 
into the same situation. It's a question you should 
really look into rather than sweep it aside as 
being old-fashioned or even uninportant. ̂ ^ 

The tension v^ch existed between Schechner and Shepard is 

not siorprising, because Sh^>ard's plays can be interpreted in many 

ways. It is also true that, in some instances, directors have 

reached different conclusions about Shepard's stagecraft; however, 

there are some points of agreement. In general, the preponderance 

of opinion sides with adhering closely to the text (vdiich most feel 

inclijdes stage directions, setting descriptions, and suggestions on 

how to play the action), and yet trying simultaneously to open the 

play up to many possibilities, not preconceptions. 

This dilemma was discovered by Shepard, himself, v^en he 

directed his own production of The Tooth of Crime: 
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When I first went into this thing, because I didn't 
have any experience I called up several different 
directors that I knew and said, could you fill me in 
on the details? And some of them told me some very 
interesting things about the way they worked, the 
sort of process, but I found none of it held true for 
this particular experience. It's very like writing— 
you can't have any set kind of preconceptions about 
what it's going to be. You can say first week we're 
going to read it, second week we're going to block 
it, third week we're going to chum it out, but it 
doesn't make any difference, because when vou get to 
the actual thing it makes its own rules.5' 

Directors and Actors: Understanding the Rules 

Several directors and actors have carmented that one key to 

performing Sh^^ard's works is to discover each play's "rules." 

Shepard's favorite American director, Robert Woodruff, agrees 

that the plays "make up their own rules." In an interview with 

Robert Coe, Woodruff revealed some of the rules he felt were 

operative in Buried Child: 

. . . v̂ iatever "style" Buried Child had was not 
preconceived. It grew out of a logic and it grew out 
of an order that was discovered. And rules. It has 
rules. Perhaps that's the director's primary job: 
to discover the rules of this universe. In this 
universe there's no self-pity. That's a rule. In 
this universe, an idea comes up and v^en it's dismissed, 
it's gone. Vince is in the house and they go 17 pages 
of "don't you recognize me," and then he leaves. The 
next line is Shelly's "You really didn't recognize him?" 
and Dodge says, "Recognize v̂ io?" There is no past. 
Whether it cane up in the preceding moment or twenty 
years ago, it's gone. That's a rule too. So Shepard's 
characters can't indulge their pain. It gives them an 
incredible dignity. It sort of gets then through the 
night. It's almost the source of some of their problems: 
an incredible pride. Another rule then: pain is 
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momentary, and we continue.-"^ 
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Vfoodruff feels that Shepard's plays place particular denands on 

the actor because there are "lots of contradictions in the plays." 

The actor of Shepard's work should "be very prismatic, able to play a 

side or a color of a character very strongly one moment, and the next 
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play another color or another side of that character." Woodruff's 

argument for such flexibility concurs with Levy's feeling that actors 

should be capable of quick transformations that are "sharp and crisp." 

Of Red Cross he writes: 

I worked toward getting them to slip in and out of 
character in ways designed to suddenly illuminate a 
particular facet of v̂ iat was going on at the moment. 
And they didn't just slowly glide in an [sic] out, 
but (snapl), did it like that—nothing hidden, every
thing in the clear. . . .°^ 

It is not every actor that can play Shepard. Woodruff says that 

the actor for Shepard's work should be: 

Somebody who's very flexible, very open, in touch with 
himself, with an outrageous imagination and energy, 
v̂ TO can give on the stage, vho's receptive on the 
stage, v̂ io can talk and listen and vdio doesn't have 
his ego on the line all the time.^^ 

Wbodruff feels that much of actor training in this country does not 

prepare the actor for the rapid changes and unexplained behaviors that 

befall Shepard's characters. 

With all due respect, actors have a natural tendency 
to fight this kind of thing. Their training comes 
out of a transition/motivation process. Sometimes 
Sam just asks, in effect, v̂ iat happens if we don't 
do it that way? If we skip the psychological 
transitions.^^ 

A rehearsal period designed to "skip the psychological transitions" 

Wbodruff acknowledges as something which actors "have trouble 
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dealing with." Woodruff maintains, however, that "there is something 

about trying to motivate an action that weakens it, not letting it be 

itself."^^ 

The director's role, then, according to Wbodruff, is to give the 

actors "a situation in which they are free."^"^ Michael VerMeulen, 

v^o sat in on a rehearsal of Suicide in B under the direction of 

Woodruff, described the "free" atmosphere: 

. . . Woody [Woodruff] puts his actors through certain 
exercises to try to bridge the gaps. At this morning's 
rehearsal. Woody is working with the actors v^o play the 
two detectives. He has them read their lines several 
times through, first as if their roles belong to Stan 
Laurel and Oliver Hardy, then Ralph Kranden and Ed 
Norton, then two 1940s Hollywood gumshoes, then a 
beleaguered husband and wife. They finish all four 
interpretations, and V̂ foody has them go back to the 
beginning, start all over, and change their character 
types midstream as he calls them out. It is a 
dizzying exercise, with the actors playing off each 
other to hilarious effect. . . .65 

Levy and Woodruff are in agreement tliat this kind of rehearsal 

period helps the actor and audience to deal with the "several hundred 

fifi 
images" tliat are "tlirown at them" in a Shepard play. The effect of 

such an "almost assaultive" barrage leaves an audience "probably 

really confused." "But," argues Woodruff, "the ultimate result is 

that perhaps they'll see the world a little differently, from a 
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different perspective." Levy sees it this way: 

Sam is more interested in doing something to audiences 
than in saying something to them, and v^iat he wants to 
do has no relation to the purging of emotions through 
identification or total involvement. . . . To be 
simultaneously involved and detached, . . . that's 
the trick.68 
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Chubb seeks to establish an acting company that can "be 

simultaneously involved and detached" by stressing to his actors that 

in Shepard's plays there are times when the actor must "assume the 

roles convincingly for the audience," and times v^en the "actors admit 

to one another as characters and as actors that they are playing." 

Actors normally try and hide this from an audience 
and not play it. But this quality gives a very 
important irony to all the role playing and allows 
the performer to "play" his audience like a singer 
or stand-up comedian does. But often this kind of 
instruction inspires an actor to self-indulgence, 
alienating an audience rather than incorporating it. 
That is the difficult distinction: how deeply can 
one play the cliche kind of role without being corny 
and how completely can one drop the role and be the 
character or the actor?"70 

Woodruff has addressed the problens of combining a representational 

style ("assume the roles") and a presentational style ("admit . . . 

they are playing") as part of the process an actress went through in 

performance of Buried Child. 

. . . At the beginning of the run the audience was 
totally on her side. She would break her cup and say, 
"Who are you people?" and the audience would go yeah, 
right, these guys are crazy, you gotta sliake this place 
up! Then two-thirds of the way through the run the 
audience was saying, "Hey, shut-up girl, we're having 
a good time with these people!" . . . Toward the end 
of the run, they were back on her side, but even then 
it would switch back and forth. . . . And then Mary 
IVicDonnell as an actress and Shelly as a character 
would have to find a way to get the people loack on her 
side.^1 

What Wbodruff and Chubb are getting at is, rather obviously, 

one "rule" about performance of Shepard: the actors will have to find 

the split between acting representationally (subjectively) and 

presentationally (objectively). Levy's attenpt to get his actors 
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"to slip in and out of character" very quickly was his way of dealing 

with the representational/presentational split in Red Cross. 

The actors were thereby able to abandon, at such times, 
what was "natural" and "organic" for the character and 
to show instead a strong image of what the character 
was doing. Exanples: Carol's long "snow" speech at 
the beginning was done for the most part, in the manner 
of an excited radio sportscaster, perched on her bed in 
a still-photo pose of a skier. Jim's "swimming lesson" 
was delivered like a drill sergeant's rendering of a 
military manual. And the Maid's "drowning" partly 
gusto-laughter, partly crying, partly a put-on to show 
Jim (and the audience) where she was at—it was really 
funny to watch, until she ended with the speech alxDut 
becoming a fish, and then it all switched suddenly and 
having exhausted Jim, there she was, on her knees facing 
the audience, talcing time to brush her hair back from 
her face before speaking, all the wildness of a moment 
ago completely gone; and v^en she spoke, it was very 
directly to the audience, to individuals out there, the 
actress talking in her own natural voice, quietly and 
simply, not unlike a simple recitation to an interested 
group of friends. . . . If Jim, in his game-playing 
attenpt to involve the maid, proceeds into an overblown 
pseudo-soliloquy about his infirmity ("I climbed a tree 
one day . . . " ) , then why not push it that extra step 
and have him do it like a jaded, over-the-hill Shakespearean 
player. The actor thus makes visible that image v^ich 
relates most closely with v̂ iat the actor is doing, 
irrespective of whether that character would "naturally" 
act in such a way.72 

The representational/presentational split divides the actress in 

Red Cross into a performance aesthetic vdiere she must know \Ahen "to 

put on a show" and v^en she can speak "very directly to an audience." 

Joyce Aaron, who was in the original production of Red Cross, as well 

as La Turista and the now lost Up to Thursday, feels one cannot 

"approach Sam's plays according to the usual acting terms and 
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conditions—there are no rules because he has broken them." Despite 

a disdain for "rules," Aaron does draw a fair picture of what not to 
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do and, unfortunately, v^at most actors do with Shepard's plays: 

Sam's work can be very difficult for actors because they 
don't know how to approach it. They may be seduced by 
it, charmed or even moved by it. But when it comes to 
putting the play itself up there on the stage, they 
have difficulty finding the direction. That happens 
when they become too involved with Sam's "meanings." 
Rather than exploring what the language reveals and 
where it will take then, they start to act, and before 
they know it they've fallen into the current traps of 
actor training.74 

One piece of advice that Aaron gives is to experience the 

freedom that is inherent in the detachn:ent (presentationalism) : 

What you can't do is let yourself be enveloped by the 
feeling, speak through the tears, say, as you might 
with Chekhov. Because that way, you're sure to lose 
the rhythm and music. There's a tremendous freedom 
in working this way, because you're not locked into any 
psychological system that calls for exploring or 
demonstrating "feeling." It's a mistake, for exanple, 
to think of Sam's monologues as an evasion of feeling, 
when v̂ iat they really are is an explosion of feeling. 
It's hard to put this concretely, but when you do Sam's 
plays, you have to be prepared to bear a kind of 
witness to yourself—you have to be detached enough to 
enact yourself.^^ 

The actor in the Shepard play, according to Aaron, must be able 

to play the nonent but not "hang on to the moment . . . because that 

76 
one moment has already passed and you are at the edge of another one." 

When you do Sam's plays, it's important to remember— 
and you will feel it—that you are enacting some aspect 
of a particular person: not in the conventional terms 
of character, but rather as witness to a moment or 
condition in American culture; that you are enacting 
on the stage one experience of one person at a particular 
nonent, in a particular state. Often you discover that 
the particular aspect you are enacting exists within a 
much larger v^ole—it is only one reality within a kind 
of super-reality.77 

Although there is different language used, there seems to be 

some general agreement among actors and directors that Shepard's plays 
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do and, unfortunately, v^at most actors do with Shepard's plays: 

Sam's work can be very difficult for actors because they 
don't know how to approach it. They may be seduced by 
It, charmed or even moved by it. But when it comes to 
putting the play itself up there on the stage, they 
have difficulty finding the direction. That happens 
when they become too involved with Sam's "meanings." 
Rather than exploring v^t the language reveals and 
v^ere it will take them, they start to act, and before 
they know it they've fallen into the current traps of 
actor training.74 

One piece of advice that Aaron gives is to experience the 

freedom that is inherent in the detachment (presentationalism) : 

What you can't do is let yourself be enveloped by the 
feeling, speak through the tears, say, as you might 
with Chekhov. Because that way, you're sure to lose 
the rhythm and music. There's a tremendous freedom 
in working this way, because you're not locked into any 
psychological system that calls for exploring or 
demonstrating "feeling." It's a mistake, for exanple, 
to think of Sam's monologues as an evasion of feeling, 
vjhen vihat they really are is an explosion of feeling. 
It's hard to put this concretely, but when you do Sam's 
plays, you have to be prepared to bear a kind of 
witness to yourself—you have to be detached enough to 
enact yourself.75 

The actor in the Shepard play, according to Aaron, must be able 

to play the moment but not "hang on to the nonent . . . because that 
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one moment has already passed and you are at the edge of another one." 

When you do Sam's plays, it's important to remember— 
and you will feel it—that you are enacting some aspect 
of a particular person: not in the conventional terms 
of character, but rather as witness to a nonent or 
oonditicxi in American culture; that you are enacting 
on the stage one experience of one person at a particular 
moment, in a particular state. Often you discover that 
the particular aspect you are enacting exists within a 
much larger whole—it is only one reality within a kind 
of super-reality.77 

Although there is different language used, there seems to be 

some general agreement among actors and directors that Shepard's plays 
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Bonnie Marranca, in the introductory essay to her conpilation of 

articles about Shepard, American Dreams: The Imagination of Sam Shepard^ 

argues that the most striking characteristic of Shepard's language is 

that it is inexorably tied to certain environnents: 

Shepard's work should be viewed in this context of 
a larger, non-urban scale. His feeling for space 
(and nature) is of a vastness that seems 
unfathomable, generous, still, triunphant, even 
religious (his transcendental heritage)—simply 
there. Space that draws consciousness in on itself 
because next to it the physical scale of the 
individual is trivial; a space that looks from the 
Pacific clear across America, and across deserts, 
unflinching in their refusal to adapt to changing 
timies. In this world people can afford to be 
talkers and dreamers because the space they inhabit 
is lyrical. Only Southerners and Westerners, people 
v̂ io understand attachment to the land, retain the 
gift of gab and the tall tale, even the art of 
conversation; we in the Northeast have lost it to 
the urban language of the concrete phrase.^^ 

This attitude bears out a statement by Harold Clurman that 

Shepard's plays have "a country or grass roots twang," and that what 

Shepard writes about has been destroyed by city life: " . . . his 

plays are related to the . . . American 'myths, ' a kind of . . . open 

field mystique. Metropolitan civilization has all but obliterated 

,.81 
its every trace. . . . 

John Lahr's evaluation of Operation Sidewinder focused in part 

on Shepard's "language of annihilation." Lahr, like Clurman and 

Marranca, believes Shepard's language is uniquely American. However, 

Lahr differs in that he sees Shepard's language as holding the mirror 

to all of American society, not geographical areas, i.e., the West 

or farmlands. Lahr included this monologue from the play as 

reflective of America's Vietnam era: 
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CAPTAIN BOVINE: Over the past few years there's been 
a general breakdown of law and order and a complete 
disrespect for the things we hold sacred since our 
ancestors founded this country. This country needs 
you, Billy, it needs your help to help root out 
these subversive, underground creeps and wipe the 
slate clean once and for all. . . . Things have stayed 
the same for too long. It's time for a change.82 

Lahr's discussion of this speech follows: 

Captain Bovine is talking the language of annihilation. 
Shepard etches the contours of v̂ iat is emerging in 
America: a society more afraid of its dissenters 
than its corruption. Bovine wants a pure society, a 
nation as pristine as it was v^en the first settlers 
came here. Yet he cannot see how far that society 
has strayed from its original dreams. Richard Harris 
reports in his book Justice that Attorney General 
Richard G. Kleindienst "had reportedly promised to crack 
down on 'draft dodgers,' on 'anarchistic kids,' and on 
'militants' of all persuasions, and this threat led 
some high members of the Justice Department to wonder 
if all dissent was to be stifled on the pretext that it 
amounted to subversion. "̂ "̂  

The fact that Shepard's voice is quintessentially American is of 

little help to the actor whose task becomes v̂ iat to do with the 

language as concerns performance. Aaron, as actress, found herself 

greatly interested in the rhythm of Shepard's dialogues and 

monologues. 

What you have to do is let the rhythm take you instead 
of you taking it—^you have to surrender to the dynamics 
of that rhythm, let it possess you. . . . What happens 
v^en you "go with" Sam's world—let the rhythm and 
dynamics of his language enter you and then literally 
take off—is, for me, one of the keys to acting Sam's 
plays.^^ 

Upon a first reading, Aaron seems to be saying something quite 

different from Jacques Levy's impression of the rhythm and poetry of 

Shepard. 
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. . . And because the writing is cool, one must 
continually skirt the big sucking vacuum-trap of 
trying to make those astounding verbal trips into 
some kind of imagist poetry (like Dylan Thomas 
reciting Bob Dylan).8^ 

Aaron's position, upon closer investigation, is, however, not 

dissimilar from Levy's. She argues that while actors should explore 

the language and see v^ere it will take then, the "conscious 
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obligation in Sam's plays should be to their aliveness, . . ." 

. . . to making them come alive on the stage; otherwise 
you'll end up acting the metaphor or the poetry. . . . 
It is a mistake to play the poetry in Sam's plays. 
What you are doing then becomes precious, and so does 
the play—you are then describing a state rather than 
embodying it. If you don't enact the nonent that Sam 
creates, you will miss it—and it won't come back again. 
Unless you can made the leap, you're lost.°7 

The prescription to try to follow the rhythm of Shepard and yet 

avoid the "sucking vacuum" of poetic preciousness is difficult and, 

perhaps, only reconciled by the idea of keeping the characters "alive." 

The actor's obligation then is to play his/her action within the 

context of the rhythmic structure but not controlled by the rhythmic 

structure. Michael Smith discussed the consequences of the opposite 

approach: 

Mistake two—language. The play's basic diction is 
cool, almost unexpressive; then three tim\es it erupts 
into huge monologues that overflow its token naturalism. 
(They are in fact the means by which it transcends 
itself.) I thought of them as arias and looked for the 
music of the play. Again I was blocking the actors. 
Our nexus of anxiety was the smoke signals. "What are 
we doing?" they'd ask. I told them they were making 
smoke signals. "Why?" Don't think about that, just 
do it. "What is the motivation?" I could make things 
up, but they seemed irrelevant. I figured out how to 
make smoke; I showed the actors how to hold the blanket. 
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gave them gestures and rhythms and sounds. Not enough. 
. . . They felt foolish just going through the motions, 
and the results were self-conscious and hollow. ̂ 8 

One actor has approached Shepard's language and rhythms not as 

poetry but as a musical score to be danced to rather than sung as an 

"aria." Spalding Gray talked about his experiences with the language 

of The Tooth of Crime with interviewer Gautam Dasgupta: 

. . . I've always been interested in the rhythms of 
language and I think The Tooth of Crime made me more 
aware of that. The violin was the role, music was 
the play, the score, and that gave me a terrific 
built-in rhythm to work with. The Tooth of Crime is 
very liberating in that way. It was also liberating 
in giving me terrific creative and physical energy 
because that was such a demanding role. Richard Schechner 
had us dance through the v^ole script to all the music 
the play mentions; he said just do it as a movement 
piece and I found the physical vocabulary that way. We 
were doing four shows on the weekend, in the summer, 
and one on Thursday, one on Friday, and by the time we 
got to the fourth show on Sunday night, my head said no. 
I can't go on, and yet I would jump in with my body. I 
had a tight physical and verbal score and it was like 
getting into the place that Grotowski is always talking 
about. To go to that extreme, to that highly energized 
place, and learn something about oneself .̂ ^ 

It is not surprising that the musical instruments Shepard plays 

are the drums. A drummer, of course, is physically involved with 

rhythm. Michael Earley believes Shepard's language captures the same 

sense of physical involvement that happens to the drunmer and that 

Shepard, like Walt l^itman, has a "physiological approach to 

language." 

. . . both Shepard and Whitman find in language the 
means of expressing the physical self. Just as Whitman 
had his physiological approach to language ("The 
smoke on my breath. . . . My respiration and 
inspiration, the beating of my heart, the passion 
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of blood and air through my lungs"), we continually 
see that the same holds true for Shepard, sometimes 
on even a more dramatic level, as in this passage 
from Red Cross: 

Jim: You stay down as long as you can until your 
lungs start to ache. They feel like they're going 
to burst open. Then just at the point you can't 
stand it any more you force yourself to the top. 
You explode out of the water gasping for air. And 
all this rain hits you in the face. 

The fact that language could be so physical, that it 
could contain blood, tissue, fiber, and bone, is 
certainly not a new idea. But seeing such a direct 
correspondence, repeatedly, between Shepard and 
Whitman on this level alone leads to just one more 
way of viewing Shepard's relation to an earlier 
tradition.^0 

Gray's physical identification with the language and Earley's 

belief that Shepard's language expresses physicality are the expected 

results of a playwright who tries to keep his head from intervening 

91 consciously into his process of "working in the realm of the body." 

The consistent methodological approach Shepard shared with the 

participants of the Third Annual Writer's Conference was to get out of 

the world of thought and into the world of feeling and make contact with 

the body. Wbodruff acknowledges that when Shepard is directing his own 
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plays he begins with "a strong physicalization of the text." 

Aside from being able to find the rhythms physiologically and 

avoid the pitfalls of poetic declamation, the actor of Shepard should 

be in good enough physical shape to "throw himself into the role with 
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childlike abandon and great intensity." The actor, therefore, must 

be able to meet demands like Joyce Aaron encountered in Up To Thursday: 
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One of the things the role required was that I 
not stop laughing—the character had to go on 
laughing beyond the limitations of naturalistic 
convention; the laughter had to hang in the air 
almost like text.^^ 

Having to laugh for an extended period of time is only one 

of the physical difficulties Shepard places on his actors. Other 

performance demands include: crashing through walls (La Turista); 

extended dancing and/or writhing (Angel City, The Tooth of Crime) ; 

pantomimic swimming (Red Cross); running in place, falling, and 

tumbling {CcMboys No. 2, Shaved Splits); plus all the physical 

violence (fights, attacks, drunken rages, etc.) of Buried Child, 

Curse of the Starving Class, and True West. A vigorous physical 

discipline seens needed for any actor attempting to perform most 

Shepard roles. 

Music 

Aside from the rhythmic qualities of Shepard's language, many of 

his plays incorporate music, some of wdiich is written by Shepard as is 

the case in Mad Dog Blues, The Tooth of Crime, and Operation Sidewinder. 

In other plays specific music is requested at certain times like the 

Cajun "Jilala" at the end of Back Bog Beast Bait. Covdx)y Mouth deals 

specif iccilly with rock music vMle Suicide in B̂ ^ has been called "a 
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jazz piece, one very long jam." Shepard, v^o has said that he would 

much rather be "a rock 'n' roll musicker" than a playwright, peoples many 

96 
of his plays with singers, drunmers, guitarists, and other musicians. 

In an interview in England, he talked about the significance of music 

in theatre: 
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. . . I think music's really important, especially 
in plays and theatre—it adds a whole different 
kind of perspective r it inmediately brings the 
audience to terms with an emotional reality. Because 
nothing communicates emotions better than music, not 
even the greatest play in the world. . . . Music, no 
matter what its structure, has a very powerful 
influence, it can't help but have that—it's in the 
nature of music, it's when you can play a note and 
there's a response inmediately—you don't have to 
build up to it through seven scenes.^7 

Despite the fact that Shepard praises music regardless of "its 

structure," most of the music in his plays is in a jazz or rock 
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idiom. Marranca feels the improvisational nature of jazz "embodies 

an attitude that is at the heart of Shepard's work: spontaneity of 
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expression. Not chance, but improvisation." 

Angel City is Shepard's big jazz ensemble piece; 
elsev^ere jazz is reflected in the free association 
of long solos (particularly in the early plays) 
which seem to make themselves up as they go along. 
They follow the same principle as jazz improvisation— 
ccnposition by digression. For Shepard it means 
being able to go with the flow of words, as his 
literary big brother Jack Kerouac described it, in 
more sensual terms, writing v̂ iatever "comes into 
your head as it comes." 

The jazz artist teases the audience into following 
the rhythm for as long as he can keep it going, 
lifting them to a tantalizing high, taking then 
down, bringing them up again, one tenpo to another, 
a little bit at a time as if they were caught in a 
sexual embrace with music that continually forestalls 
the orgaamic response of applause and shouts. The 
most powerful solo parts in Shepard's plays have that 
same erotic effect which is vAiat makes his writing 
sexy though there's no actual sex in then: it's the 
rhythm of sex not the representation of it.100 

Wbodruff directed Suicide in Bb which he felt "has much in 

• 101 ^ 
cottmon with Angel City," especially as concerns jazz music. In 

an effort to be true to the jazz structure of Suicide in B^, Woodruff 
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decided to bring in a jazz pianist. 

The music was improvised every night, v^ich created 
an incredible risk factor—not only for the piano 
player but for the actors, too. Obviously there had 
to be a fine sense of listening to make that 
improvisational element work. Some nights it wasn't 
there; other nights it soared.102 

^̂ foodruff's decision to go with improvisational (jazz) acccmpanimient 

in Suicide in B^ represented the second time that he had used such a 

device to present a Shepard play. When he directed Oitrse of the 

Starving Class, he asked jazz saxophonist Bob Feldman to accompany 
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the performance. 

While some of Shepard's plays lend themselves to a jazz 

accompaniment, most of the music in his work is in a rock and roll 

vein. In his book of poetry and short stories. Hawk Moon, Shepard 

has written about the power of such music in a piece, titled 

"Rip It Up," as follows: 

Drum bass the ghost pedal sizzle ride cymbal top 
hat old dixieland New Orleans way of putting it 
driving a band of hill billies into rock hard rock 
soul rhythm and blues a fight between the lead guitar 
and the piano player for volume the guitar wins natch 
the inside workings of a band the audience never sees 
the constant difference between the inside and the out 
the perfonner and the performance the experience and 
what they experience Rock and Roll is definitely a 
motherfucker and always will be Rock and Roll made 
movies theatre books painting and art go out the 
window none of it stand a chance against The Who The 
Stones and old Yardbirds Credence Traffic The Velvet 
Underground Janis and Jimii and on and on the constant 
frustration of the other artists to keep up to the 
music of our time Rock and Roll will never die but 
v̂ iat about the novel the theatre and all that culture 
stuff Norman Mailer insisting on being a man Edward 
Albee working from dawn to dusk for Broadway Peter 
Townsend says Rock and Roll is the perfect medium for 
self destruction and he don't mean suicide Joe Cocker 
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said if he hadn't started singing he probably would 
have killed somebody vyhat other art can come close 
to that the dancer trapped in form the actor trapped 
by the script Rock and Roll gets it on better than 
football baseball even boxing because how many 
knockouts or knockdowns or T.K.O. 's do you see in a 
fight one if you're lucky and even then it's usually 
down on one knee every time I saw The Who in the early 
days it was like watching Sonny Listen hit the canvas 
from start to finish the whole place going up in smoke 
Rock and Roll is violence manifest without hurting no 
one except an occasional kick in the teeth or punch in 
the mouth Rock and Roll is more revolutionary than 
revolution fuck James Taylor and all them sweethearts 
of the guitar pick ballad school gimmee hard ass shit 
kickin' music like Hey Joe and Down Home Girl and 
Sunmertime Blues the way The Who did it Chuck Berry's 
School Days Little Richard Otis and Booker T. and 
Jerry Lee ROCK AND ROLL ROCK AND ROLL ROCK AND ROLL 
AND ROLL ROCK AND ROLL "We're gonna rock it up we're 
gonna rip it up and ball tonight."104 

The force of rock music vshich finds its best expression in 

Shepard's "style duel" of The Tooth of Crime is an almost worshipped 

phenomenon in Cov\fcoy Mouth. Cavale speaks of rock music reverently: 

CAVALE: Well, I want it to be perfect, 'cause it's the 
only religion I got. It's like . . . well, in the old 
days people had Jesus and those guys to embrace . . . 
they created a god with all their belief energies . . . 
and v^en they didn't dig thenselves they could lose 
themselves in the Lord. But it's too hard now. We're 
earthy people and the old saints just don't make it, 
and the old God is just too far away. He don't 
represent our pain no more. His words don't shake 
through us no more. Any great motherfucker rock 'n' 
roll song can raise me higher than all of Revelations. 
Vie created rock 'n' roll from our own image, it's our 
child . . . a child that's gotta burst in the mouth of 
a savior . . . Mick Jagger would love to be that savior 
but it ain't him. It's like . . . the rock 'n' roll 
star in his highest state of grace will be the new 
savior . . . rocking to Bethlehem to be bom. Ya know 
what I mean Slim? . . . Like God was selfish. He kept 
Himself hid. He wasn't a performer. You're a performer, 
man. You gotta be like a rock-and-roll Jesus with a 
cowboy mouth. 105 
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The fact that Shepard responds to rock music and that it appears 

in many of his plays (̂Ihe Tooth of Crime, Cowboy Mouth, Melodrama Play, 

etc.) still leaves open the question of how to deal with such music 

in perfonnance. Shepard, in his letters to Schechner, makes his 

position clear: the actors should also be musicians who can handle 

rock music competently. This idea is reiterated in his "Notes on 

Melodrama Play" when he writes: "It might be helpful if a musician 

were cast as Cisco instead of an actor." However, when Shepard 

had an opportunity to direct The Tooth of Crime in England and used 

"real" musicians, he still was not completely satisfied. 

At the Open Space, I worked with the band that did 
the music. Blunderpuss, and it was never right— 
they're a really good band, but because they're a 
band, that already has an identity of its own, you're 
starting with the type of music that they can perform, 
that they've been used to performing, and the most you 
can get is a good compromise. The only way to do it 
really is to gather musicians together independently 
who can get along with each other and know how to play 
and create the music frcxn scratch. 107 

If finding such musicians seems a tall order, consider Chubb's 

feelings about what kind of actor is needed to adequately explore 

Shepard's dialogue and his music: 

The problem is not to find actors and actresses vjho 
can sing and play musical instruments, but to find 
people who are capable of the performance level and 
style of good rock musicians. Many groups like the 
Rolling Stones, and the Beatles were able, not only 
in concert but also in their films and television 
appearances, to achieve a style of performance that 
acknowledged it was acting and was often outrageous, 
but that also contained a certain amount of send-up. . . . 
Perhaps the only way to find the right style is to 
utilize the performance skills that certain rock 
musicians and singers have derived from spending 
all their energies on finding their own personal style. 108 
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Much of the difficulty in performing Shepard's music, as 

compared to music in other plays, has to do with the fact that music 

in Shepard's plays seeks different goals than most "musicals." Chubb 

continues: 

. . . there is a difference, qualitatively, between 
performing a song and performing a play and, in fact, 
music has never totally married with the action in 
any 'musical'—as they are called. In the old days, 
the actor-singer moved downstage and delivered a song 
or perhaps sang it to another character. Now it is 
necessary to move to a microphone, but the technique 
of delivery is still there. Sam seems to want finally 
to marry the two and have the style of musical delivery 
in the play itself, rather than find yet another way 
to act a song.109 

The problem of how to "marry" Shepard's music to his action has 

yet not been addressed. A few guidelines from the playwright and some 

directors can, however, be given: 1) If the play is a "musical" then 

it is probably better to have actors \rtho are also musicians and vice-

versa; 2) If the play can be considered a "jazz piece" then going with 

improvised, live music can sometimes be successful. These guidelines 

are certainly no guarantee of success, for, as Chubb concludes: "There 

most certainly is great truth at the centre of Sam Shepard's plays, but 

the vehicle is new and we still haven't accustomed ourselves to the 

., .,111 ride. 

The Movies 

The vtiirling world of Shepard's images have been conpared to the 

long-lasting and most prolific of visions, the movies. The influence 

of film on Shepard's writing is significant. George Stambolian feels 

the essentially "American" quality of Shepard's work is in part due to 

file:///rtho
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the fact that his "imiagination . . . has grown on American movies. ""̂"̂^ 

In Shepard's scathing attack on the Hollywood film industry. Angel City, 

Tympani reveals Shepard's almiost childlike fascination with "the movies" 

as a place of escape. 

. . . Tympani begins to speak as though in a world 
of his own, still cooking, facing audience. 

TYMPANI: "What dya' say we take in a movie?" What 
a great sound that has. "What dya' say we go out and 
take in a movie? . . . How 'bout let's just drop 
everything and go to the picture show. What dya' 
say just you and me, we leave the kids, get outa' 
the house, into the old Studebaker, leave our miserable 
lives behind, and join the great adventure of a motion 
picture? . . . What dya' say we just lose ourselves 
forever in miracle of film? We nestle down, just the 
two of us, with a big box of buttered popcorn, a big 
cup of Seven-Up, a big box of Milk Duds, a giant box 
of 'Black Crows' and we just chew ourselves straight 
into oblivion?"113 

The movies are not always, however, depicted as joyful experiences. 

Early in the same play, the shaman. Rabbit Brown, speaks of the 

potentially adverse effects of films. Shepard's words seem prophetic 

in light of recent discussions regarding the negative effects of media 

upon society: 

RABBIT: . . . The point is I've snelled something down 
here. Something sending its sweet claws way up North. 
Interrupting my campfires. Making me daydream at night. 
Causing me to wonder at the life of a recluse. The 
vision of a celluloid tape with a series of moving 
images telling a story to millions. Millions anyv^ere. 
Millions seen and unseen. Millions seeing the same story 
without ever knowing each other. Without even having to 
be together. Affecting their dreams and actions. 
Replacing their books. Replacing religion, politics, art, 
conversation. Replacing their minds. . . .H^ 

Whether Shepard feels that movies are essentially good or 

fundamentally evil is debatable. Obviously, there are some aspects 
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of the movie industry that he rails against. The hypocrisy and 

enptiness of the contenporary Hollywood studio are explored in 

Angel City: 

In Angel City, Sam Shepard investigates the Hollywood 
film world and discovers that people in our country 
suffer acute pains of self-doubt. . . . Shepard also 
discovers that the writers, directors, and producers 
vjho manufacture these movies lose their inner, strength 
and destroy their own identities in the prxxjess of 
disseminating this fodder to the general public. An 
increasingly vicious cycle generates movies to fill 
emotional voids in our lives—voids vy^ch develop in 
the manufacture and distribution (and viewing) of 
those same movies.H^ 

Shepard continues to attack the shallowness and self-serving of 

Hollywood in True West. In this play about a screenwriter and his 

thief brother, the "movie industry gags, most of which involve a 

producer in gold chains . . . are jarring as well." The producer, 

Saul Kinmer, is presented as "one of those monstrous Hollywood moths 
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v̂ TO skirt the flames of venality, yet never get torched." Kinmer 

is first seen praising the draft of a script by screenwriter Austin: 

Saul: Well, to tell you the truth Austin, I have 
never felt so confident about a project in quite a 
long time. . . . I am absolutely convinced we can 
get this thing off the ground. I mean we'll have 
to make a sale to television and that means getting 
a major star. Somebody bankable. But I think we can 
do it. I really do.H^ 

Later, Saul drops Austin's screenplay when he feels that Austin's 

brother, Lee, has a more marketable idea. 

SAUL: . . . I was simply amazed by your brother's 
story and— 

AUSTIN: Amazed? You lost a betl You gambled with 
my material! 
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SAUL: That's really beside the point, Austin. I'm 
ready to go all the way with your brother's story. 
I think it has a great deal of merit.H^ 

Shepard's point is obvious v^en Austin tells the producer that 

Saul is a "hustler" just like his brother, Lee. Everyone associated 

with the contemporary movie industry is a phony, peddling stories "as 

120 phony as Hojpalong Csicl Cassidy." The indictment here is similar 

to the repudiation of the film industry found in the final image of 

Angel City where the corruption and sickness of Hollywood is 
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epitomized by green slime that oozes over the stage. 

Shepard's disdain for the Hollywood slickness is probably due 

to his own experience with the movies as a writer. 

Shepard's connection with movies began in 1969 vdien 
Michelangelo Antonioni commissioned him to write the 
screenplay for Zabriskie Point—and then rejected it. 
In 1975, Bob Dylan asked him to write the script for 
the movie about his Rolling Thunder Revue—again a 
failure. Other projects—including a film for Mick 
Jagger—also fell through.122 

Shepard's disenchantment with movies, however, does not extend to all 

films, as evidenced by the fact that he has now appeared in several 

pictures, including Days of Heaven (for vv̂ ich he "received such 

praise that numerous film offers followed"). Resurrection, and 

123 
Raggedy Man. 

Shepard is excited about working as a film actor, but, not 

surprisingly, is selective about the kind of work he accepts. 

(Reportedly, he turned dĉ ^̂ n the role of Eugene O'Neill in Warren 

Beatty' s Reds). He discussed his interest in acting for the screen 

with Michael VerMeulen. 
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"There's something I like about film acting," he 
explains. "I could never get away with it on the 
stage, you know, but in film a nonactor can find a 
way to work. It's taken in such very small 
sections, very infinitesimal things. Sometimes 
just a glance, maybe two lines of dialogue, and 
that's the entire scene."124 

The eninence of film, as subject matter for Shepard, is seen in 

many of his plays. As noted, Angel City and, to a lesser degree. 

True West deal directly with the motion picture industry. In other 

instances the cinematic influence appears within portions of dialogue. 

In The Tooth of Crime, for exanple, a fight at a local drive-in 

restaurant is compared to the battles of Western movie heroes: 

. . . We all went out to Bob's Big Boy in Pasadena 
to cruise the chicks and this time we got spotted 
by some jocks from our High School. Our own High 
School. There were eight of 'en, all crew cut and 
hot for blood. . . . Moose told 'em to ease off but 
they kept it up. . . . SJmackin' him around and 
pushin' him into the car. . . . Then I saw it. 
This was a class war. These were rich white kids 
from Arcadia who got T-birds and deuce coupes for 
Xmas from Nkommy and Daddy. . . . Soon as I saw that 
I flipped out. I found my strength. I started 
kickin' shit man. Hard and fast. Three of 'em went 
down screamin' and holdin' their balls. Moose and 
Cruise went right into action. It was like John 
Wayne, Robert Mitchum and Kirk Douglas all in one 
movie. . . . The courage we had. The look on all 
then rich kids faces. The way they stepped aside 
just like they did for "Big John" .125 

The Hollywood genre of the Western (specifically Kirk Douglas' 

Lonely Are the Brave) is longed for nostalgically in True West. 

LEE: I haven't seen a good Western since "Lonely 
Are the Brave." You remember that movie? 

SAUL: No, I'm afraid I— 

LEE: Kirk Douglas. Helluva' movie. You remaiiber 
that movie, Austin? 
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AUSTIN: Yes. 

LEE: (to Saul) The man dies for the love of a horse. 

SAUL: Is that right. 

LEE: Yeah. Ya' hear the horse screamin' at the end 
of it. Rain's comin' down. Horse is screamin'. Then 
there's a shot. BLAM! Just a single shot like that. 
Then nothin' but a sound of rain. And Kirk Douglas 
is ridin' in the ambulance. Ridin' away from the 
scene of the accident. And when he hears that shot 
he knows that his horse has died. He knows. And 
you see his eyes. And his eyes die. Right inside 
his face. And then his eyes close. And you know 
he's died too. You know Kirk Douglas had died from 
the death of his horse. 126 

The recurrent image of the Western movie cov̂ x>y (indeed ,even 

in play titles, i.e., Cô f̂coys No. 1, Cowboys No. 2, Cov\teoy Mouth, and 

True West) has, in Florence Falk's opinion, resulted in a landscape 
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of "men without wanen." Falk feels that Shepard's cowboy 

intrigue is a kind of disguised suspicion of women. 

CcMboy heroes only occasionally cohabitate Csicl with 
wGmen, usually to aggrandize their male egos and 
reinforce their claims to masculinity; their 
preferred world is essentially hcmoerotic, however, 
because a buddy can be trusted (the Morphan 
brothers in The Unseen Hand, Howard and Bill in 
Icarus' Mother, Yahoodi and Koanno in Mad Dog Blues), 
or one in v^ch they travel alone (Crow in The 
Tooth of Crime, or Henry Hackamore in Seduced). 
Henry calls for "his" women, but collapses v^en 
one of them tries to seduce him. The impotent 
Pfoss's fondest memories are of the days v^en he. 
Moose, and Cruise "ran together."128 

One play that has obviously been influenced by a movie that 

throws men together without women (v^ether "hcmoerotics" are involved 

or not is unclear) is Mad Dog Blues. Some portions of this play 

borrow dialogue directly from the movie. The Treasure of Sierra Madre, 
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and, even v*iere the dialogue and action are vastly different from 

the movie, the film's influence is still felt. 

. . . the most pervasive cultural memory in the play 
is John Huston's film The Treasure of Sierra Madre. 
When Yahoodi decides to look for gold he says: "If 
I could just find Hunphrey Bogart we'd be in business." 
Once evoked the action of the film becomes part of 
the "adventure." Yahoodi talks about buying mules in 
Nbgales, and later his mistrust and paranoia recall 
Bogart's character. "Hard to sleep and keep your eyes 
peeled at the same time," he says to Captain Kidd 
v̂ TOse gun is trained on him. "Sooner or later you'll 
have to fall asleep. Then it's gonna be my turn." 
Both the film and the play conclude with the same 
message. In one the gold is blown away by the wind, 
and in the other it turns into bottle caps, and in 
both the characters decide to give up the hunt and 
return home.129 

This same movie is mentioned in Curse of the Starving Class by 

Bmna v̂ io believes that the screenwriter escaped to Mexico. 

EMMA: I had the v̂ iole trip planned out in my head. 
I was going to head for Baja California. . . . 
Then I'd learn hew to be a short-order cook and 
write novels on the side. In the kitchen. Kitchen 
novels. Then I'd disappear into the heart of Mexico 
Just like that guy. 

ELLA: What guy? 

EMMA: That gi:̂  V^TO wrote Treasure of Sierra Madre. . . . 
He had initials for a name'. And. he disappeared. Nobody 
knew v^ere to send his royalties. He escaped. 1̂ 0 

Not every cinematic image in a Shepard play involves Westerns. 

Wetzsteon maintains that Shepard's Geography of a Horse Dreamer is 

influenced by a comedy film. 

First, the obvious sourse of the plot is the •30s 
comedy. Three Men on a Horse, in which Erwin, a 
writer of greeting cards who has a knack for picking 
horse race winners, is kidnapped by gamblers—the 
difference being that vMle Erwin is the Ail-American 
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schmuck, Dagwood as artist, his art form the silliest 
parody, Cody is a true visionary, driven to madness 
by the dark psychic accuracy of his dreams. 1̂ 1 

Aside from the probable origin of Horse Dreanv̂ r, other 

cinematic influences can be seen. The Doctor, introduced in the 

second act of the play, is described as "very fat and looks like 
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Sydney Greenstreet." And the final scene of the play has been 

described by Shepard in movie terms: "Finally the Sam Peckinpah 

133 
sequence begins, with shotguns and catsup all over the stage." 

Shepard is not the first to recount the action of his work in 

terms of the movies. Falk, in an essay which examines the idea of 

performance in Shepard's work, concludes with this statement: 

In short Shepard—playwright, but also director, camera 
man, sound man, and projectionist all in one—captures 
the "frozen images" of ourselves, standing on the 
surrealistic "frontier" that is also village square, 
USA, the Cosmos. Passing by are the cowboys, rock 
stars, junkies, and ordinary mortals whose stories 
Shepard tells in fast forward (Operation Sidewinder or 
Angel City) or slow motion (Action), as he winds into 
the future, rewinds into the past, to create and recreate 
Creation stories that might move us from the kermal state 
into a "new dimension. "1-^^ 

Chubb, as director, echoes Falk's sentiments that the images within 

Shepard's plays are "filmic." 

. . . The strange thing about the images in Sam's plays 
is that they lend themselves to f ilmdc rather than stage 
devices; but their outrageousness is only acceptable in 
terms of the theatre. That may be why Sam writes for 
the stage, because it is the only place images such as 
these can be produced in an unpretentious way.-'--̂ ^ 

Curiously, of all that has been written about the effect of 

motion pictures on the work of Shepard, only Schechner has attempted to 
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find a method of dealing with this phenomenon. In an essay about the 

rehearsal process for The Tooth of Crimie, Schechner discussed the 

theatrical "environment" of the production. 

Jerry Rojo came to Vancouver for three weeks and 
together we designed the environment. It is a 
modular environment—capable of endless variations, 
like a giant tinker-toy, . . . the techniques of 
film—especially montage, quick cutting, musical 
back-up, and iconographic gesturing—^have heavily 
influenced Tooth of Crime. In fact, vJhen Rojo and 
I worked out the environment for Tooth we thought 
it would offer the audience a film-like experience. 
The environment is a large, centrally situated 
structure more than thirty feet in diameter, with 
several towers rising twelve and sixteen feet. 
No spectator can see everywhere because the environ-

- ment fills the space. To inprove sight-lines 
somewhat Rojo had the idea of cutting windows in 
the environment. This had the effect of framing 
and focusing scenes and scene fragments. Sitting 
in one part of the environment a spectator could 
see a hand, a face, or a v^ole scene through one 
or more frames. As we worked through August a few 
people came to watch rehearsals and commented how 
much the performance felt like a film.136 

Many people, like Schechner, consider Shepard's work to be 

137 
particularly suited to an environmental theatre setting. Shepard, 

however, stated quite clearly in California that he writes for the 

proscenium stage and wants a direct confrontation of audience and 

138 the play. He discussed his feelings about environmental theatre 

and his plays in Theatre Quarterly: 

[Question] I find it rather surprising v^en you say 
things like that, that you haven't written a play 
that has required an environmental situation—some 
sort of a situation in wMch the audience comes 
in to the play, or comes into a space that the play 
has taken over. . . . 

[Shepard] There's a whole myth about environmental 
theatre as it's being practised now in New York. 
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The myth is that in order for the audience to be 
actively participating in the event that they're 
watching they have to be physically sloshed into 
something, v^ch isn't true at all. An audience 
can sit in chairs and be watching something in 
front of then, and can be actively participating 
in the thing that's confronting them, you know. 
And it doesn't necessarily mean that if an 
audience walks into the building and people are 
swinging from the rafters and spaghetti's thrown 
all over them, or whatever the environment might 
be, that their participation in the play is going 
to be any closer. In fact it might very well be 
less so, because of the defenses that are put up 
as soon as that happens. 

[Question] Can one relate that to Dick Schechner's 
production of The Tooth of Crime? 

[Shepard] Well, I think he's lost. I think he's lost 
in a certain area of experimentation which is valid 
for him. He feels that he wants to experiment with 
the environment of theatre, v^ich is okay, I've 
nothing against it. Except v^en you write a play 
it sets up certain assunptions about the context in 
which it's to be performed, and in that play they 
had nothing to do with what Schechner set up in the 
theatre. You can take that or leave it. It can be 
okay—the playwright isn't a holy man, you know. 
Except I'd rather that the experimentation took place 
with something that left itself open to that—a play 
that from the start defines its context as undefinable, 
so that you can fuck around with it if you want to.l^^ 

Conclusions 

It is evident that there is a diversity of opinion on how to 

address a Sh^>ard production in terms of directorial approach, 

character, music, environment, and rehearsal. It is apparent that 

Sh^>ard has a very definite notion about hcM his work should be 

presented and does not like for directors or actors to violate his 

vision for the production. The "guidelines" or sunmations of the 

convictions of actors, directors, and critics are not intended to be 
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definitive. As Vfoodruff points out, "for every other person v̂ io 

tackles the materials, there's a v^le spectrum of v̂ iat you can do 

with the plays . . . many different treatments.""'"'̂ ^ 

.This chapter has sought to sunmarize the performance experiences 

of artists who have been involved with the production of Shepard's 

plays. Various theatrical elements of Shepard's writing, i.e., language, 

E*iysicality of text, music, and the influence of the movies are also 

explored from the view point of how these elements impact upon per

formance. Drawing hard and firm conclusions for all of the scripts 

vAiich are discussed in this study is difficult; however, sore points 

of agreement among the actors, directors, and even critics should 

be noted. For exanple, most directors and actors agree that Shepard 

offers many interpretive possibilities for the actor and rehearsals 

should be open ended, providing opportunities for many choices. Most 

directors agree that Sh^>ard's plays do not follow a traditional 

structure and recommend an approach designed to "go with the flow," 

rather than an approach overly concerned with discovering the play's 

"meaning." Many of the ideas presented in this chapter will prove 

supportive of the theory of fragmentation v^ch is presented in 

Chapter II. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE THEATRE OF FRAOyiENTATION 

As Chapter I demonstrates, there is not a great body of 

literature by actors, directors, or critics about what ought to be 

considered in order to best realize Shepard's work in performance. 

Most reviewers prefer to concentrate on theme, style, language, or 

Shepard's "incatparable dramatic vision." This chapter maintains 

that v̂ Tatever else should be considered when preparing a Shepard 

work for performance, the concept of fragmentation ought to be 

explored. 

Fragmentation: Some Definitions 

The Oxford English Dictionary defines "fragmentation" as: 

A breaking or separation into fragments; spec, in ^ 
Biol, separation into parts v^ich form new individuals. 

A "fragment" is: 

1. A part broken off or otherwise detached from the 
whole; a broken piece; a (comparatively) small detached 
portion of anything. . . . 

2. A detached, isolated, or inconplete part; . . . a 
part remaining or still preserved when the v^ole is 
lost or destroyed.^ 

The "breaking or separation into fragments" occurs on many 

levels in Shepard's stagecraft and, indeed, frequently results in 

creations "which form new individuals." Shepard's characters are 

usually "detached, isolated, or incatplete," existing as fragments in 

59 
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a fractured world. The kinds of fragmentation include: the 

fragmentation of the physical stage environment; the "splits" in 

personality \Â ich occur because of multiple personas vying for 

control; the rent within the psyche because of the "ties of blood; " 

the transformation and identity shifts vMch befall Shepard's 

characters; and the attendant alienation and isolation vvhich keeps 

them detached and incomplete. Shepard's concept of "a divided world" 

represents life as a series of opposing dichotomies: the past versus 

the present, reality versus myth, actuality versus fantasy, and the 

concept of freedom warring with the condition of being trapped. The 

fragmentation extends, at times, to a breaking down of sentences to 

barest necessity and a stylistic splintering of language into phrases 

and single word statements. 

The choice of this word to characterize almost twenty years of 

playwriting is made with reluctance and acknowledgment of Shepard's 

bias that "words, at best, can only give a partial glimpse into 

4 
the total world of sensate experience." Nevertheless, 

"fragmentation" is used because it applies to so much of Shepard's 

5 
work, "even if loosely and with jagged projections everywhere." 

Voices: A Methodology 

In the Winter, 1980 issue of Rolling Stone: College Papetrs, 

Shepard and a Rolling Stone interviewer had this interesting 

exchange: 

Shepard: . . . I feel there are many voices in a 
person, many different people in one person, so 
v^y shouldn't they have a chance to come out? 
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R.S.: Do you think people are schizoid? 

Shepard: Absolutely. I mean, everyone pretends a 
good game, but we're all equally crazy underneath, 
and occasionally it surfaces.^ 

The idea that every person is a conglomerate of many things, \^ich are 

capable of being "voiced," is more than a guiding principle in 

Shepard's work; it is his "modus vivendi." While many writers have 

focused on "myth" as the most important element in Shepard's writing, 

to Shepard myth is tied directly to his notion of many "voices inside 

7 
one person," as he states further that: 

Myth speaks to everything at once, especially the 
emotions. By myth I mean a sense of mystery and 
not necessarily a traditional formula. A character 
is a ccnposite of different mysteries. He's an 
unknown quantity.^ 

At the Third Annual Writers Conference, Padua Hills, California, 

in July 1980, Shepard described his creative process as being 

essentially a confrontation with self. His explanation in The 

Drama Review (December 1977) that "a character is visualized" and 

"appears out of nov^ere in three dimensions and speaks" was reiterated 

9 
as Shepard discussed v̂ iat he called "voices." 

Shepard stated that contact with his voices involves more than 

merely hearing but includes the utilization of all senses. He 

explained the process as one of getting "in touch" with the self, 

both past and present. The existence of voices within the psyche is 

something v^ich Shepard maintains most sensitive people possess. 

The Transformation 

Tracing the origins of Sam Shepard's writing style is risky 
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business. Richard Oilman considers the influence of Joseph Chaikin and 

the Open Theatre to have been important: 

Shepard's first plays to be staged were done in New York 
in late 1964, and it's no accident that a few months 
later he appeared at the door of the Open Theatre. . . . 
Shepard's debt to the Open Theatre, [and] the intellect\:ial 
transactions betv^en them isn't entirely clear. What 
can be said is that Shepard learned something about 
"transformations," one of the group's main lines of 
exploration into both the psychology of the actor and 
the relationship between acting and formal texts.H 

Fennell believes the period of time that Shepard worked with the 

Open Theatre was significant and that his plays reflect "their 

performance aesthetic:" 

One important influence is the transformation. 
Originally designed as an exercise in actor's 
training, the transformation changes the given 
situation, character, or space from one set of 
circumstances to another. The transfonnation 
discovers levels of meaning in a given situation 
that might not otherwise be apparent. . . . The 
elenents of transfonnation become a means to isolate 
life and find new ways of experiencing it.l^ 

The "elements of transformation" could be the underlining stimulus for 

the feeling of being "split" v^en performing Shepard's work. The sense 

that things are coming apart, splitting, or fragmenting is a common 

motif in Shepard's writing: "Most of his plays seem like fragments, 

chunks of various sizes thrown out frxm some mother lode of urgent and 

heterogeneous imagination in v^ch he has scrabbled with pick, shovel, 

13 
gunbutt and hands." 

The splitting of an atom leads to chain reaction and explosion. 

In the plays of Sam Shepard the explosion is usually reserved for the 

end of the play, vMch frequently leaves the stage bloody and broken. 

The physical destruction of the stage, the actual breaking down of 
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things into smaller fragments, or allowing things to "come apart at 

the seams," as is the case for the "older home in a Southern 

California suburb" in True West, is a recurrent reminder of the 

inner splitting of the characters. It is interesting to note that 

in many of Shepard's plays the environment is fractured, cluttered, 

and fragmented by the end of the play. 

In all three of Shepard's family plays, the setting for the 

action is left in a shambles. In Curse of the Starving Class, the 

transformation of the space is almost painful to observe. Clothes are 

thrown about the kitchen, food is pulled out of the refrigerator and 

dumped on the floor, the bloody carcass of a lamb is added to the 

mess, and then the family automobile is blown up by gangsters. 

In the final segment of the play, the son's hands 
are crimsoned by the blood of a lamb he has just 
slaughtered. He has not been washed clean in the 
blood of the lamb, for the animal was maggoty, 
like the family. 1^ 

The transformation of the set in Buried Child is equally severe. 

Vince appears at the screened porch as the audience has just heard 

Dodge describe the murder of his wife's child, which may or may not be 

illegitimate. Shepard's stage directions describe Vince's actions: 

Suddenly Vince comes crashing through the screen 
porch door . . . tearing it off its hinges. Everyone 
but Dodge and Bradley back away from the porch and 
stare at Vince who has landed on his stomach on the 
porch in a drunken stupor. He is singing loudly to 
himself and hauls himself slowly to his feet. He 
has a paper shopping bag full of enpty booze bottles. 
He takes them out one at a time as he sings and 
smashes them at the opposite end of the porch. 1^ 
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At the end of the play the stage is cluttered with not only the glass 

from the broken bottles but also with the artificial leg of Bradley, 

and Tilden cradling the freshly dug up "corpse of a small child" 

which consists "mainly . . . of bones wrapped in muddy, rotten 

cloth. "-̂ ^ 

In Shepard's True West, the fragmentation of the set is easily 

seen by contrasting the set description at the beginning of the play 

with the description at the end. The setting at the beginning of 

the play is: 

. . . a kitchen and adjoining alcove of an older home 
in a Southern California suburb, about 40 miles east 
of los Angeles. . . . The Kitchen consists of a sink, 
upstage center, surrounded by counter space, a wall 
telephone, cupboards, and a small window just above it 
bordered by neat yellow curtains. . . . The alcove is 
filled with all sorts of house plants in various pots 
. . . the floor of the alcove is conposed of green 
synthetic grass.1^ 

Shepard describes the same setting as it has evolved by the beginning 

of the last scene in the play: 

. . . the stage is ravaged: bottles, toasters, 
smashed typewriter, ripped out telephone, etc. 
All the debris from the previous scene is now 
starkly visible in intense yellow light, the effect 
should be like a desert junkyard at high noon.l^ 

By the end of the play, the two brothers are "squared-off" in a 

deadly confrontation, "a last desperate attenpt to preserve a self" 

19 
in a shattered, fragmented world. 

Roots, The Ties of Blood, and The Quest for Identity 

The destruction of characters, as well as the physical environ

ment, frequently happens at the end of many of Shepard's plays; for 
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example, the "turning green" and lizardlike, slow death of Wheeler at 

the end of Angel City; the suicide of Hoss at the end of The T̂ joth of 

^^me; the "Sam Peckinpah sequence" with "shotguns and catsup all over 

the stage" in Geography of a Horse Dreamer; the car bombing death of 

S^T^ iri Curse of the Starving Class; and the electrocution of Mazon in 

Killer's Head. Richard Oilman sees Shepard's apocalyptic vision, or, 

as he calls it, "a ripeness for disaster" springing from a "quest 

for identity/' and states further that:̂ "'" 

I believe that all Shepard's thenes or motifs can be 
subsumed . . . by this perspective. Consider the 
question of "roots" so stark and shadowy in his plays. 
To have roots is to have continuity and so a basis on 
which to act (a step to a step), to act in both 
senses of the word. Not to have roots is to risk 
acting in air. This is why I think the facts of 
Shepard's literal and cultural background are important. 
He couldn't have come from the East or North or at 
another time. In the West rootlessness is far more 
widespread and for many almost the condition of life. 
But at the same time, the West, particularly California, 
is the place v^ere, most acutely, visible success, 
gestures of self, personality, fame are means, conscious 
or not, of making up for or disguising the lack of roots.^^ 

Inherent in the rootless, fragmented lives of Shepard's characters 

is the sense of many persons existing within one person. In fact, the 

notion that a person is not v^ole but a cotposite of images and 

others—a ccnposite of fragments, parts, and voices—is a reality for 

Shepard's characters. Within Shepard's terms, the transformations 

of character are not transformations in the sense of something turning 

into something else but in the sense that various personalities, 

powers, and personas are all waiting for a moment to seize control. 

Indeed, within many of Shepard's plays there is the idea that logical 

i 
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consistency within a character is logical only if one accepts 

Shepard's bias that there "are many different people in one person."^^ 

\^en the Lobster Man in Cowboy Mouth becomes a rock star, or v^en 

Miss Scoons, the secretary, suddenly becomes Miss Scoons, the nun, 

in Angel City, or v^en the contenporary Stu and Chet become Clem and 

Mel, cov>±)oys of the old West in Cov̂ ooys No. 2, or in the many other 

instances when characters change into other characters, Shepard is 

simply allowing his voices to lead him. 

One type of character change in Shepard's work involves a belief 

in the po«A?er of ties of blood. Blood relatives seem to have strong 

love/hate relationships in his plays. In Curse of the Starving Class, 

Ella talks about the impossibility of escaping heredity and, by 

implication, fate : 

Do you know what this is? It's a curse. I can 
feel it. It's invisible but it's there. It's 
always there. It comes onto us like nighttime. 
Every day I can feel it. Every day I can see it 
coming. And it always comes. Repeats itself. 
It cones even \fthen you do everything to stop it 
from coming. Even when you try to change it. And 
it goes back. Deep. It goes back and back to tiny 
little cells and genes. To atoms. To tiny little 
swinming things making up their minds without us. . . . 
We inherit it and pass it down, and then pass it down 
again. It goes on and on like that without us.^^ 

The ties of blood are so tenacious in some of Shepard's plays 

that characters become their father, brother, or grandfather. Hoss 

experiences this phenomenon in The Tooth of Crime: 

Hoss sits in his chair and stares out in front of 
him. He talks to himself sometimies shifting 
voices from his own into an older man's, (old) All 
right, Hoss this is me talkin'. Yer old Dad. Yer 

file:///fthen
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old fishin' buddy. We used to catch eels side by side 
down by the dump. The full moon lit up the stream and 
the junk. The rusty chrome flashin' across the marsh. 
The fireflies dancin' like a faraway city. They'd 
swallow the hook all the way down. You renember that? 
(himself) Yeah. Sure, (old) O.K. you're not so bad off. 
It's good to change. Good to feel your blood pump. 
(himiself) But where to? Where am I going? (old) It 
don't matter. The road's v̂ iat counts. Just look at the 
road. Don't worry about vhere it's going, (himself) I 
feel so trapped. So fucking unsure. Everything's 
mystery. I had it all in the palm of ray hand. The gold, 
the silver. I knew. I was sure. How could it slip away 
like that? (old) It'll come back, (himself) I'm not a 
true Marker no more. Not really. . . . (old) You're 
just a man, Hoss. Just a man. (himself) Yeah, maybe 
you're right. I'm just a man.^S 

In Curse of the Starving Class, Wesley, the son, talks about becoming 

Weston, the father: 

. . . I started digging around in the garbage and I 
found his clothes. . . . I started putting all his 
clothes on. His baseball cap, his tennis shoes, his 
overcoat. And every time I put one thing on it seemed 
like a part of him was growing on me. I could feel 
him taking over me. . . . I could feel myself retreating. 
I could feel him coming in and me going out. Just like 
the changing of the guards.2" 

In Shepard's book of poetry, short stories, and monologues, 

Hav^ Moon, is a piece titled "The Escapes of Buster Keaton." In 

this one page narrative, Shepard writes about duality as basic to 

human experience. 

. . . If you notice the escapes of Buster Keaton 
you're bound to learn something. You first of all 
learn that you don't have to try. You see him in 
action and you notice that it is a double action 
with two opposites happening simultaneously.27 

The idea of "two opposites happening simultaneously" was the hoped-for 

result of much of the rehearsal work that culmdnated in Voices: A 
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Sam Shepard Collage at Texas Tech University. The assunption of fragmen

tation rests in part on a belief that in acting the progression should not 

be towards wholeness but towards acceptance of the paradoxicalness, the 

fragmentation, and that the parts are sometimes greater than the v\̂ ole. 

The parts of all of us and the whole of all of us is, to some 

extent, determined by our brothers, fathers, and mothers.^^ With 

Shepard, the blood ties are frequently revealed in extended monologues, 

sometimes referred to as "Shepard arias." In Buried Child, Vince 

discovers the hand of the past very much involved in his present: 

. . . I was gonna run last night. I was gonna run and 
keep on running. I drove all night. Clear to the 
Iowa border. . . . It never stopped raining the whole 
time. . . . I could see n^self in the windshield. My 
face. My eyes. I studied my face. Studied everything 
about it. As though I was looking at another man. As 
though I could see his whole race behind him. Like a 
munmy's face. I saw him dead and alive at the same 
time. . . . His face became his father's face. Same 
bones. Same eyes. Same nose. Same breath. And his 
father's face changed to his Grandfather's face. And 
it went on like that. Changing. Clear on back to 
faces I'd never seen before but still recognized. 
Still recognized the bones underneath.^9 

The ties of blood not only force sons to the fate of their 

fathers, but they cause characters to exchange identities, as in 

True Wfest. At the beginning of the play, Austin, a successful screen

writer, is "housesitting" for his mother at her home in Southern 

California. He is being visited by his brother, I^e, a petty 

criminal and drifter. Amazingly, it is Lee who sells a story to a 

Hollywood producer, and by the end of the play, "their identities 

shift; it seens that Lee becomes the successful screenwriter, Austin 

30 
the petty thief and aimless wanderer." 
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William Kleb, in a provocative article, "Wbrse Than Being 

Homeless: True West and the Divided Self," feels that the blood feud 

in True West is the confrontation between illusion and unsubstantial 

reality: 

This condition is not an unfamiliar one in modem drama— 
Beckett bases his \̂ ork in it as does Pinter. . . . It 
reflects v̂ iat R.D. Laing, in a book that seens remarkably 
apposite to Shepard's play. The Divided Self, calls a 
state of "primary ontological insecurity." In such a 
state, the individual lacks a firm, central sense of his 
own and other peoples' reality and identity; he doubts 
the permanence of things, the reliability and sub
stantiality of natural processes, even the tangibility 
of others. As a result, Laing asserts, "there is a rent 
in his relation with the world," as well as a "disruption 
of his relation with himself; he does not experience 
himself as ccnplete person but rather as a split in 
various ways, perhaps a mind more or less tenuously 
linked to the body, or two or more selves and so on. ..." 
Such a condition can lead to psychotic schizophrenia and 
. . . reflects, quite simply the psychic state of modem 
(westeim) man—homeless, anxious, irresolute, divided.-̂ 1 

Shepard has stated that "vjhen. you come right down to it what 

-DO 

you're really listening to in a writer is his ability to face himself." 

Kleb believes that Shepard, in his plays, does face himself and that 

his work encourages "an immediate, even autobiographical reading of 

his plays." After recounting several well-known facts about Shepard's 

past (his living an a small farm in Southern California, his "abortive, 

distasteful experiences" as a screenwriter, the relationship between 

his parents and the parents that appear in his plays, etc.), Kleb 

notes that, v^ile Shepard has obviously based the character of Austin in 

True West on his own life, "Shepard has no brother." 
To those familiar with his life and legend, however, Lee 
is just as clearly based on Shepard himself as is Austin— 
he is Shepard's "cowboy mouth," his own self-dramatization 
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(rock star, farmer, poet, yegg), the "bad boy" Patti 
anith glorifies in "Nine Random Years (7+2)." (Shepard 
even has two nominal identities; he was bom Samuel 
Shepard Rogers II.)33 

Any "autobiographical reading" of Sam Shepard would have to 

include the influence of America, particularly Southern California, on 

his search for self. Of Mad Dog Blues, one critic has written: 

Mad Dog Blues is clearly an American play, and only an 
imiagination that has grown up on American movies, radio 
shows, pulp magazines, and music could have conceived 
it. When Kosmo goes to San Francisco he calls it 
"Kerouac country," and Shepard like Kerouac, a writer 
he admires, describes the rootlessness of American 
life, an existence of scattered friends, short term 
affairs, and separations.^4 

35 Shepard's "childhood was as meandering as any of his plots." His 

family moved many times, and Shepard, at various times, lived on a 

farm in Illinois, a military base on Guam, with an aunt in South 

Pasadena, in South Dakota, Utah, Florida, and on an avocado ranch in 

Duarte, California, v^ere he graduated from high school. 

After one year at Mount Antonio Junior College, Shepard left 

California and spent the next decade "speeding like a detion." His 

years on the road are like a Kerouac novel: cars and travel, drugs, 

writing, music, rock groips, liasons with rock stars, and growing up 

in all the division that was indicative of the Viet Nam War era. Not 

only is there alienaticxi within the family, but in Shepard's earlier 

work the division and fragmentation extends even into imagined worlds. 

In his early one-act play, Icarus' Mother, the ultimate fragmentation— 

the splitting of atoms in an atomic holocaust—is almost embraced by 

one character: 
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FRANK: . . . The sirens come and the screaming starts. 
The kids climb down and run to the beach and their 
mothers chasing and their fathers chasing them. . . 
The water goes up fifteen hundred feet and smashes the 
trees, and the firenen come. . . . Oh v̂ iat a sight to 
see with your own eyes. How lucky to be the first one 
there!-̂ ' 

Home and Family: A World Divided 

Frequently Shepard's fractured earth is presented as either a 

battle between opposing forces or the aimless wanderings of a lost 

people. This world view is described by the Spider Lady in 

Operation Sidewinder: 

In the beginning there were the Star Gods. They 
descended to earth in flaming discs and created two 
great clans of man. One, the Snake Clan, the other 
the Lizard. To each were given tasks. The Lizard Clan 
was to harvest the crops and raise the children and the 
Snake Clan was to see to the spiritual needs of the 
people. For this purpose the Snake Clan was given a 
giant spirit snake to communicate with the Gods and 
keep peace in the hearts of the people. The Lizard 
Clan soon grew jealous and wanted the giant snake for 
its own. There came a day of the great tug of war 
between the two clans. The Lizard Clan pulling the head, 
the Snake Clan pulling the tail. Suddenly the serpent 
spirit split in two parts, the head going with Lizard 
Clan, the tail going with the Snake. At that moment 
it is said, the people lost all knowledge of their 
origin. The Gods vanished from the earth. The people 
v^re lost. The two tribes went separate ways and 
wandered endlessly and with no purpose. More and more 
people left the clans and wandered their separate ways, 
taking up homes and founding separate comn[iunities. until 
all over the earth there was mistrust and hatred.-̂ ^ 

John Lahr finds Shepard's work so holding up the mirror to a 

fractured America that he devotes a chapter in Astonish Me to an 

analysis of Operation Sidewinder as an exanple of "the American theatre 

grappling with sources of the nation's madness and spiritual 
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39 
displacement." Another exanple of Shepard's apocalypse of America 

is in Curse of the Starving Class, vŷ erein he presents not only 

destruction of a family because of soured dreams of American success, 

but the metaphor of the destruction of the United States epitomized 

by its national symbol, the eagle: 

ELLA: That story your father used to tell about that eagle. 
You remember that? 

WESLEY: Yeah. 

ELLA: You remember the vdiole thing? 

WESLEY: Yeah. 

ELLA: I don't. I remember something about it but it just 
went right through me. 

WESLEY: Oh. 

EILLA: (after pause) I remember he keeps coming back and 
swooping down on that shed roof and then flying off. 

WESLEY: Yeah. 

ELLA: What else? 

WESLEY: I don't know. 

ELLA: You remember. What happens next? 

WESLEY: A cat comes. 

ELLA: That's right. A big tom cat comes. Right out in the 
fields. And he junps up on top of that roof to sniff around 
in all the entrails or vdiatever it was. 

WESLEY: (still with back to her) And that eagle comes down 
and picks up the cat with his talons and carries him screaming 
off into the sky. 

ELLA: (staring at the lamb) That's right. And they fight. 
They fight like crazy in the middle of the sky. The cat's 
tearing his chest out, and the eagle's trying to drop him\, 
but the cat won't let go because he knows if he falls he'll 
die. 

^ 
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WESLEY: And the eagle's being tom apart in midair. The 
eagle's trying to free himself from the cat, and the cat 
won't let go. 

ELLA: And they come crashing down to the earth. Both of 
them come crashing down. Like one v^ole thing.40 

Shepard's characters share a sense of being isolated, fragmented, 

and "broken off" from something they are unable to get back to. They 

are always looking for home, yet never finding or being able to hold 

on to it. The "Home" song that ends Mad Dog Blues is the longed for 

but never found home that Shepard's characters keep seeking. 

Hitchin' on the Rio Bravo 
Pick me up, won'tcha driver 
'Cause ya know that I'm a true believer 
in 
Home 
Heme 

I'll chance every hand that you deal 
Ride behind your drivin' wheel 
'Cause home is any place you feel 
like 
Heme 
Home 

Heme is in the strangers bones 
Home is like a rolling stone 
Heme is holding something you own 
Your own 
Home 

Crack up in the old ice age 
Zoomin' in the super space age 
Home got no rules, it's in the heart of a fool 
Home is in the coach of a stage 

Runnin' the length of a river 
Slide me in your sailboat, sailor 
My spinnin' brain is a failure 
With no 
Heme 
Home 

•>v 
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Ride me in a silver airplane 
Ride me in a passenger train 
Move me against the grain 
Move me 
Home 
Hcme^l 

When the notion of "Home" is not being romanticized, it is 

frequently presented as shattering and alienating, as in this speech 

from La Turista: 

SALH4: When I was about ten I think, little boy, I'd 
just returned home from a car trip to the country fair 
with my family. . . . I spit on the very top step just 
before my father stepped down. And just as he stepped 
on that little spot of spit that had nothing dirtier in 
it than cotton candy and caramel apple, my v^ole family 
burst into noise like you never ever heard. And my 
father just took his belt that he'd just bought at the 
country fair. A black leather belt with a silver buckle 
and a picture of Trigger engraved on the front. And ray 
father took one more step to the top of the porch with 
the belt hanging down from his right hand and the buckle 
clinking on the cement. Then he swung his arm around 
slowly behind his back so that the belt dragged through 
the air following his wrist and came back so fast that 
all I could hear was a crack as it hit ray ankles and 
knees and I fell. Then they were silent again and 
waited there on the steps until my father put the belt 
back through the loops and buckled the buckle and 
hitched his jeans up over his hips. Then they all went 
into the house in a line. IV̂  father first, my mother 
second, my sisters and brothers third. And I stayed 
there in a ball, all rolled up, with ray knees next to 
my chin, and my hands rubbing ray ankles. And I felt 
very good that they'd left me there by myself .42 

Action and Narration: Stylistic Fragmentation 

Left without a sense of home or family, Shepard stylistically 

fragments his work. Repeatedly, he splits his characters' language 

43 
into a disturbing combination of narration and action. This is 

especially noticeable in "the extended, apocalyptic monologues." So 

rv 
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powerful are his monologues that critic Edith Oliver confessed that 

"Mr. Shepard temporarily wiped out my growing prejudice against stage 

44 
monologues." 

The split that occurs in Shepard's monologues is a shift from 

narrative to active voice, from objectivity to subjectivity. Sometimes 

the split (fragmentation) occurs with a clear change of tense from past 

to present; other tines the split is caused by narration forcing action 

by sheer power of language. A division occurs in this monologue from 

Curse of the Starving Class: 

I was lying there on my back. I could smell the avocado 
blossoms. I could hear coyotes. I could hear stock 
cars squeeling down the street. I could feel ra^^self in 
ray bed in ray room in this house in this town in this 
state in this country. I could feel this country close 
like it was part of ray bones. I could feel the presence 
of all the people outside, at night, in the dark. Even 
sleeping people I could feel. Even all the sleeping 
animials. Dogs. Peacocks. Bulls. Even tractors sitting 
in the wetness, waiting for the sun to come up. I was 
looking straight up at the ceiling at all ray model 
airplanes hanging by all their thin metal wires. Floating. 
Swaying very quietly like they were being blown by 
someone's breath. Cobwebs moving with them. Dust laying 
on their wings. Decals peeling off their wings. My P-39. 
My Messerschmitt. MY Jap Zero. I could feel myself 
lying far below them on my bed like I was on the ocean 
and overhead they were on reconnaissance. Scouting me. 
Floating. Taking pictures of the enemy. Me, the enety. 
I could feel the space around me like a big, black world. 
I listened like an animal. My listening was afraid. 
Afraid of sound. Tense. Like any second something would 
invade me. Sane foreigner. Something undescribable. 
Then I heard the Packard coming up the hill. From a mile 
off I could tell it was the Packard by the sound of the 
valves The lifters have a sound like nothing else. Then 
I could picture my Dad driving it. Shifting unconsciously. 
Down-shifting into second for the last pull up the hill. 
I could feel the headlights closing in. Cutting through 
the orchard. I could see the trees being lit one after 
the other by the lights, then going back to black. My 
heart was pounding. Just from my Dad coming back. Then 
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I heard him pull the brake. Lights go off. Key's turned 
off. Then a long silence. Him just sitting in the car. 
I picture him just sitting. What's he doing? Just sitting. 
Waiting to get out. Why's he waiting to get out. He's 
plastered and can't move. He's plastered and doesn't want 
to move. He's going to sleep there all night. He's slept 
there before. He's woken up with dew on the hood before. 
Freezing headache. Teeth covered with peanuts. Then I 
hear the door of the Packard open. A pop of metal. Dogs 
barking down the road. Door slams. Feet. Paper bag 
being tucked under one arm. Paper bag covering "Tiger 
Rose". Feet coming. Feet walking toward door. Feet 
stopping. Sound of door not opening. Foot kicking door. 
Man's voice. Dad's voice. Dad calling Mom. No answer. 
Foot kicking. Foot kicking harder. Wood splitting. Man's 
voice. In the night. Foot kicking hard through the door. 
One foot right through the door. Bottle crashing. Man 
going insane. Feet and hands tearing. Head smashing. 
Man yelling. Shoulder smashing. Whole body crashing. 
Woman screaming. Mom screaming. Mom screaming for 
police. Man throwing wood. Man throwing up. Mom calling 
the cops. Dad crashing away. Back down driveway. Car 
door slanming. Ignition grinding. Wheels screaming. 
First gear grinding. Wheels screaming off down hill. 
Packard disappearing. Sound disappearing. No sound, 
tton crying soft. Soft crying. Then no sound. Then 
softly crying. Then moving around through house. Then 
no moving. Then crying softly. Then stopping. Then, 
far off the freeway could be heard.'̂ ^ 

In this monologue the action "shifts gears" from narrative to 

active by changes in tense. The action begins with a past experience 

"being brought up to the present;" Wesley is remembering how he felt 

46 
in bed on the previous evening. With the question "What's he 

doing?" the tense is shifted to the present, and the verbs change to 

present tense so that it is no longer "Then I heard the Packard . . ." 

but instead "Then I hear the door of the Packard open. ..." 

Another interesting thing about this monologue is that as the 

description of the violence becomes more explicit, the sentence 

structure becomes shorter and then turns into just phrases or words. 

i»s 
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For example, the sentences at the beginning of the selection are sinple 

but fairly long statements like "I could feel myself in ray bed in m/ 

room in this house in this town in this state in this country" and "I 

could feel myself lying far below them on my bed like I was on the 

ocean and overhead they were on reconnaissance." Toward the middle 

of Wesley's speech as the anxiety builds, Shepard fractures the 

sentence structure, reducing sentences to their minimum like "Dad 

calling Mom," or "Fist through the door," or presenting just phrases, 

"Dad's voice," or words, "Feet." Bonnie Marranca has discussed this 

monologue, noting that the action: 

. . . begins in a leisurely, joyous, personal mood . . . 
then moves to a quick rush of incomplete sentences. 
Images are set in short phrases whose staccato rhythm 
echoes his [Wesley's] heart beating.^' 

The actor performing this role would have to be able to "shift 

gears" with the playwright. And while the idea of the actor's 

responsibility to "go with" the playwright certainly applies to all 

actors dealing with the material of all playwrights, very few 

writers offer the challenges with regard to actor flexibility that 

Shepard does. 

Another exanple that clearly demonstrates this kind of frag

mentation is the "CcMboy" monologue from Shepard's book of poetry 

and monologues. Hawk Moon. In this monologue, written for the Open 

Theatre, the character begins telling about how the suicide grip has 

been outlawed by the Rodeo Cowboy Association and proceeds to describe 

how the grip works (objective); then the action shifts to the actual 

riding of the bull (subjective). Frequently in Shepard's plays 

i 
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this device occurs. One minute a character is talking or dreaming or 

remembering something, and the next minute he is doing v̂ iatever he 

was talking or dreaming or renembering. The action of the nonent seems 

to invade the past remembrances or the future dreams. 

In another monologue from Curse of the Starving Class, the present 

action so invades a daydream that the actor is forced to "act out" the 

invasion. 

EMVIA: She's telling him all about us and about how Dad's 
crazy and trying to kill her all the time. She's happy 
to be on the road. To see new places go flashing by. 
They cross the border and gamble on the jai alai games. 
They head for Baja and swim along the beaches. They 
build canpfires and roast fish at night. In the morning 
they take off again. But they break down somev^ere 
outside a little place called Los Cerritos. They have to 
hike five miles back into town. They come to a small 
beat-up gas station with one punp and a dog with three 
legs. There's only one mechanic in the whole town and 
that's me. They don't recognize me though. They ask if 
I can fix their "carro" and I speak only Spanish. I've 
lost the knack of English by now. I understand then 
though, and give them a lift in ray rebuilt four-wheel-
drive International. I junp outside and look under the 
hood. I see that it's only the rotor inside the 
distributor that's broken, but I tell then that it needs 
an entire new generator, a new coil, points and plugs, 
and some slight adjustments to the carburator. It's an 
overnight job, and I'll have to charge them for the labor. 
So I set up a cot for them in the garage and after they've 
fallen asleep I take out the entire engine and put in a 
rebuilt Volkswagen block. In the morning I charge them 
double for the labor, see them on their way, and resell 
their engine for a small mint.^^ 

The Splits 

Shepard has stated that the playwright is the only person v ^ 

49 
gets to play all the peirts. When reading Shepard's work, it appears 

that characters from his CMn past are woven in with his fantasies. 
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So when Mazon talks about horses and pick-up trucks in Killer's Head, 

the Sam Shepard V^TO used to drive (and still prefers) pick-ups and viho 

worked at Conley Arabian Horse Ranch as a stable hand is speaking. 

When the singing drunmer, would-be rock star. Slim, in CcMboy Mouth, 

talks to poet Cavale, it is dialogue written by Shepard and rock 

singer Patti Smith about their relationship. Indeed, the two 

protagonists of Shepard's Mad Dog Blues, Kosmo and Yahoodi, could be 

50 
said to represent different aspects of Shepard's personality. 

Kosmo, the rock star, represents not only Shepard's interest in rock 

music (he played with the rock group, the Holy Modal Rounders), but 

he also represents the artist/searcher V^TO looks for roots and home 

without finding either. Yahoodi, drug dependent, hip and cool, is a 

manifestation of Shepard's darker side. The two halves finally confront 

each other at the end of the play: 

YAHOODI: You can't see ray denon and you think you're 
alone. That's the truth, isn't itl You think you're 
all alone. 

KOSMO: Fuck your demon 1 What about your angel? 

YAHOODI: I don't get along with angels. 

KOSMO: What about my angel then? If you see my demon 
you must be able to see ray angel. 

YAHOODI: I dai't look for angels. I don't like angels 1 
I'm struggling with something in me that wants to die! 

KOSMO: And I'm struggling with something that wants to 
live. 

YAHOODI: I guess that sums it up. 

KOSMO: I guess so. 

i 
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Whatever else Shepard has struggled with, he has, doubtlessly, 

struggled with himself. He admits that he left America and lived 

in England for awhile to escape a growing dependency on drugs. 

Apparently "rid of that demon," Shepard is back in the United States 

and, of late, working as a film actor, as well as playwright and 

director. The transition from one role to another seems easy enough, 

but Shepard has noted in his play Suicide in B^ that letting go of old 

personas is a painful process. In this play the character of Niles 

appears upstage dressed in a wrinkled dark suit and wearing a hat and 

dark glasses. Later Niles, assisted by Paullette, who pulls various 

costumes and masks out of a big trunk, gives him a "cov\̂ x>y outfit," and 

he acts out the part of "Pecos Bill." Then in a ritualistic cerenony, 

Paullette draws a bow and arrow from the trunk and kills Pecos Bill. 

Niles and Paullette discuss this murder/suicide before the arrow plunges 

into Niles' back. 

NILES: I hate killing this one off first, Paullette. 
Can't we save this one 'til last? 

PAULLETTE: They'll all be painful. Doesn't matter 
v̂ iat order you do them in. . . . 

NIIES: If I don't get rid of them they'll strangle 
me or something. . . . They'll do me in.^^ 

It is only a little while after this exchange that Niles begins to 

panic, shouting: ". . . I'm repeating myself, again and again. It's 

not even myself I'm repeating. I'm repeating them. Over and over. 

They talk at me all the time. . . . THERE'S VOICES COMING AT ME."^^ 

In an effort to silence one of the voices that Paullette describes 

as ". . . waiting to junp on you. Any second they can junp on you," she 

-W"W!»«BB«^V 
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lets the arrow go, striking Niles in the back. Shepard's stage 

directions indicate that Niles "makes no reaction" and, after a brief 

blackout, "starts taking off his ccMboy outfit and Paullette helps him 

with another costume from the suitcase." 

The description by Paullette of the demons waiting to junp the 

character at any minute is part of the splitting forces intrinsic in 

Shepard's characters. Niles' shedding the cov\toy outfit and dressing 

i:p in "black tails" only means another voice is taking charge, but the 

ccMboy IS not dead because "You can't kill a Myth!." 

The conviction that a myth cannot be killed is the theme of 

Shepard's play Seduced, \rthich is loosely based on the life of 

Howard Hughes. Shepard's Hughes, Henry Hackamore, is split not by the 

multiple personas of his past, like Niles, but by a confusion of 

reality and his own myth. Hackamore, shriveled and apparently dying, 

receiving transfusions of "genius blood" and insisting that no one 

touch him for fear that their genns will infect him, has forgotten 

moch of his past. He remembers, however, becoming a mythical figure or, 

as he puts it, making himself up: 

. . . It happened a long time ago. A long, long time 
ago. . . . Texas. That's the last time I lived on 
this earth. Texas. I disappeared in a dream. I 
dreamed myself into another shape. Another body. I 
made myself up. . . .It was a sudden seduction. ̂ ° 

At the end of Seduced, Hackamore's body guard and heir apparent, 

Raul, fires at Hackamore after forcing him to sign a will leaving 

everything to him (Raul) . As Raul fires the pistol at Hackamore, 

Shepard indicates that "Henry keeps raving . . . and gets stronger 

file:///rthich
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with every blast." When the lights fade, Henry Hackamore is standing 

on his bed chanting, "I'm dead to the world but I never been bom." 

57 
The myth, in fact, lives on. 

"The splits" within Shepard's characters can come about because 

of the "ties of blood," or can be caused by warring fragments of a 

personality, or lie between the past and the present, myth and reality, 

or, in the case of Angel City, involve the conflict of reality and 

fantasy. 

Angel City . . . investigates the Hollywood film world 
and discovers that people in our country suffer acute 
pains of self-doubt, lack of faith in themselves, and 
loss of identity. So they turn to the movies, 
acknowledged fantasies, hoping to receive a stimulation 
or impression that will make them feel real.^^ 

The seductive power of the movies and the confusion and "loss of 

identity" that is concommLtant with viewing movies is examined 

eloquently by Miss Scoons' monologue in Act One. Shepard's stage 

directions state that Scoons should speak in "a kind of flattened 

59 
monotone, almost as if another voice is speaking through her." 

I look at the screen and I am the screen. I'm not 
me anymore. I don't know v^o I am. I look at the 
movie and I am the movie. I am the star. I am 
the star in the movie. For days I am the star and 
I'm not me. I'm me being the star.^^ 

Unfortunately for Miss Scoons, the return to reality is inevitable 

and shattering: ". . .1 look at ray life v^en I come down. I look 

and I hate my life v*ien I come down. I hate my life not being a 

,.61 
movie. I hate my life not being a star. 

P M H ^ 
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Character 

Shepard obviously intends for Angel City to be performed in an 

untraditional way. In his "Note to the Actors" v^ich precedes Act I, 

he outlines v̂ iat kind of theatrical experience he envisions for the 

production: 

The term "character" could be thought of in a different 
way v^en working on this play. Instead of the idea of 
a "v̂ Tole character" with logical motives behind his 
behavior which the actor submerges himself into, he 
should consider instead a fractured vhole with bits and 
pieces of character flying off a central theme. . . . 
If there needs to be a "motivation" for some of the 
abrupt changes which occur in the play they can be 
taken as full-blown manifestations of a passing thought 
or fantasy. . . .̂ 2 

There are several "abrupt changes" in Angel City: Scoons' 

metamorphosis from secretary/would-be-starlet to nun; Lanx's 

transformation from business tycoon to boxer to warrior to teenager 

at the movies; Wheeler's steady transfiguration from human to lizard

like monster; and the identity shift at the end of the play which 

happens v^en Artist/Shaman, Rabbit Brown, becomes Movie Producer, 

Mr. Wheeler. Wheeler's response to Brown's sitting in the producer's 

chair assuming the duties of a film industry executive causes him to 

scream: "WAIT A MINUTE! I'M NOT YOU QODDAMNIT! I'M MEl" 

This kind of role reversal is similar to the personality exchange 

between Lee and Austin in True West: 

Lee has the vision; Austin the skill and self-
discipline. . . . To sijm up Shepard's point, Austin 
tells Lee, after the two have switched roles that 
Kinmer, [the producer] "thinks we're the same 
person." Metaphorically, they are.°-̂  

-•^••••••••Ks. 
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Bonnie Marranca writes that Shepard's characters are different 

from what is normally considered "character." She argues that in most 

plays the author or other characters are the channels through which 

character is revealed, whereas in Shepard's work the characters "tell 

us about thenselves." She feels that Shepard's work is unique with 

regard to character for several other reasons: 

The typical "realistic" character has to play the line 
of the dramatic text v^ereas in Shepard's radical 
transformation of realism the character plays fragments, 
gaps, transformations—the breaks in continuity. . . . 
The Shepard character has not sinply a self but several 
selves which are constantly changing.°^ 

Another trait of Shepard's characters is the sense of being lost 

or alienated from the world. In Shepard's terms, the human experience 

is essentially mysterious and baffling. Florence Falk describes such 

a state of existence as "ghostlike." 

In Shepard's plays characters stare into a nurror so 
densely crowded with images from the past and future, 
that they are lost in the present and hover—ghost
like—betwixt and between.°^ 

The following speech by Weston from Curse of the Starving Class reveals 

confusion and a sense of being lost: 

. . . I kept looking for it out there somevN̂ ere. 
I couldn't figure out the jumps. From being bom, 
to growing ip, to droppin' bombs, to having kids, 
to hitting bars, to this. It all turned around me.^° 

Falk believes that the sense of being lost is aggravated by the 

fact there is something in Shepard's characters which is ". . . vivid, 

yet unknowable, like certain people we meet once but are destined 

never to know."^^ For such people the past is fuzzy and the future 

usually bleak. The character, Geez, in Shepard's short play 

itv 
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Shaved Splits, for example, speaks of being lost: 

GEEZ'S VOICE: Geez rose from the spot, his rifle 
slung over his shoulder. He gazed across the 
ravaged rubble of the city. His mind went back to 
Tucsoi and Albuquerque v^ere it all began. Somehow 
he'd reached the end of the road. Nothing lay 
ahead and nothing lay behind. His heart sank. . . . 
He had to take a step. He had to make a move somehow. 
If things could only be sinple and easy again.^^ 

Shepard's stage directions for this scene indicate that Geez's 

voice "comes over the P.A. He follows the directions of the voice." 

The separation of the body from the voice heightens the alienation/ 

fragmentation vdiich is inherent in the monologue. It is not dissimilar 

from the fragmentation of the head from the body which is discussed by 

Carol in Red Cross : 

. . . Then ray head will blow up. The top will come 
right off. My hair will blow down the hill full of 
guts and blood. . . . Then it will snap. My whole 
head will snap off and roll down the hill and become 
a hugh snov\̂ oall and roll into the city and kill a 
million people. My body will stop at the bottom 
of the hill with a bloody stunp for a neck and both 
arms broken and both legs.^^ 

The sense of being lost permeates the lives of the characters in 

Mad Dog Blues. Not only are the characters frequently lost with regard 

to krowing v^ere they are geographically, they are lost and confused 

about their aspirations and dreams. In a speech v^ch Shepard intends 

spoken in sleep "as though having a nightmare," Yahoodi calls out for 

his ex-friend Koano. 

Kbarol It isn't really me. Not my voice. It's 
you. No that doesn't make sense. . . . I'm so 
many different people at once. I keep running 
away from unseen executioners. You dig where I'm 
coming from? My feet are caught in quicksand.70 

K>̂  
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The Escapes of Sam Shepard 

The need to "keep running," coupled with the reality of being 

"caught in quicksand," is a comnon predicament for Shepard's characters. 

It is this predicament that they so often try to escape. When 

characters do try to escape or refer to themselves as "escape 

artists," as Weston does in Curse of the Starving Class, they usually 

wind up even more estranged from the world. Perhaps Shepard's own 

rootless existence has contributed to this feeling in his characters. 

He confesses to feeling homeless always: ". . .1 feel like I've never 

had a home, you know. . . . I feel related to the country, to this 

country, and yet at the same time I don't know exactly where I fit 

• ..71 
in. 

Shepard, unlike his characters, however, has found some escape in 

his writing and perhaps, more recently, in fiLms. While it is true 

that in his plays "there is a wide variety of escape/transformation 

72 
endings," the escapes "are fantasies, not solutions." Gerald Weales 

has discussed these escape transformations. 

Shepard's dramatic response to a battered and broken 
society has been a series of escape images, trans
formation finishes that are sometimes obviously 
comfort-of-death endings. Red Cross has two—Carol's 
skiing accident in v^ich she is finally only that 
touch of red on the v̂ iite snow, and the Maids' 
imagined transformation into a fish, lying immobile, 
forgotten, staring at the frozen lake. In La Turista, 
Salem and Kent use and enrich the language of tourism. 
"You came here to disappear?" she asks Kent and, v^en 
she wants to know \̂ hat he would "do if you did 
disappear," he answers, "Nothing. I'd be gone." At 
the end of the play, . . . Kent swings on a long rope 
from the back of the theatre, across the heads of the 
audience and other characters, and crashes through the 
set leaving just his outline. He disappears in fact.^^ 
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Weales chronicles numerous "escapes" of Shepard's characters, 

including the destruction of the corrupt "fourth world" in Operation 

Sidewinder, the "Fellini-like dance" that ends Mad Dog Blues, Henry 

Hackamore's escape from death by turning "into his own myth" in 

Seduced, and the "perfect jam session amid the ruins of revolutionary 

violence" in Shaved Splits. Yet the escapes of Shepard's heroes and 

heroines are never permanent, for, inherent in Shepard's work, is the 

idea that "generations will replace one another" and be as trapped as 

74 
their predecessors. 

The new generations of escape artists soon discover, as Jeep 

discovered in jail in this ending monologue to Action, that there is 

no chance for escape: 

. . .I'd have this dream come to me that the walls 
were moving in. It was like a sweeping kind of 
terror that struck me. Then something in me would 
panic. I wouldn't make a move. I'd just be standing 
there very still, but inside scxnething would leap 
like it was trying to escape. And the leap would come 
up against something. It was like an absolutely 
helpless leap. There was no possible way of getting 
out. . . . It was like nothing in the whole world 
could get me out of there. . . . No escape.^^ 

In a note to the British edition of Unseen Hand, Shepard wrote: 

"Everybody's caught up in a fraction world that they can't even see." 

The conclusion of Jeep's speech reflects not only the attitude of 

"being caught" (i.e., trapped without escape), but also the confusion 

of being in a world that is mystifying: "I had no idea v\̂ nat the world 

was. I had no idea how I got there or v^y or v̂ io did it. I had no 

76 
references for this." 
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If Shepard's characters seen without references, they are 

different from their creator. This does not mean that Shepard has 

worked out the answers to the questions that fill out the dialogues 

and monologues of his plays (i.e., "Who am I?" "Why am I here?" 

"What happens v^en I die?"), but that his reference point lies in his 

concept of the voice. The voice or voices within Shepard become in 

a sort of Cogito ergo sum (Descartes' "I think; therefore I am."), 

except that, for Shepard, the equation could be modified to "I hear 

voices; therefore I am." 

In 1978, Shepard had an opportunity to vent his voices in a 

collaborative production with his old friend, Joseph Chaikin, called 

Tongues. Kleb described the production in the Fall, 1978 issue of 

Theatre (formerly Yale/Theatre): 

. . . Throughout, Chaikin performed seated on a 
throne-like chair at the center of the small 
proscenium stage, facing front; Shepard sat directly 
behind him, cross-legged on a low platform, facing 
upstage. . . . Chaikin remained motionless for the 
most part . . . as if he were an invalid unable to 
move. . . . Behind Chaikin, various percussive 
musical instruments were arranged on the low plat
form (a snare drum, a cymbal, bongos, gourd rattles, 
sticks, bells), and Shepard played these rhythmically 
acconpanying Chaikin's words. Only Shepard's bare, 
sinewy arms were visible as he reached out to pick 
up and play the different instruments: his movements 
seemed stylized, choreographed, and the effect was as 
though Chaikin were four-armed Vishnu telling his 
dreams.^' 

The dreams of the Vishnu or, in Shepard's terms, "the voices" 

were not "intended to be caricatures," but, as Shepard indicates in 

his note on Tongues: 
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. . . they are attitudes or impulses, constantly 
shifting and sliding into each other, sometimies 
abruptly, sometimes slowly, seeningly out of 
novŷ iere. . . . Voices. Voices travelling. Voices 
beconing other voices. Voices frcxn the dead and 
living. Hypnotized voices. Sober voices. Working 
voices. Voices in anguish, etc.^^ 

Sunmary 

This chapter demonstrated that fragmentation of many types is 

a recurrent, dramatic element in Shepard's poetry and plays. It is 

hoped that the guidelines given in the next chapter will be helpful 

in realizing the process of "voices becoming other voices." As 

Shepard's collaborator Chaikin indicates, the task, in large part, 

is to get "in touch" with the voices within. 

Everything that takes place is in us. The voice of 
the tortured as well as the voice of the blessed. 
We need to liberate the sounds closed up in us. 
Ultimately, acting is to be able to speak in the 
tongues of the tortured, assassinated, betrayed, 
starving parts of ourselves imprisoned in the 
disguise of the "setup." And to locate and liberate 
those voices which sing from the precious buried 
parts of ourselves where we are bewildered and alive 
beyond business matters, in irreducible radiance.'^ 

The discovery of the "voices" or selves within is part of the 

purpose of the self-exploration training of the actor. The Shepardian 

actor would need also to look at the "splits" v^ch occur in Shepard's 

characters—alienation, conflicting needs, multiple personalities, 

transformations, division of time—and adjust his own multiple 

selves to the denands of the character. The acting problem is 

clearly difficult: "How can the actor perfonV^chieve fragmentation?" 
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The Shepard character is not whole. The actor must play the 

divisions, the multiples, the fragments, and sometimes simultaneously 

perform opposing actions. Fragmentation is, therefore, an appropriate 

categorization for Shepard's plays, because it not only encompasses 

the playwright's methodology ("voices"), but is also an appropriate 

heading for Shepard's unique dramatic action. The fragmentation 

occurs on many levels and includes characters who "metamorphose, 

80 
transmute, alter completely in the course of a scene." Shepard's 

characters are often presented as rootless wanderers, bound by the 

ties of blood and, yet, seeking identity. His family members exist 

alienated from each other and live in physical environments that are 

frequently shattered. Shepard peoples his plays with characters V^TO 

require actors to play the shifts from active to narrative voice: 

characters who are trapped, yet long for escape. 

Chapter III argues that conteiporary actor training does not 

equip the actor to play Shepard's "splits," because "there is no 

81 
through-line-of-action, no 'spine' to a role." It, therefore, 

proposes a methodology (a series of exercises) which can aid the 

actor in performing a character who is not whole. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE THEORY OF FRAGMENTATION APPLIED TO VOICES: 

A SAM SHEPARD COLLAGE 

Chapter I chronicled what other artists (actors, directors, 

and critics) have written concerning the performance of Shepard's 

scripts. Chapter II demonstrated that fragmentation is an 

inherent characteristic in the literature of Sam Shepard. This 

chapter will develop some general guidelines or methodologies for 

approaching such literature in performance. These guidelines are, 

in part, borrowed from some of the conclusions of others presented in 

Chapter II and, in part, based on tried and untried exercises and ideas 

v^ich provide a way to realize fragmentation in performing Shepard's 

characters. This study is primarily written for actors and directors 

interested in acting in or directing a Shepard play, and the theory 

represents one way—an important one—to envisage Shepard's writings. 

To The Actor 

Many acting textbooks argue that the actor has essentially two 

categories for exploration and growth in the study of his art: 1) the 

work the actor must do to develop his instrument (psyche, body, voice), 

and 2) the work the actor must do to realize the development of a 

character. Regarding the first area, it is frequently noted that the 

actor's instrument is his raind and physical apparatus—his being—or, 

as Jerry L. Crawford states, "the logical point of departure in the 

96 
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training of the actor [is] the actor's person.""'• The bias that the 

starting point for the actor is the actor himiself is reflected in most 

theories of performance: 

Where does the actor begin training? It is a matter 
of self-exploration. He begins with himself. . . . 
There is an essential difference between acting and 
other arts. The painter works with pigments and 
canvas, the sculptor with clay and stone, the pianist 
with keys that control hanmers on strings, but the 
actor is his own instrument.^ 

. . . For most actors, success is achieved through 
study, struggle, preparation, infinite trial and 
error, training, discipline, experience, and work. 
Much of that work is on the actor's body and on 
the voice. . . . And much of the work is on the 
actor's mind.3 

Uta Hagen probably best explained the importance of knowing the 

self and the relevance of such insight to acting in her book. Respect 

for Acting, maintaining that effective characterization is, in large 

part, dependent upon introspection: 

. . . If we understand the necessity for developing 
an organic inner technique . . . then the question 
can be asked: "Where do we begin?" 

First, you must learn to show who you are. You 
must find your own sense of identity, enlarge this 
sense of self, and learn to see how that knowledge 
can be put to use in characters you will portray on 
stage.^ 

After establishing that the beginning point of acting resides 

within the human psyche, acting texts usually proceed to discussions 

of the kinds of work the actor should do on himself, i.e., relaxation, 

observation, attention, development of the senses, etc. Character 

development, the second main area for actor growth and exploration, 

usually follows. Here, most texts replicate the theories of 

( 
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Constantin Stanislavski who developed the method of pdiysical actions 

now generally known as "the method." Stanislavski stressed that 

characterization is great art: 

Characterization, v^en acccnpanied by a real trans
position, a sort of re-incarnation, is a great 
thing. And since an actor is called upon to create 
an image while he is on the stage and not just show 
himself off to the public, it is something that 
becomes a necessity for all of us. In other words 
all actors wA)o are artists, the creators of images, 
should make use of characterizations v^ich enable 
them to become "incarnate" in their parts.^ 

The study of characterization became the lifetime quest of 

Stanislavski, and the elements of emotional memory, concentration, 

relaxation, and oonmunion v̂ iich he developed over long years of study 

have been taught extensively in Europe and in America. This author 

has no argument with any of the steps outlined in this tradition of 

actor training, either with the terms of the work that the actor must 

do on himself or on his role. Nor is there any desire to "take on" the 

Stanislavski systen or any system of acting and reveal its errors. The 

dedicated actor will certainly be exploring the inner territory of his 

own self and, simultaneously, searching for more expressive ways to 

present his character. Since the thrust of this endeavor, however, is 

to find a way of working with the material of Shepard, the essenticil 

question must be: "What ought the actor do with regard to working on 

himiself and his role in order to best realize a Shepard character in 

performance?" Tb that end some prescriptions are offered, which, in 

many instances, concur totally with the major tenets of the "system" 

or "method" and which, in other instances, offer other possibilities. 
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A Rigorous Physical Discipline 

The belief that the actor should have a strong, yet flexible 

body is not new. Stanislavski wrote intensely about such a need. 

In Building A Character, Stanislavski, in the guise of the acting 

teacher, Tortsov, discussed at length the physical demands of the 

theatre: 

Today Tortsov came for the first time to our class 
in Swedish gymnastics. He watched us and about half 
way through the usual hour he interrupted and led us 
to our new museum-classixan v^ere he talked to us. 

"People generally do not know how to make use of 
the physical apparatus with v*iich nature has endowed 
us," he began. "They neither knew how to develop 
this apparatus nor keep it in order. Flabby muscles, 
poor posture, sagging chests, these things we see 
around us continually. They show insufficient training 
and an inept use of this physical instrument. . . . 
We need strong, pĉ ^̂ erful bodies, developed in good 
proportions, well set up, but without any unnatural 

The general premise that "strong, powerful bodies" developed 

through exercises designed to make the "physical apparatus more mobile, 

flexible, expressive, and even more sensitive" applies universally to 

the art of the actor and has specific application to the actor of a 

Shepard piece. Kenneth Chubb discussed the importance of physical 

strength and flexibility as it relates to Shepard's plays: 

. . . The connection between the action and v*iat is 
being talked about is obvious, but often these actions, 
vjhich are physically difficult, most be performed 
during a speech and still have spontaneity. There 
are often strenuous physical demands made on the actors 
in Sam's plays usually during important speeches that 
need their concentration. . . .° 

It is not the purpose of this exploration to detail a particular 

method of developing strength and flexibility in the actor's body. 

^v 
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Indeed, there are many books v̂ iich carefully outline such a regimen.^ 

Stanislavski stressed gymnastics, dance, fencing, and acrobatics. 

Joseph Chaikin, v*ien working with the Open Theatre, developed many 

exercises designed to develop not only strength and flexibility but 

to engage "the emotion rather than the other v;ay around. ""''̂  

Of course, the concern for physical expression has been given 

more prominence in the last couple of decades and extends to Shepard's 

work and to many plays and productions. Douglas Russell writes of 

this development: 

. . . The new theatre of the past fifteen years is 
very involved in getting inside a character muscular ly, 
physiccilly, kinesthetically, emotionally, intellectually, 
and psychologically. . . . As CPeter] Brook said in his 
book. The E^ty Space: "The invisible must be made 
visible through the physical presence of the performer."^ 

It is clear, therefore, that, regardless of the type of training, 

the actor working with much of contemporary theatre in general and 

Shepard material, specifically, must be in good physical condition. 

What particular exercises can be devised to help the actor achieve 

strength, flexibility, mobility, and to better deal with Shepard's 

fragmented stage realities? What follows are exercises and directions 

designed to help actors physically and emotionally "get inside" 

Shepard's characters. There are also specific recommendations 

determined since the practical exploration of the fragmentation theory 

concerning the environment, staging, and approach vMch should serve 

to expand its application. 
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The Body in Opposition to Itself 

Traditionally, or at least since 1909, when Stanislavski began 

to write and publish his discoveries about naturalistic acting, the 

movement in actor training has been toward "wholeness." The idea of 

wholeness encorpasses the belief that a character's actions and 

intentions are part of the overall "super-objective" of the play. 

All actions taken together must constitute a through-
line leading to the "super-objective" or "super-
intention." . . . This means that onstage the actor 
thinks and acts consistently and logically in accordance 
with the demands of his role.-'-̂  

Actor training, therefore, has focused on integrating the physical, 

vocal, and psychological actions of the character into a coherent 

entirety. Harold Clurman discussed this premise in an essay titled 

"The Principles of Interpretation:" 

The actor's talent becomes evident in the manner 
in which he carries out these actions. But 
talented or not, they must be clearly presented 
for the play to become an intelligible, coherent 
whole. •'••̂  

The movement toward v^oleness needs re-exploration if it is to 

be applied to the characters of Sam Shepard, vdio frequently behave in 

ways that are neither consistent nor logical, at least v̂ ien examined 

in light of traditional ways of thinking about character consistency. 

Indeed, Shepard's belief that "there are many voices in a person, many 

14 
different people in one person," defies the concept of wholeness. 

How then can the actor find, in a physical way, a method for achieving 

fragmentation which is innate in Shepard's characters? One way is 

to investigate the idea of the body, voice and psyche as separate 

entities which are not only disjointed, but also frequently warring 
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with each other. An exercise used in class and rehearsal work for 

the Collage production which focused on this prenise was "Opposing 

Centers." 

The "Opposing Centers" exercise has as its "genesis" Maxine 

Klein's discussion of "Body Acting Centers" in her book. Time, Space 

and Designs for Actors. Klein maintains there are four powerful 

centers in the body capable of initiating and sustaining emotion: 

15 the stomach, the heart, the genitals, and the mind. In her discussion 

of centers, Klein identifies emotions v^ch tend to reside within 

certain areas of the body: rage and desire in the genitals; hunger, 

fear, and nausea in the stomach; sadness and love in the heart; and 

concentration and confusion in the mind. These are not, however, 

rigid categories. 

In dealing with centers allowances will be made for 
human variability: since all people are not the 
same, it is impossible to predict in vMch body 
center a given person will experience a given 
emotion. 1" 

The important thing for the actor is to learn to "identify body 

acting centers" and how to use them "at will." 

It works this way: 

You decide on the emotion 
your character should be experiencing 
in a particular situaticai. 

You determine in which body center 
you can initiate and sustain that emotion. 

You select an image that 
will activate that body center so that 
you can actually experience the desired emotion 
rather than force or pretend it.^' 
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In class the centers in opposition exercise followed a "warm-up" 

period in v^ich actors explored Klein's "interior landscape" in an 

effort to sense the energies in each of the four centers."''̂  The 

actors were then asked to think of one line from a Shepard play and 

say the line aloud until they found a center for the line. The 

specific instruction was: "See if the line seems to live in one 

center." After the line was "centered," the actors were asked to 

move the line around so that they could experience a given line and the 

emotional changes that transpired as the line was spoken with energy 

pulled from various centers. Then the actors were asked to return to 

their original center and to say the line drawing energy from that 

center. After a few moments of allowing the actors to readjust to 

saying the line from "home-center," the idea that another center 

"wanted" the line was introduced. The actors were asked to allow the 

other center "to war" with the home-center for the line and even 

capture it for a v̂ iile, only to have the home-center take control 

again. The obvious difficulty of the exercise was to set up and 

feel the pull from the opposing center, and yet, resist it and at times 

19 
capitulate to it. 

The purpose of opposing centers work was to move the actor toward 

an understanding of characters tom by the warring "voices" within them. 

Several variations on this idea were explored, including work with 

"opposing rhythms." The beginning point for this pursuit is to ask 

actors to establish a certain rhythm (any regular beat), and then 

to respond physically to that rhythm with only half of the body. For 

example, the right arm and leg might begin to move in time with the 
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rhythm. Then after a few moments, to allow the movement to become 

habitual, the actors were asked to think of a different rhythm v̂ iile 

continuing the body movements in time with the first rhythm. Eventually 

the actors are asked to allow the other half of the body to respond 

to the new rhythm. This means that half of the body is responding and 

moving to one rhythm, and the other half of the body is responding and 

moving to a different rhythm. Again, the objective of this exercise 

is to help the actor sense the self in opposition. The exercise is 

also quite good for improving concentration in general. (One student 

in class remarked: "This is so difficult for me because much of ny 

20 
training is in dance v^ere we are taught to move the body as one unit.") 

Two exercises, discovered well after the Collage, v^ch 

could be incorporated into opposing centers work, are "Halving Your 

Bocfy" and "Separate Einotions in the Bocty" from Acting in Person and Style; 

Halving the Boc^: Think of your bo(^ not as a total 
entity, but as a mass divided in half. For exanple, 
concentrate on the idea that your ufper half is 
separate from your IcMer half, or that your right 
side is separate from your left side. Once you have 
divided your body in half, think of the two halves 
as opposing forces. For exanple, the upper half of 
your body is happy, and the lower half of your body 
is sad; or one eye is intelligent and the other eye 
is stupid. Move or react in a state of happiness, 
sadness, anger, and drunkenness.̂ •'• 

Separate Emotions in the Body; Choose an emotional 
reaction and focus it on one particular part of your 
body: for exanple your head is laughing. Choose 
other parts of your body and create different 
emotional reactions. Nc«v perform the exercise using 
two different p>arts of the body simultaneously 
responding to an emotional reaction: for exanple 
your arms are bored and your toes are happy.22 

^N. 
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An exercise similar to opposing centers that was developed 

during work on the Collage was pitting the voice against the body 

rhythmically. In this exploration, actors were asked to speak Shepard 

lines in one rhythm (say very fast) and move the body in an opposing 

rhythm (in this instance, in slow motion) . The exercise could be 

directed in such a way that actors gradually shifted rhythms 

accordingly, i.e., if they began speaking fast and moving slowly, 

they would be instructed gradually to slow down the speech and speed 

up the movements until they reached a point v^ere they were speaking 

very slowly and moving quite fast. At other times, actors should shift 

inmediately in vocal and physical tempo rather than gradually. To the 

actor, the shift in performance would obviously be more subtle and 

could be gradual or instantaneous, depending on the kind of transformation/ 

fragmentation required of the character. In some Shepard plays, the 

transformation is gradual, for exanple, with l^sley becoming his father 

in Curse of the Starving Class and Wheeler turning into a monster in 

Angel City; in other instances, the changes occur inmediately, as \fthen 

Miss Scoons becomes a Nun in Angel City, or vdien The Lobster Man becomes 

a rock star in CcMboy Mouth. 

In A Book on the Open Theatre, Robert Pasolli outlines an 

exercise v^ch could also be used in the work of pitting the body 

against the voice, except that in this exercise, sinply titled 

"Opposites," the separation is accomplished through opposing emotions 

rather than opposing rhythms : 

This is an exercise which takes the contradiction 
mechanism of the unnoticed action improvisation a 
step further; its purpose is to locate the tension 

file:///fthen
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between the verbal and physical life of the character. 
The actor, working alone, tries to express one 
quality with his voice and an opposing quality 
with his body. It is like the children's game 
of patting the head v*iile rubbing the stomach, 
except that one action is verbal, the other 
physical. The enabling mechanism of the exercise 
is the rhythmic element cotmon to the contra
dictory statements. The best exanple I have seen 
occurred in workshop v̂ ien Lee Worley sang "Whistle 
a Happy Tune" vdiile writhing on the floor in agony. 
She got a jerky rhythm going and then used it as 
the motor for both the j^ysical agony and the vocal 
lightheartedness.23 

The viiole idea of working with "opposition" is to help the actor 

experience the sense of being divided. In actual performance, the 

trick is to let the work renmn as "residue" and not overtly call 

attention to itself. 

Fragmentation of Voice and Body 

As pointed out in Chapter I, one kind of fragmentation that occurs 

in Shepard's work is the splitting of language \fthich is evidenced by the 

various "voices" v^ch can overtake a character, or the shifts from 

active to narrative, or even by the splintering of speech from 

sentences, to clauses, to p̂ irases, to words, or soimds. The challenge 

for the actor of a Shepard work is to find a way vocally to express the 

fragmentation of the language. 

One way to accomplish the transformation is to shift the center 

every time the character responds to a different "voice." Sometimes 

the shift occurs within the character, and sometimes the character 

changes into a new being. For exanple, v̂ ien Hoss in The Tooth of Crime 

has a conversation with himself and his fatlier, "shifting voices from 

his own into an older man's," the actor could change his body center 

file:///fthich
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with each shift in voice.^^ Or v^en Lanx, in Angel City, changes 

completely fran movie mogul to punchy boxer to a "randy" teenager at the 

drive-in theatre, the actor should shift the body acting center each 

timie the character is transformed into a new being. 

One discovery that was made in the rehearsal work for 

the Collage was that intonation, phrasing, and vocal rhythm 

change as the body center is changed. This is, of course, not a 

completely new discovery. Jerzy Grotowski addressed a very similar 

issue in a closing speech to the students at the Skara Dance School in 

Sweden in January of 1966. 

How should you work with your voice? You should 
not consciously control yourself. Do not control 
your body's places of vibration. You should 
only—and this is the best basic exercise—speak 
with the various parts of your body. For exanple, 
the mouth is on top of my head and I speak to the 
ceiling. . . . If you have the impression that your 
mouth is in your chest, and if you address the wall, 
you will hear the answer coming from the wall. This 
is the way to set in motion the v̂ iole system of 
resonances within the body.26 

The "system of resonances" v^ch Grotowski referred to as being 

activated by the "various parts of the body" bears out the theory that, 

if the center is changed, "the voice" changes automaticailly. Sometimes 

in Shepard's work, hoMever, the fragmentation does not occur because of 

a shift of character persona but because of a shift from narrative to 

active style. When this happens, the actor should be willing to 

"act-out" the description. It is a technique vMch provides a method 

to acccirplish "the trick" of being "simultaneously involved and 

detached," vMch Jacques Levy confessed to having "no good advice on 
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how to do." When encountering a descriptive passage, the 

actor's problem is to remain "detached" (objective) in the narration 

and "involved" (subjective) in acting out what is being described. 

Here, the mind and voice must be separated from the body. 

A good example of this kind of fragmentation is the long "snow" 

speech which occurs early in Red Cross: 

They'll see my head. It'll be in the snow somevdiere. 
Somevŷ iere skiing on a big vMte hill. In the Rockies. 
I'll be at the top of this hill and everything will be 
all right. I'll be breathing deep. In and out. Big 
gusts of cold freezing air. My v^ole body will be warm 
and I won't even feel the cold at all. I'll be looking 
down and then I'll start to coast. Very slowly. I'm 
a good skier. I started \^en I was five. I'll be 
halfway down and then I'll put on some steam. A little 
steam at first and then all the way into the egg 
position. The Europeans use it for speed. I picked it 
up v^en I was ten. I'll start to accumulate more and 
more velocity. The snow will start to spray up around 
my ankles and across ray face and hands. My fingers 
will get tighter around the grips and I'll start to 
feel a little pull in each of ray calves. Right along 
the tendon and in front, too. Everything will be 
working at once. All ray balance and strength and 
breath. The v*iole works in one bunch. There'll be pine 
trees going past me and other skiers going up the hill. 
They'll stop and watch rae go past. I'll be going so fast 
everyone will stop and look. They'll wonder if I'll 
make it. I'll do some junps and twist n^ body with the 
speed. They'll see my body twist, and my hair, and ray 
eyes will water from the wind hitting them. My cheeks 
will start to sting and get all red. I'll get further 
and further into the egg position with my arms tucked up. 
I'll look down and see the valley and the cars and the 
houses and people walking up and down. I'll see all the 
cabins with smoke coming out the chimneys. Then it'll 
come. It'll start like a twitch in my left ear. Then 
I'll start to feel a throb in the bridge of ny nose. 
Then a thump in the base of my neck. Then a crash right 
through ray skull. Then I'll be down. Rollingl Yellingl 
All those people will see it. I'll be rolling with ray 
skis locked and my knees buckled under me and my arms 
thrashing through the snow. The skis will cut into both 

'>v 
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my legs and I'll bleed all over. Big gushes of red 
all over the snow. My arms will be broken and dragging 
through the blood. I'll smell cocoa and toast and 
marmalade coming out of the cabins. I'll hear dogs 
barking and see people pointing at me. I'll see the 
road and college kids wearing sweat shirts and ski 
boots. Then my head will blow up. The top will come 
right off. My hair will blow down the hill full of 
guts and blood. . . . My v^ole head will snap off . . . 
My body will stop at the bottom of the hill with just 
a bloody stunp for a neck and both arms broken and 
both legs. Then there'll be a long cold wind. A 
whistle, sort of. It'll start to snow a little bit. 
A very soft east snow. The squirrels might come down 
to see v*iat happened. It'll keep snowing very lightly 
like that for a long time until ny v̂ iole body is 
covered over. All you'll see is this little red 
splotch of blood and a whole blanket of snow. 28 

This speech is written in a narrative or objective style, and 

the actor's task, as Levy, v̂ io directed the premier production, points 

out, is "to abandon . . . what [is] 'natural' or 'organic' for the 

character and to show instead a strong image of v^at the character 

29 
[is] doing." This is complicated by Shepard's stage directions 

vhich indicate that Carol "crosses the stage to right bed and 

stands on it facing Jim and begins to act out the rest as though she 

30 
were skiing on a mountain slope." 

Levy solved the problem of the split between the objective and 

subjective in this monologue primarily through opposing rhythms: 

"Carol's long snow speech at the beginning was done in the manner of 

an excited radio sportscaster, perched on her bed in a still-photo 

pose of a skier." Levy's approach to the scene was, on the surface, 

quite different from the way the same scene was directed for the 

Collage presentation. Essentially, Levy made the narration 
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active, and the acting out of the action was played objectively. In 

the Tech Lab Theatre production of Red Cross, the actress was instructed 

to play the narration detached but to throw herself physically into 

the acting out of the skiing. Actually, Levy's solution to the problem 

is not that dissimiilar from the solution in the Tech production. In 

both instances, the actresses were actively involved and simultaneously 

detached through the technique of opposing rhythms and separation of 

the voice and raind from the body. 

Multiple Personalities and The Inner Library 

Shep>ard's basic belief that everyone is "schizoid," is, for the 

most part, substantiated by studies of the intrapersonal communication 

(one to one's self) process. "The self-concept is multidimensional. 

Just as the universe is composed of countless galaxies, each person's 

32 

self concept is a conglomeration of many beliefs." The "conglomera

tion" within represents aspects of the self v^ch have variously been 

described, including Freud's divisions of "id, ego, and super-ego," and 

Thomas Harris's categories of "parent, adult, and child." Regardless 

of the categorization, 

. . . almost every adult experiences intrapersonal 
communication. We seem to be able to comnunicate 
with ourselves. We dialogue with ourselves; we debate 
with ourselves; we even sometimes talk aloud to our
selves—and answer ourselves. ̂-̂  

Shepard, in writing about his "inner library," has remarked that 

the "similarity between the actor's art and the playwright's is a lot 
O A 

closer than most people suspect." Early in this study, this writer 

^ 
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was persuaded that the actors in the Collage ought to attempt, in 

same way, to replicate the creative methodology of Shepard. While 

it is certainly true that the writer's and actor's task are cotple-

raentary but different, it is also true that actors should try to 

identify themselves with and inmerse thenselves in the world view of 

the playwright. This seens particularly relevant to the actor 

attenpting to "incarnate" Shepard's world of "voices" with "many 

35 
different people in one person." Here the actor's work, like the 

playwright's, is first to get in touch with the many different people 

36 
residing in "the kingdom within." 

The question of how the actor can gain access to the life 

experiences stored in his psyche has been studied for centuries. For 

the playwright and the actor, Shepard believes one key to the "inner 

library" is through "recall." 

. . . It must be true that we're continually taking 
in images of experience from the outside world through 
our senses, even v*ien we're not aware of it. How else 
could v\̂ Tole scenes from our past v^ch we thought we'd 
long forgotten suddenly spring up in living technicolor? 
These tastes from our life must then be stored away 
somev^ere in some kind of inner library. So this must 
mean that if I could be truly resourceful, I could draw 
on this library at any given moment for the exact 
information needed. Not only that, but the information 
is given back to me as living sensation. From this 
point of view, I'm diving back into the actual experience 
of having been here and there and writing from it as 
though it's happening now. 

This is very similar to the method-acting technique 
called "recall." It's a good description—. . .̂ ^ 

Classwork designed to discover the many people inside each person 

was begun early in the preparation for the Collage production. 
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In the third week of the Fall, 1980 semester, the advanced acting 

class, working with Shepard material, was asked to explore the idea 

that each self is composed of many selves, v^ich are sometimes 

contradictory. After the briefest discussion, the unanimous opinion 

of the class was agreement with this premise. The task, now, was to 

find and be able to use the selves within to breathe life into the 

multiple personas of Shepard's characters. 

At this point, the class proceeded into work with "isolation 

exercises" v̂ iich are discussed below. In retrospect, such work was 

probably premature, and it could have proved more valuable to have set 

aside at least one day to work on some recall exercises. One in 

particular v̂ iich seems appropriate is the "I4other" exercise frequently 

used in acting classes. 

The "Mother" emotional memory, or recall, exercise should be 

initiated after a vigorous but brief physical warm-up. The actors 

are then instructed to "find a place of isolation," v̂ iich can be 

anyviiere in the work area as long as it is a space of relative privacy 

and within a hearing distance of the director/instructor's voice. 

After giving the actors a moment to settle down, they are asked to 

think about an eaqaerience with their mother. The emotional timbre of 

the remembered experience is insignificant; vdiat is inportant is that 

the actors focus on an intense experience. The actor should try to 

bring as many of the details of the recalled encounter as possible into 

consciousness, i.e., "What was she wearing? . . . What was the room 

like? . . . What sounds do you remember? . . . Colors? . . . etc." 
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The second stage of the exercise allows the actor to contact 

the emotional landscape within himself. Now that the image of 

"mother" has been brought sharply into focus, each actor is required 

to run "stream of conscious" memories through his consciousness. For 

exanple, the actor is instructed: "Focus on a time v^en you were 

angry at your mother . . . tliink about when you were ashamed of your 

mother . . . when you were hurt by your mother . . . v^en you laughed 

with your mother." The idea is to allow the memories to come without 

effort so the vhole emotional tapestry of the relationship comes back 

"in living technicolor." 

The final part of the exercise requires at least twenty minutes. 

In it the actors are directed sinply to continue to concentrate on 

the rush of images connected with the recalled experiences and to say 

aloud the word "mother," or "mom," or "mama," or however the actor 

addresses his mother. During the last phase of the exercise, the 

instructor should be very quiet. 

The "mother exercise" is designed to help the actor reach the 

many selves within. Its underlining assunption is that much of what 

human beings experience emotionally has been felt in relationship to 

one's mother. This activity provides a good beginning point for the 

Shepardian actor's search for his own multiple personas, because it 

provides him with a way of connecting his past, and his past selves, 

to the present, " as though it's happening now." 

Once actors have been given a chance at least to recognize the 

myriad of emotions and selves which compose the "self," follow-up work 

^v 
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in terms of centers should be pursued. Here, the actor is asked to 

recall selected experiences with his mother and identify which body 

centers are activated with different memories. For exanple, certain 

memories may trigger a response in the stomach center ("mom's apple 

pie," taking a bad report card home to mother, being nursed through 

a virus, etc.), while others (mother's view of racial prejudice) may 

excite the raind center or some other center. What is inportant is 

that the actor move toward an understanding that the many different 

people inside him are connected to his own body and that different 

"voices" activate body centers in different ways. 

Isolation: A Transition Exercise 

As stated earlier, many of the exercises connected with the 

Collage experience were done in isolation. Usually the lights 

v^re dimmed or turned out altogether, and the actors were physically 

separated from each other enough to allow for a feeling of aloneness. 

During the bocty in opposition exercises, opposing rhythm exercises, 

centers work, recall and other activities, the actor, working in 

isolation, was asked to allow all the personas within to be brought 

into consciousness. Sometimes the actors were asked sinply to think 

about all the different people they are in different situations. For 

example: "How are you different vdien you are with your parents as 

opposed to when you are with close friends of your own age?" or 

"Examine your dark side, the side you only reveal to very few people 

or to no one but yourself." 
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Thinking about the multiple personas existent within the actors 

should progress to physicalizing these personalities. The questions 

now include: "Does the energy center change as the situations and 

personalities involved in a transaction change?" or "Does your dark 

side seem to reside in a particular center?" The idea in this kind of 

work is to identify first some of the selves that are contained within 

the actor's psyche and then to find ways of physically expressing 

these selves. This kind of training provides access to the "inner 

library" and gives the actor an internal mechanism for shifting gears 

with the Shepard character, i.e., when the character changes into a 

new creation, the actor can mentally and physically change into another 

aspect of his own personality. The actor in a Shepard play needs this 

kind of flexibility in order to follow Shepard's voices. Joyce Aaron 

has written of this phenomenon: 

. . . You can't impose some linear line on the chain 
of his moments for your own pleasure or satisfaction, 
because Sam rarely makes his leaps according to any 
psychological rules or patterns. . . . Sam is a 
recorder of the authentic American voice. He starts 
from a certain perception of daily life, and then 
transforms that into a specific voice—a voice with 
its own rhythms and shifting consciousness, its unique 
particular curve or leap. . . . Each voice is different 
and speaks from a different place inside you.^^ 

Isolation work not only serves as a framework for the actors to 

explore their own multiple personalities but is particularly suited to 

establishing the predominant mood of alienation and separation which is 

endemic to the theory of fragmentation. Shepard's characters share an 

essential loneliness and reflect "quite sinply, the psychic state of 

•Cs. 
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modem (western) man—homeless, anxious, irresolute, divided."^° To 

isolate the actor from other actors in relative darkness, pondering 

and reaching for physical expression of his own many selves, represents 

one way to experience viscerally the estrangement of Shepard's 

characters' 1ives. 

One exercise v^ch could be done in isolation and can aid 

performers in discovering the multitudinous sensations that exist 

inside the psyche and the body is Klein's "Body Trip." The "Body 

Trip" is designed to develop within the actor an appreciation for 

"new ejqjeriences, riches, and insights that are going on inside 

[the] self.""̂ ^ 

Design: Body Trip 

Lie down on the floor. 
Close your eyes. 
Make yourself very, very tiny. 

Now enter your body through an orifice—an ear 
an eye 
your nose 
your mouth 
your genitals 

Once inside, 
slowly begin to explore and experience all parts 
of your body. Pay particular attention to the 
parts of your body v̂ iere you have experienced 
difficulty. 

If your stomach frequently ties itself in knots, 
examine minutely your stomach. 

If you frequently experience backaches, 
go to the part of your back where you have 
difficulty and explore it carefully. 

Do not, however, let this be solely a therapeutic 
trip. Allow yourself to spend time in places 
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you experience great bodily pleasure. 
You've been puritanical long enough about your 

body. 

BE A HEDONISTl 

If you enjoy certain smells, 
go into your nose and 
see how it responds to and relays sensory orders. 
If you enjoy eating, 
follow a bite of cherry cheesecake from your mouth 
down through the rest of your body. 

Throughout this trip take your time. 
You will need an hour or two for your first 
esqxosure to this dimension of yourself and you 
should plan on returning. Do not be satisfied 
until you have truly experienced all parts of 
your body. 

Find out how each part of your body looks 
feels 
smells 
works 
plays 

As you explore, k e ^ your eyes closed, 
but move and make sounds if you wish. 
Throughout this odyssey, maintain the attitude of 
an explorer. . . . 

When you have finished your maiden voyage, 
swim to an exit and 
come out.^2 

Acting With Others and Environment 

Isolation exercises provide a way of confronting alienation 

and separation and are probably most useful to the actor in a performance 

during a Shepard monologue. Even v^en the character is acting with 

others, the "residue" of isolation and estrangement, hopefully, will 

persist as an important tension factor as the characters attempt to 

relate to each other. Isolation work is, of course, not practical as 
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an exclusive methodology once a company begins working on a Shepard play 

where characters must interact. The essential question then becomes: "What 

kind of environment is best suited to the rehearsal of a Shepard piece?" 

"Environment" as a theatre term refers not only to the "physical set

up" of the theatre structure (lights, curtains, sets, props, etc.), but 

also to "the atmosphere existing within that set-up." Most directors 

would agree that the kind of rehearsal "atmosj^ere" required to realize 

fully one playwright's work is inappropriate to another playwright's 

44 
work. Shepard's plays are, by the admission of many, "not easy." This 

is probably because Shepard's characters are not only unconventional, 

perhaps even unapproachable "according to the usual acting terms and 

conditions," but also because the actor must risk so much of himself in 

45 
performance. Aaron discussed the risks involved in performing the 

early Shepard work Up To Thursday in her essay, "Clues in a Menory:" 

I first met Sam when I was cast as an actress in his play 
Up To Thursday, done at the Cherry Lane Theatre in the 
mid-1960's. One of the things the role required was that 
I not stop laughing. . . . If I had stopped, paused to 
ask: Why is this character laughing? Why is she laughing 
so long? Where is all this coming from?—then I would have 
been at odds with Sam's imaginative process. The conventional 
logic and rationale an actor asks for was sinply not there. 
The richness lies in the risk-taking.^° 

Other risks involved for tlie actor, aside from dealing with 

character actions outside the realm of "conventional logic," include 

sexually suggestive movement and dialogue, nudity (including urination 

onstage), confronting the "sucking vacuum" of Shepard's rhythmic 

structures, and, of course, fragmentation. The director working with 

Shepard material must establish a working environment v̂ ierein the 
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actors are willing to extend their personal boundaries, overcome their 

inhibitions, and embrace or "go with" the risks. The director needs 

to create an atmosphere of trust so that the actor can face the risks 

with relaxation. In The Bmpty Space, Peter Brxx)k wrote of the necessity 

of relaxation and the obligation of the director to find a method of 

providing an environment conducive to it in rehearsal: 

Acting begins with a tiny inner movement so slight 
that it is almost invisible. . . . In early rehearsals, 
the inpulse may get no further than a flicker—even 
if the actor wishes to amplify it all sorts of 
extraneous psychic psychological tensions can intervene— 
then the current is short-circuited, earthed. For this 
flicker to pass into the whole organism, a total 
relaxation must be there, either god-given or brought 
about by work. This, in short, is what rehearsals are 
all about.47 

"Relaxation" in the theatre is frequently misunderstood. It is 

not a passive state but rather a state of controlled energy, a state 

of readiness. Robert Benedetti described such a condition in 

The Actor at Work: 

You first must come to terms with the actuality of 
your body, and the first step in contacting your 
body is that of relaxation. By relaxation I do not 
mean a passive state; I mean, rather, a state in 
v^ch all bodily tensions have been perfectly 
balanced and reduced, and in which inhibitions have 
been lifted. The human organism is not passive by 
nature: "inhibition" means literally an "inholding." 
As the psychologists say, "If the inhibition is 
lifted, what was held in does not passively emerge; 
rather, the person actively, eagerly brings it forth."48 

Acting texts abound with "relaxation exercises." Two exercises 

that were used during rehearsals for the Collage production 

to prevent "tensions" from intervening and to establish an atmosphere 
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of trust were "Fly Me" and "Blind Runner.""̂ ^ m the "Fly Me" exercise, 

one actor of the cast is asked to lie prone and try to relax physically. 

The other members of the company kneel around the actor v^o is lying 

face down and observe his body for any signs of tension, pointing out 

areas vthich seem physically tight. For exanple, one actor might suggest, 

"relax your shoulders," "you seem tense in your legs," and so forth. 

After a few moments, to cillow the prone actor time to release the 

tensions, the cast begins to massage his body, gently at first but 

becoming more intense and culmiinating in slapping and pounding the back, 

legs, etc., followed by a gentle tickling. The actor v^o is to be 

"flown" is then turned over by the other actors and gradually lifted 

into the air, making certain that the head and all of the body are 

supported. For several minutes the actor is carried, spun about, and 

pressed up and down by the ccnpany. Throughout this experience the 

actor is encouraged to relax and trust those v̂ io are carrying him. 

Finally, the actor is lowered slowly back to the ground v^re, after a 

few moments, he opens his eyes and the exercise is concluded. 

The "Blind Runner" exercise is borrowed, in part, from two trust 

50 
exercises outlined in The Book on the Open Theatre. This exercise 

is done in pairs. Each actor selects a p>artner and joins hands with 

his partner. One actor is instructed to close his eyes while the 

other actor "leads him around the room, turning, swooping, going now 

51 
fast, now slow, kneeling down, climbing over things." The si<^ted 

actor must take care that his partner does not trip or fall or 

collide with others. In the Collage version of this exercise, the 
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pairs were asked to move outside and explore as many varied experiences 

as possible, i.e., touching a tree, feeling water, and walking in and 

out of sunlight. Finally, v^en the blind actor begins to trust and 

rely on the control of his partner, the pairs are asked to run as 

fast as they can. After "Blind Running" for a while, all the pairs 

come back inside where they switch roles and repeat the process. 

The purpose of "Fly Me" and "Blind Runner" is to help the actors 

to relax and to trust the other members of the company. One problem 

with this kind of rehearsal process is that it can work counter to the 

alienation effect that is the desired result of the isolation exercises. 

Trust and relaxation within a corpany tends to produce an ensemble or 

sense of "family" reaction, which is the antithesis of the lonely, 

detached world of Shepard's characters. Paradoxically, however, the 

actor must reach some kind of trust and personal relaxation within 

rehearsal and performance if the risks outlined above are to be realized. 

The problem of balancing the isolation with an environment "free enough" 

so that the actors "can stretch their own limits and the limits of 

the play" was the greatest difficulty encountered in the Collage 

CO 

production. In retrospect, it now appears that it would be better to 

begin with relaxation and trust exercises and then move into the 

isolation work only after the actors demonstrated a willingness to 

confront themselves, each other, and the risks inherent in performing a 

Shepard piece. Indeed, this kind of format could engender within the 

actor a deeper sense of fragmentation, i.e., the split between the 

two extremes of "family" and alienation. 
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A Need to Play 

A process of actor training that enphasizes isolation, ensemble, 

the body in opposition, and opposing rhythms can become so difficult 

that actors lose any sense of fun in the creative process. This 

happened several weeks into the rehearsal process of the Collage 

production and was enumerated in the "Report to the Dissertation 

Ccmmittee," 16 October 1980: 

After several weeks of work, I found the classwork 
becoming . . . labored. I had been listening to 
the taped sessions I made with Shepard in California 
and it seemed that even though the class was working 
well with difficult exercises, that vdiat was missing 
was Shepard's sense of celebration. . . . In class I 
found serious students lacking that essential joy 
which so permeates Shepard.53 

The need for play, for fun, was obvious and is not inconsistent 

with Shepard's own creative method: 

I'm talking now about an open-ended structure v^ere 
anything could happen as opposed to a carefully 
planned and regurgitated event \\^ch, for me, has 
always been as painful as pissing nickels. There 
are writers vjho work this way successfully, and I 
admire them and all that, but I don't see the point 
exactly. The reason I began writing plays was the 
hope of extending the sensation of play (as in "kid") 
on into adult life. If "play" becomes "labor," why 
play?^^ 

The creative possibilities associated with play, particularly 

dramatic play, have been explored by teachers and directors of theatre 

for some time now. Nellie McCaslin has written of the importance of 

play in the development of art as well as the benefits of play upon 

the players. 
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In every human being there exists the impulse to 
mime and to play. Primdtive societies released 
this impulse through tribal expressions of hope, 
joy, fear, desire, sorrow, hatred, and worship. 
What primitive man felt strongly, he danced or 
mimed. From this sacred play came ritual; poetry, 
music, and dance were a part of his play. 
Philosophy and wisdom found expression in words.^^ 

After concluding that "in every period of history, play has 

served a significant purpose, interpreting and affecting the 

lives of the people," McCaslin feels play is inportant as "a 

continuing way of learning, a medium of expression, and eventually 

a creative art." She continues: 

True play, though free, creates order—indeed, is 
order. Whereas man may play alone, one of the 
basic characteristics of play is the teamwork 
involved; through^play, the participants are drawn 
closely together.^' 

In order to extend "the sensation of play" within the Collage 

company, for a brief period of time the "T.G.I.F. Exercise" was used. 

"T.G.I.F.," or "Thank God It's Friday," is a recurrent statement by 

college students everywhere in America and anticipates the fun and play 

associated with weekends out of class and away from homework. In 

rehearsal, "T.G.I.F." (v^ch happened every Friday in class, naturally) 

58 
meant a time to play "as in kid." 

Essentially, there were two kinds of "T.G.I.F. Exercises:" those 

purely for fun and those v^ch provided discovery as well as play, of 

some type, about Shep>ard and his work. In the "purely fun" category 

were touch football and tree tag. These games do not need extensive 

explanation; suffice to say that touch football was played much 
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the way it is played all over, except, in one instance, a tennis shoe 

was substituted for a football, and, in another, the game was played in 

slow motion. Tree tag was played outside the Laboratory Theatre in an 

area v^ere there are several trees. Sinply, ̂ l̂en one is touching a 

tree they are safe from the person vho is "it," but only one person 

can be at a tree at a time, and there should not be enough trees for 

everyone to be safe at any given moment. If one person is safe at a 

tree and another person runs and touches that same tree, then the 

previous tenant must move on to another tree or be tagged and become 

the new "it." 

These exercises provide ways to "play" and, simtultaneously, offer 

some options to the kind of rigorous physical workout that is part of 

most acting classes. The other type of creative play ("T.G.I.F. 

Exercise") that was incorporated in the Collage rehearsal included 

some experiences that potentially lead to discoveries about Shepard's 

writings. One such exercise involved a day of visual art creations. 

RDr this Friday rehearsal, the instructor brought to class watercolor 

paints, pastel chalk, ink pens, colored pencils, and drawing paper. 

The actors listened to recorded tapes from the seminars that 

Shepard had taught at the Third Annual Writer's Conference, Padua 

Hills, California, v^le expressing in paintings and drawings their 

feelings, reactions, and thoughts about Shepard's plays. They were 

instructed not to worry about the artistic merits of the work (althou^ 

many were quite interesting artistically) but to let the art work come 
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in a stream-of-consciousness manner.^^ Not surprisingly, most of the 

student creations reflected in some way (juxtaposition of seemingly 

incongruous elements or divisions of the painting or drawing into 

enclaves detached from each other) a sense of fragmentation. 

The use of a "stream of conscious" technique is similar to a 

creative system frequently erployed by Shepard: "From time to time 

I've practiced Jack Kerouac's discovery of jazz-sketching with words. 

Following the exact sane principles as a musician does when he's 

janming. . . . " This kind of exercise serves two purposes. First 

it allows the actor, in a different way, to replicate some of the 

innovations of the playwright, i.e., experience the creation of an 

arttN̂ rk by responding to inner impulses—to "jazz-sketch" with paint, 

chalk, or ink on paper. Second, it allows for play as sensate 

experience divorced from the "ideas and meaning" hangup v^ich 

accdipanies critical evaluations and which, as noted in Chapter I, can 

be a dead-end v^en it comes to approaching the work of Shepard. "When 

you're writing inside a character . . . you aren't pausing every ten 

61 
seconds to figure out v̂ iat it all means." 

Another "T.G.I.F. Exercise" that was used in rehearsal was 

the "Jam Session." This exercise began as an exploration of rhythms via 

"found instruments," such as soft drink bottles, a newspaper rack, and 

sticks. In the "Report to the Dissertation Comnittee," 16 October 

1980, the exercise was described: 

^ 
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Class exercises have concerned shifting rhythms, 
or rather shifting from one rhythm to another 
with an emphasis on harmony and counter-point. 
For exanple, . . . everyone in the cast brought 
"found" noise makers, . . . (keys, bottles, cans, 
sticks, etc.) . . . and began tapping or beating 
a rhythm simultaneously. . . . After the initial 
"symphony," I called various people to the center 
of the circle (our basic working configuration) 
and had them play solo on their instrument and 
then had the rest of the class "pick-up" on what 
was being played. The session continued that way 
for the rest of the class period emphasizing not 
only harmonics but also contrapuntal rhythms.^2 

This kind of creative play, like the painting exercise, 

is a confrontation of Shepard's work viscerally. It should be 

noted that the students were instructed to think first of a Shepard 

monologue and then to let the rhythm emerge again in a stream of 

conscious manner. The erphasis on harmonics, working in the sane 

or similar rhythmic structures, strengthened the trust atmosphere 

through comnon task, v̂ iile contrapuntal rhythm work provided 

another way of discovering isolation and fragmentation. 

The "Jam Session" was later expanded to incorporate language, 

specifically Shepard's monologues. Here, as in other rehearsal work, 

the circle configuration was used. The exercise began by one person 

moving to the center of the circle and then performing a section of any 

Shepard monologue or poetry. When and if it "felt right," another 

actor, or at tines several actors, then moved to the center and began 

to play other monologues off the initial performance. The effect was 

extremely exciting, and the actors threw themselves into this exercise 

with abandon. The surprising thing was how well different pieces 

"̂ x 
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seemed to fit together. At the end of the session, the cast was asked 

to respond to the question: "What words or ideas come to you concerning 

performance of Shepard's work?"^^ Their answers were summarized in the 

report to the dissertation conmittee: 

Some of the answers reflected the exercises I had 
designed during the first weeks of the semester: 
rhythm, working in isolation, and ensemble, but I 
was surprised and happy to hear statements that 
referred to such things as: "flexibility of tine," 
"need for character and actor visibility in per
fonnance," and "FRAGMENTATION."64 

One exercise vfhich could come under the "T.G.I.F." heading but 

was not used during the Collage rehearsal work is the idea of dancing 

to Shepard's language. This exercise, used by Richard Schechner in 

rehearsals for The Tooth of Crime, allows for yet another way of 

discovering possibilities within Shepard's creations by "working in the 

realm of the body." Actor Spjalding Gray, vho played "Hoss" in the 

66 
Schechner production, described the dance work as "liberating." 

Richard Schechner had us dance through the v^ole 
script to all the masic the play mentions; he said 
just do it as a movement piece and I found the 
physical vocabulary that way.°^ 

The idea of using an atmosphere designed to encourage risks and, 

yet, structured so that play can lead to discovery is not a corrpletely 

new way of approaching Shepard's work in rehearsal. As pointed out in 

Chapter I, Levy feels that the best atmosphere for working with Shepard 

material is one that is free and fun for the actors with "Sam sitting 

68 
back there during rehearsals . . . chuckling and making funny faces." 

In Woodruff's rehearsal for Suicide in B^, he had his actors assume 
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the personas of Ralph Kramden and Ed Norton, Stan Laurel and 

Oliver Hardy, "two 1940's Hollywood gumshoes, then a beleagered 

husband and wife . . . playing off each other to hilarious 

69 
effect. . . . " Play can, therefore, be seen as the catalyst to 

discovery, as well as a means to embracing the "risks." 

The Ghosts in the Mirror 

In her essay, "The Role of Performance in Sam Shepard's Plays," 

Florence Falk writes that "Shepard's characters stare into a mirror . . 

densely crowded with images from the past and future."^^ Falk's 

assessment of the playwright's characters as a montage is appropriate 

because the recurrent "central theme" of Shepard is that everyone 

71 
IS a composition of fragments. Shepard has repeatedly acknowledged 

this, most recently in a discussion of True West: "I wanted to write 

a play about double nature. . . . It's a real thing. I think we're 

all split in a much more devastating way than psychology can ever 

72 
reveal." 

As previously established, the "split" within Shepard's writing 

resiiLts from multiple personalities or voices inside his characters 

vying for expression. Frequently, the "double nature" concerns blood 

relatives. Recognition of this split, which even a cursory reading of 

Shepard's work readily reveals, is crucial to any analysis of a Shepard 

play. Recognition in and of itself does not guarantee that "the 

splits" will be achieved in performance. One type of exercise vdiich 

may be valuable to realizing this kind of fragmentation involves 

"Mirror Work." 

"̂v 
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Mirror exercises are routinely used in actor training and were 

part of the rehearsal procedures of the Open Theatre. Pasolli 

describes the basic design of the exercise: 

The actors work in pairs, defining the plane of the 
mirror between themselves by touching their finger
tips together. One actor is "real," the other the 
image. After a tine they break to do more elaborate 
actions. Later they switch roles.^3 

Spolin, in Inprovisations for the Theatre, outlines eight different mirror 

exercises, some that require up to four people. Two variations on the 

basic exercise v̂ iich Spolin offers should be included in the preparation 

work for a Shepard play. These exercises seek to engage the actors 

in mirroring facial expression and emotion. 

"Mirror Exercise #3" concerns attention to facial structure: 

. . . Two players. 
Players are seated facing each other. They agree 

on a sinple relationship (employer-erployee, husband-
wife, teacher-student) and choose a topic for 
discussion or argument. 

After they have begun the discussion, the director 
calls one of them by name. The player then assumes 
the facial structure of the player opposite him while, 
at the sane time, continuing the conversation. He is 
not to reflect movement and expression, as in the 
earlier mirror exercises, but is to try to make his 
face look like the opposite player's.'"* 

"Mirror Exercise #4 is more advanced and has as its goal the 

mirroring of feelings: 

. . . The exercise is done exactly as Mirror Exercise 
#2 except where that lesson erphasized simple activity, 
tne actors must now strive to mirror the feelings of 
the other actors. Have teams add Where, Who, and 
What (or problem) to a scene between two people. 
Suggest a scene of intimate or personal nature vdiere 
there will not be too much moving around (e.g. sweet
hearts at a drive-in movie, husband and wife working 
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on budget late at night) . Since the actors are 
after a more complex observation of relationships, 
too much movement can defeat the purpose of the 
exercise.'5 

In the Collage rehearsals, mirror exercises were used as tools 

for kinesthetic or visceral discovery in scene work between Wheeler 

and Rabbit Brown in Angel City and Yahoodi and Kosmo in Mad Dog Blues. 

In the former. Brown turns into Wheeler, who progressively has turned 

green, grown fangs, and become monster-like: 

. . . Suddenly Rabbit v^ips the swivel chair around 
so he's facing Wheeler. Ral±>it's skin has turned 
sliney green; he has fangs, long black fingernails, 
and a long thick mane of black hair. . . . Wheeler 
. . . notices the change in Rabbit's appearance. . . J^ 

Later Wheeler screams: "WAIT A MTNUTE! I'M NOT YOU GODDAMNIT! I'M 

ME!" 

In the final scene, Wheeler, now acting as shaman (Brown's persona) , 

unties the magic bundle v^ich begins to ooze "green liquid" on the stage 

77 
floor. To call the action a "role reversal" is inaccurate, however, 

because Wheeler never accepts nor acts as if he is beginning to be 

transformed into Brown. His action of opening the dangerous bundle is 

very much in keeping with his self-preservationist, "Wheeler Dealer" 

personality: "It's going to open up the world. It's going to get me 

78 
out of here. ..." Brown's metamorphosis into \^eeler, sudden 

though it is in terms of skin color, fangs, etc., is not a complete 

surprise, because early on. Brown, alone onstage, confesses that he is 

79 
a person who can "make adjustments" and is "ravenous for power." 

When the play was being rehearsed at Texas Tech, the only actual 

mirror work that was done was along the lines of the basic exercise 
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outlined above, with the following addition offered by Pasolli: 

A variant is done by leaving it indeterminate which 
partner is the person, which the reflection. They 
lead and follow each other, taking care to stay 
coordinated. . . .^^ 

In retrospect, it is clear that the mirror work done for the 

Collage presentation needed to go more deeply in exploration to include 

the Spolin exercises as well as the following exercise vî ich attempts 

a more direct involvement with the play's action. 

Pushme-Pullyou Exercise 

Goal To experience, in a physical way, the 
push and pull of the Wheeler/Rabbit 
relationship. 

Given 
Circumstances (Rules of the Game) 

1. Brown must believe he is Wheeler at the 
conclusion of the play. Brown becomes 
Wheeler. 

2. Both characters are, initially, attracted 
and repulsed by the other. 

3. Brown, ultimately, "out-Wheelers" \^eeler. 
He becones even more stereotypical and dead 
than Wheeler. 

4. Wheeler does not encourage imitation. 
Brown wants power and seeks power through 
imitation/transformation. 

Design 1 • Actor "A" (l̂ heeler) faces Actor "B" (Rabbit). 

2. "A" is the initiator; "B" is the reflection. 

3. "A" begins to make simple movements; "B" 
mirrors the movements, 

4. Gradually the control (initiator position) 
shifts to "B." "A" plays the split of 
resistance vs. capitulation. 

( 
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5. "A" becomes weaker and more desperate for 
control as "B" grows stronger. 

6. "A" is very ill and able to make only the 
feeblest effort at nurroring, when suddenly 
(or in about 20 to 60 seconds), "B" turns into 
the monster image of "A." "B" plays the split 
of resistance vs. capitulation. 

"Pushme-Pullyou" is designed to indicate the direction of the split and 

transformation in Angel City. It operates to conpliment the con

clusions about the action listed under the given circumstances. 

In the case of Mad Dog Blues, Kosmo and Yahoodi exist as two 

halves of the same entity: one, Kosmo, more hopeful, "struggling with 

something that wants to live," and the other, Yahoodi, "struggling with 

81 
something that wants to die." Curiously, in the long scene when all 

the characters in the play wander about the stage "searching for each 

other . . . calling out each other's names," but never meeting, it is 

Kosmo vsho seems suicidal calling out, "It's like a nightmare 1 I 

can't keep it up much longer. . . . The whole thing's crashing in on 

82 
me." Earlier in the play, Yahoodi, separated from Kosmo, ccmniits 

suicide (although the suicide is a hoax as Yahoodi comes back to life 

after Kosmo's declaration that you "don't kill yourself off in the 

83 
middle of the play") . Despite the fact that Shepard camps the 

suicide and brings the play to a contrived, happy ending v^ere all the 

characters dance "Fellini-like" off the stage singing together, it is 

clear that Kosmo and Yahoodi cannot escape a symbiotic dependence on 

84 
each other. Not only can they not "hear the music, anymore" when they 

85 
are apart, but the implication is that they cannot survive split. 

t 
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Their friendship is further conplicated by the fact that Kosmo and 

Yahoodi are constantly trying to get away from each other, as evidenced 

by Yahoodi's need to "get outta here" and Kosmo's need to find 

something. 

Kosmo: I gotta play some music. I gotta find ray 
band. I gotta find a guru or something. Go to 
the country and eat brown rice and hoe ray oivn 
garden and plant ray own seeds. . . . Get away from 
me! Go on! Take your trip! Go as far as you can! 
Get out of ray sight!̂ "̂  

The dilemma of Kosmo and Yahoodi is in the desperate need for each 

other, coupled with an equally desperate need to be free of each other. 

The following mirror exercise, \4iich should be done after the basic 

exercise and some of Spolin's exercises, as well as Pasolli's variation, 

are explored, attarpts to validate such a relationship. 

I liove You—I Hate You Exercise 

Goal To experience the love-hate, attraction-
repulsion relationship of Kosmo and Yahoodi. 

Given 

Circumstances (Rules of the Game) 

1. Kosmo loves Yahoodi. Yahoodi loves Kosmo. 

2. Kosmo hates Yahoodi. Yahoodi hates Kosmo. 
3. Kosmo needs to be with Yahoodi. Yahoodi 
needs to be with Kosmo. 

4. Kosmo needs to be free of Yahoodi. Yahoodi 
needs to be free of Kosmo. 

5. Kosmo cannot live without Yahoodi. Yahoodi 
cannot live without Kosmo. 

Design 1. Actor "A" (Kosmo) faces Actor "B" (Yahoodi). 

2. "A" is the initiator; "B" is the reflection. 

( 
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3. "A" begins to make sinple movements; "B" 
mirrors the movonents. 

4. The control (initiator position) shifts 
freely from "A" to "B" to "A" to "B," etc. 

5. The actors begin to move farther and 
farther away from each other as they continue 
to mirror each other and shift control. 

6. When the actors are greatly separated (say, 
the width of the stage) , the mirroring begins 
to break down as each actor, with difficulty, 
tries to break free from the mirroring. 

7. Finally, the actors stop the mirroring and 
turn their backs to each other. 

8. As the need is felt, the actors begin to 
search for each other but cannot find each 
other even "though they pass right by each 
other."88 

9. Each actor finds a place of isolation and 
begins to call out for the other. 

10. Gradually the actors move back into positions 
facing each other and slowly the vhole mirroring 
process is repeated. 

The "I Love You—I Hate You Exercise" is designed to help the 

actors experience the desire to be with each other and the longing to 

be free. In this play, Kosmo and Yahoodi, like so many of Shepard's 

characters, find no comfort or meaning in either position, joined or 

fragmented. 

It has been argued that the split between longing for union and 

desire for independence is not only characteristic of Shepard's stage 

creations but is endemic to Shepjard, himself. John Malkovich, who 

played the petty thief, would-be screenwriter, Lee, in Chicago's 
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Steppenwolf Theatre production of True W^st, makes the point that 

Austin, the writer, and Lee, the desert wanderer, are both part of 

Shepard. 

. . . Shepard, like Lee defies all the things we've 
been told to do to be successful. He spent years in 
a loft picking his nose and writing really punk stuff 
with Patti Smith, and then he wins a Pulitzer. He's 
like Austin when he shrugs off his writing to go make 
all these movies, but then he'll turn around and like, 
trash [Joseph] Papp in The New York Tines—that's such 
a Lee thing to do. . . . Lee is the side of Shepard 
that's always being strangled but never quite killed.89 

The "double nature" of Lee and Austin in True \^st is a refine

ment of the Yahoodi and Kosmo dilorma in Mad Dog Blues. In the earlier 

play, first produced in 1971, Yahoodi calls Kosmo "brother," whereas 

in True West, which premiered in 1980, Lee and Austin are brothers, 

90 
"each discovering himself in the other." The attraction-
repulsion syndrome of Mad Dog Blues persists in True West with the 

brothers squared off at the end of the play, "circling each other in 

91 
deadly combat." 

. . . the brothers . . . are actually aspects of a 
single character in which the destructive impulse 
and the need to escape share space with the urge to 
order and the longing for shelter.^2 

There is no evidence that the Steppenwolf Theatre's production 

of True Wfest used any mirroring exercises in rehearsals. However, 

one reviewer of the production, vjhich was transported from Chicago to 

New York, felt the Steppenwolf Company stressed "the connection between 

the two brothers." 

This is not standard sibling rivalry, but a reflection 
of shared attitudes, ambitions, longings, inclinations 

^ 

( 
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behind a facade of apparent differences. The 
excellent production that has been brought to 
New York from Chicago's Steppenwolf Theatre, at 
least in the performances of John Malkovich and 
Gary Sinise (V̂ TO also directs) , eirphasizes the 
connection between the two brothers in terms of 
shared mannerisms that surface as the play 
progresses, particularly in Sinise's Austin, 
v̂ io both uses and mocks Lee's grossness as he 
descends into drunken release.̂ -̂  

This study contends that the use of mirror exercises would be one 

way of achieving the "reflection of shared attitudes . . . shared 

mannerisms" of the brothers of True West. There are other instances 

v*iere mirror work could be adopted in the rehearsals of various 

Shepard plays, f̂ irror exercises should be used, for exanple, by 

Weston and Wesley in Curse of the Starving Class as preparation for 

the final scene in v̂ iich the son, Wesley, becomes the father, Weston. 

Also, mirror work of some type should be examined by the actors playing 

Crow and Hoss in The Tooth of Crime, since Crow replaces and essentially 

becomes the rock star, Hoss. 

It is even plausible that mirror work could be used by actors 

playing Shepard transformations v̂ iich involve only one character, i.e., 

the many personalities of Niles in Melodrama Play; Hoss as both self 

and his father in The Tooth of Crime; Scoons as secretary to nun to 

teenager in Angel City; the Lobster Man's metamorphosis to rock star in 

CcMtay Mouth; Lanx's changes from movie mogul to boxer to gladiator to 

teenager in Angel City; and Waco's double nature as old timer and 

country singer, Jimmie Rogers, in Mad Dog Blues. In these kind of 

splits the mirror work could incorporate exercises in front of a real 

mirror. Here, the actor could study his own selves in reflection 
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in an effort to find his own multiplicity, much like Vince studies 

his history and the history of his lineage in Buried Child; 

. . . I could see myself in the windshield. . . . 
I studied my face. Studied everything about it. 
As though I was looking at another man. Like a 
munmy's face. I saw him both dead and alive at 
the same time. . . . And then his face changed. 
His face became his father's face. . . . And his 
father's face changed to his grandfather's. And 
it went on like that.^^ 

The actor working in front of the mirror could study all the faces 

behind his face in an effort to discover vdiich parts of himself best 

served which parts of his character. For exanple, the actor could 

spend several minutes just looking at his face as if he were "looking 

at another man" dispassionately. Then the actor could close his eyes 

and get a mental picture of the character at a given moment (before 

the character is transformed into a new being) and try to capture the 

e:q)ression of his "mind's eye" on his own face. Once the image of the 

face is clear in the mind and the actor has tried to capture that 

countenance on his own face, he could tlien open his eyes and study the 

face in the reflection again. After a few moments of such scrutiny, 

the actor could then close his eyes a second time and picture, mentally, 

the character after the transformation and again try to "mirror" the 

mental image through his own physiognomy. As before, when the mental 

image is realized in the face, the actor could then re-open his eyes 

and study the transformation in his own features. It is possible for 

this kind of mirror work to be done without an actual mirror by allowing 

other actors to "mirror" the work of the solo actor. This exercise 

seeks to help the actor: 1) understand the selves within him that 
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can be expressed by his own facial configurations, and 2) identify 

the shifts of his character through the shifts in his own features as 

various aspects of character change are pondered. Obviously, this 

type of work could be and should be extended to include changes in 

centers, posture, and kinesthetics. 

The potential for mirror work in rehearsal for a Shepard play 

is tremendous. In every instance, however, it must be noted that 

the particular kind of mirroring used should be adapted to the 

particular play and characters involved. 

The Actor As Himself 

There is considerable agreenent that the plays of Shepard provide 

an opportunity for the actor to reveal himself. Aaron has written 

of this phenomenon: "When you do Sam's plays you have to be prepared 

to bear a kind of witness to yourself—you have to be detached enough 

to enact yourself ."̂ ^ Chubb discussed this characteristic of 

Shepard's plays as it applies particularly to CcMtoys No. 2: 

Cô ^̂ joys No. 2 is a rewrite of Sam's first play and 
contains, in a more straightforward way, most of 
the elarents of his mature work. The setting is a 
bare stage with only a sawhorse and a blinking 
yellow caution light with two men seated against 
the ipstage wall. The opening dialogue has a 
sparseness and directness that grabs one's attention. 
But within moments the two men are playing at 
"oldtimers"—each man has a turn at initiating the 
game, . . . the actor must create in his imagination 
those film sequences that inspire children to play 
Cowboys and Indians. This demands that the actor 
throw himself into the role with childlike abandon 
and great intensity. But in the same way that a 
child can stop in the middle of a game and be 
himself so the actor playing a man playing an 

( 
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"old-timer" being attacked by Indians must be able 
to stop at any time and be the man or the actor.^^ 

later Chubb makes the general conclusion that the actor working on 

the presentation of a Shepard character should try "to utilize the 

performance skills that certain rock musicians and singers have 

derived from spending all their energies on finding their own 

97 
personal style." 

The requirement that the actor "enact himiself," or "stop . . . 

and be the . . . actor," or "utilize his . . . own personal style," 

is pervasive. Levy, in his "Notes on Red Cross," mentions that 

after the maid had played the "drowning" scene "partly gusto-

laughter, partly crying" that it was important for the actress to 

"switch" to playing herself, "very directly to the audience, to 

individuals out there, the actress talking in her own natural voice, 

98 
quietly and simply." In an interview with Robert Coe, Woodruff 

discussed the shifting of the audience's sympathy fron siding with 

Shelley to siding with the family in Buried Child and concluded that 

the actress would have to work as character and as herself to get the 

audience back on her side : 

. . . Toward the end of the r̂ in, they were back on her 
side, but even then it would switch back and forth. 
Some nights they would go with the family and exclude 
her. . . . And then Mary McDonnell as an actress and 
Shelley as a character would have to find a way to 
get the people back on her side.^^ 

Bonnie Marranca is of the opinion that Shepard does not present 

the actor with "the opportunity to be a character" but, instead, 

"reverses this practice by giving his characters a chance to be 
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performers." She explains the difference: 

The "realistic" character is created by an actor who 
must develop an "inner life" for himself in order to 
play his character in f\iLl dimension. Shepard's 
principal characters already have an inner life. So, 
in effect, the character takes inner life from the 
province of the actor for his own. . . . The actor 
is then free to play the moment, not the whole play; 
free to express the quality of being rather than 
having been.-*-̂ ^ 

Marranca feels that the necessity of the Shepardian actor to play 

himself stems directly from the tendency in Shepard's plays of 

allowing the character freedom "to remove his mask." The Shepard 

character, according to Marranca, "knows he is a perfomer, and 

takes the opportunity, whenever he wants to, to leave, mentally and 

in another tine frame, the play and verbalize or act out his 

102 
emotional responses to events around him." 

An exanple of such a leave-taking is in Angel City. Tynpani 

unexplainedly begins to speak directly to the audience "as though in 

103 
a world of his own" about going to the movies. The "What dya' say 

we take in a movie?" speech continues along the lines of "What dya' 

say, just you and me, we leave the kids, get outa' the house, into 

the old Studebaker, leave our miserable lives behind and join the great 

104 
adventure of a motion picture?" This speech, which is not connected 

with the action of the mcment in the play, was played sinply and 

directly in the Collage presentation. The actress v ^ played Tynpani 

was instructed to "forget about character" and "play herself" during 

this monologue. In pjerformance the actress stepped to the front of 

the stage and talked to the audience in a manner similar to Levy's 

105 
maid in Red Cross, "in her own natural voice, quietly and sinply." 
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There were several other tines when the actor dropped character 

and enacted himself in the Collage production, including: Frank's 

monologue of nuclear destruction at the end of Icarus' Mother; Kosmo's 

"loving New Mexico" speech and Waco's "I'm the real Jimmie Rogers" 

monologue in Mad Dog Blues; Lupe's "soft shoe" dance in Action; and 

most of the lines from the monologue. Killer's Head. It is not 

possible to give a blueprint to the actor as to when he should stop 

acting and sinply "express the quality of being." Shepjard is, however, 

quite clear in his stage directions as to when he wants a character 

to address the audience directly, and, in those noments of direct 

address, the choice of the actor to play himself is frequently valid. 

Such a possibility exists at the end of Chicago v^ere Stu "crosses very 

fast downstage center facing the audience" and delivers this speech: 

. . . Good! (He breathes in and out very fast.) 
That's great! See my stomach. In and out. It's 
breathing. I'm taking it in. The air. . . . 
Aaah! Great! . . . Ladies and gentlemen, the air 
is fine! . . . Breathing, ladies and gentlemen! 
Before your very eyes! . . .It's fantastic.•'•̂ ^ 

Not every instance where self-enactment is a possibility is 

necessarily indicated by Shepard's stage directions. In the Texas Tech 

Laboratory Theatre production of Curse of the Starving Class in the 

Spring of 1979, the actors occasionally stepped out of character and 

out of the stage environment and delivered monologues to the audience, 

despite the fact that there were no stage directions indicating such 

behavior. William Kerns, who reviewed the production, comnented on 

this kind of staging. 
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There's a refrigerator blocking the left aisle. 
And the set is built wthere the seats once stood. 
The audience is situated in chairs and upon 
cushions surrounding the set, so close that no 
personal quirk or omotional nuance can be missed. 
The cast members often step out of the literal 
Tate home environment and speak directly to the 
audience, as though genuinely seeking under
standing or approval or perhaps, absolution. 
The result is our own rather devastating personal 
involvement. ̂  ̂  ̂ 

It is also correct to note that there are tines \^en the actor 

can be himself without having to deliver lines. Spalding Gray 

ê qjerienced this in The Tooth of Crime, and his account of "no longer 

being the character" not only verifies the idea of the actor portraying 

himself, but also gives a clue as to how such action is accomplished: 

. . . After I do the long monologue about the 
fighter, Richard [Schechner] said to just finish 
that, stand in front of the audience and allow 
myself to come to a neutral place so I'm no 
longer the character, and just look at the audience's 
eyes. That time I could feel the charge that had 
been building up peel away like an onion and I cane 
to this extreirely neutral state. Everything dis
appeared in the room and the audience and I were 
one, and from there I went on to the next scene 
playing the old man, and that was such a wonderful 
transition.108 

In the Collage work the actors were never instructed to come to 

the neutral state that Gray talks about but, instead, directed to 

"be themselves." While this sounds easy enough on the surface, it can 

be a very difficult thing to do—^very threatening to the actor. The 

idea of "neutral state" could be added to rehearsal work on Shepard 

plays as a dramatic technique to aid the actor in understanding the 

split between playing the character and playing himiself. 
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Perhaps it is in those moments of "self-enactment" that the 

confrontation vdiich Shepard seeks is most fully realized. Gray saw 

those moments \^en he could "stop the action" as essentially con

frontational in terms of the audience and himself: 

. . . I didn't relate directly to this macho 
character so I think at times I would, in the 
way I acted, comnent on the fact that I was 
Spalding Gray dealing with this character. I 
can't really say how that can be read theatrically, 
except again I would stop the action and sinply 
come apart. That was the most exciting part for 
me because it allo^^d a confrontation with the 
audiences eyes that I would never forget. . . A^^ 

How Gray was able to "come apart" within that confrontation is 

unclear. In the Collage work there were no specific exercises designed 

to accomplish this kind of self-enactment, although, undeniably, there 

were several moments of intense confrontation between actors and 

audience, most notably the final "jail speech" in Action, both of 

Ms. Scoons' monologues in Angel City, and Kosmo's "Loving New Mexico" 

monologue in Mad Dog Blues. In these and other instances, the actor as 

self emerged predominate. In the Collage work these moments cane at 

the broadest, most general suggestiais that the actors seek to find 

those ncments in the plays when they could "drop the mask" and "comment 

that [they] . . . were dealing with this character." 

The most vivid exanple of "self-enactment" within the Shepard 

Collage piroduction occurred in the final monologue of the first act of 

Mad Dog Blues. In this monologue the character Waco talks about hew 

the "real Jinmie Rogers" lives within him, even thou^ Rogers has been 

dead for many years. The final performance of Mad E>og Blues follo^*^ 
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the murder of rock singer, John Lennon, and Brad Williams, as Waco, 

allowed that reality to lead his acting style into a very sinple and 

moving reading of the line, "He had heart." The moment of self-

enactment, in this instance, made for exciting theatre and provided an 

inroad to the self-enactment potential of this speech. There is no 

guarantee that this can or will happen in every performance, but it is 

clear that a rehearsal period which allows for trust, stretching, and 

risk-taking is crucial to the actualization of such a mcment. 

When the Character Is Not Whole; 

The Need to Move Beyond "The Method" 

While it is true that in many of Shepard's plays there are times 

when the actor can "come ap)art" and confront the audience as himself, 

it is also true that most of the time the actor must play the character. 

Of course, "playing the character" in a Shepard work is much more 

difficult than playing the character in more conventional plays. In 

most plays the actor is asked to find and play the "super-objective" or 

main action of the character. This main action is usually the driving 

force of the character who "is finite and never changes." Harold 

Clurman, who in many ways was a direct descendent of the Stanislavski 

school, felt that each character's main action or "spine" in a play 

was directly related to the "spine" of the play as a whole. The term 

IS defined in this manner: 

It is a term Richard Boleslavsky probably inherited from 
his work at the Moscow Art Theatre where he was trained. 
(The term must have been suggested itself because the 
body's spine holds the vertebrae in place, and these 
might be conpared to all the smaller actions and 

nVWMHBHi^V 
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dramatic divisions in the play.) In An Actor Prepares 
Stanislavski calls the "spine" the play's main or 
through action which leads to what he calls the "super-
problem"--the dramatist's basic motivation in writing 
the play.Ill 

To Clurman the spine of a play is best e3q)ressed in infinitive 

verb form. He gives the exanple of how he arrived at the spine for a 

production of Desire Under the Elras: 

Many things are contained in O'Neill's Desire Under 
the Elms: piassion, Oedipal impulses, confessions of 
unhappiness and hate, guilt feelings, paternal harsh
ness, filial vindictiveness, retribution. But what 
holds all these ingredients together, v̂ iat makes a 
complete meaning, a single specific drama of them all, 
is the play's spine. As director, I determined that 
the play's spine, or, if you will, its "main action," 
was the struggle for the Farm. al±)reviated into the 
bare "to possess the Farm."H^ 

Once the play's "main action" has been determined, Clurman felt 

that the director's next responsibility was to discover how the 

actions of the characters related specifically to the spine of the 

play. Again, each character's spine should be expressed in 

infinitive form. Clurman cited his direction of Golden Boy by 

Clifford Odets to demonstrate this process: 

. . . The spine chosen for the play was "to win the 
fight of life." . . . The spine of Golden Boy is 
most directly applicable to the central character, Joe 
Bonaparte. Joe's father enacts the play's spine by 
encouraging v̂ iat is best in his family and friends. 
This may be clarified by defining his spine as "to 
preserve the integrity of those about him." . . . 
Joe's brother-in-law Siggie's ego is sustained by the 
acquisition of that symbol of well-being v^ich for him 
is a splendid cab of his own. His spine is "to enjoy 
the attributes of comfort and position due to his 
estate." The gangster Fuselli satisfies his ego by 
his determination to bend everything to his own will. 
His spine is "to possess." The character called 
"Tokyo," Joe's trainer, wants to do his job well, "to 
work honestly."113 

( 
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Generally, playwrights have chosen not only to give plays and 

the characters in them one main action but have further tried to chisel 

the people of their plays into logically consistent human beings. 

Sam aniley in Playwriting: The Structure of Action notes that a "central 

dispositional trait" is "preferable" to multiple dispositional traits: 

Most playwrights have found that singularity of overall 
disposition is preferrable to multiplicity of dispositional 
traits. A playwright will find that giving one basic 
mood or tenperament to each character will provide each 
with optimum credibility, probability, and unity on that 
level. A character's mental attitudes and physical 
tendencies, as expressed and performed, will therefore 
be more believable.H^ 

Once the actor and director have determined the character's main 

action and dispositional trait, the actor is then able to play both the 

external (dispositional) and internal (motivational) life of the 

character. The character's super-objective is then analyzed in what 

Clurman and others call beats: 

. . . a beat . . . is one oonplete link in the chain of 
cause and effect that moves the traditional plot; from 
the actor's point of view, this means that a beat is 
one unit of action/reaction; one character does some
thing (oonmits an action) that evokes a reaction. . . . 
and so the plot moves forward, with each action/ 
reaction link in the chain being one beat.H^ 

Within the Stanislavski tradition, each beat can be and should be 

analyzed in terms of the specific action that the character performs. 

It is generally believed that the actor can play only one action or 

intention in a given beat. Robert Benedetti describes this concept: 

. . . each beat is also one unit of action/reaction 
for the characters involved, and . . . each of the 
characters involved in each beat has a single 
intention or point of reaction. It is this fact that 
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permits the actors to translate the thoughts and actions 
of their characters, . . .H^ 

Severely abbreviated as the above discussion is, it does point 

out the way most directors approach the conventional play, i.e., 

1) find the play's main action; 2) find the main action for each of 

the major characters; 3) find the main dispositional trait for each 

major character; 4) divide the play into beats and determine each 

character's intention within each beat. As stated earlier in this 

chaster, this writer has no argument with this kind of play analysis. 

The Stanislavski tradition is almost revered in America and Europe 

and has been and will most likely and appropriately continue to be the 

basis for actor training in the twentieth century. The only problem 

with the motivational "̂ Â ioleness" approach is that it is incomplete 

as an analytical tool and acting methodology vhen working with many of 

the plays of Sam Shepard, because Shepard's characters, in general, 

are not whole, have multiple dispositional traits, and frequently are 

required to play simultaneously more than one intention. 

In the preparation work for the Collage production, the 

idea of "v̂ YDleness" was not attacked directly, nor shoiiLd it have been. 

There are a great many moments in Shepard's work where the term 

"naturalistic" can be justly applied. It is also true that the exercises 

that involved "recall" and rauch of the centers work owe considerable debt 

to Stanislavski. When doing Shepard pieces the need is not to exclude 

"the system" but to move beyond it into the reality of fragmentation, 

vMch recognizes that Shepard changes the concept of character con

sistency, and, indirectly, he alters dramatic action. Fragmentation, 
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isolation, and alienation are, therefore, not in opposition to the idea 

of wholeness but represent the extensions of Shepard's vision of the 

natural, i.e., the self as fragment, as schism, as incomplete. The 

exercises which evolved in Collage work and which appear with 

modification in this chapter are the extension of traditional actor 

training in this country and represent a valid approach to this 

phenomena of Shepard's creations. 

Conclusions 

This chapter has provided some ways of applying the theory of 

fragmentation to the rehearsal and performance process of a Shepard 

piece. It is predicated on the following assunptions: 

1. Fragmentation in all of its manifestations discussed in 

Chapter II is the central and predominant feature of Shepard's writings. 

2. Most theories of acting are concerned with "wholeness." 

3. "Wholeness" approaches to character development as an 

exclusive methodology will not aid the actor in the realization of 

f r agnentat ion. 

4. The exercises outlined in this chapter will aid the actor 

in realizing fragmentation. 

The task of this professional problem is to explore a performance 

theory v^ch is proposed as appropriate to the plays of Sam Shepard. 

Chapter I examines the performance experiences of others v̂ io have 

attempted the production of a Sh^>ard play. Chapter II provides a 

rationale for the theory of fragmentation. This chapter provides 

actors and directors interested in Shepard material with specific 
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exercises designed to help in the realization of Shepard's character 

fragmentation. These exercises incorporate ideas that have been 

prevalent for some time concerning actor training, i.e., physical 

discipline, emotional recall, relaxation, trust, and creative play, 

as well as procedures v^ch deal directly with fragmentation, i.e., 

the body in opposition to itself, the body in opposition to the voice, 

multiple personalities, and mirror exercises. This chapter also 

discusses performance and rehearsal environments, acting in 

isolation and with others, and self-enactment. 

Chapter IV evaluates this study, presents an exanple of the 

theory applied to work outside the plays attenpted as part of this 

project, and draws conclusions about the theory and its applications. 
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CHAPTER IV 

EVALUATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Evaluations 

In the ;^pendix of student evaluation of the Collage production 

at the end of this study are sections from a class assigned paper 

in \Ahich the cast responded to the question, "Does the theory of 

fragmentation hold water?" Now, two and a half years since that 

question was asked, it is appropriate to re-examine the theory and 

see, indeed, if it is supportable. To that end, several questions 

must be posed. 

Obviously, the most important question is, "Does this study 

provide enough evidence to prove that fragmentation is a central and 

crucially important element in Shepard's writing?" In sipport of this 

premise are discussions of critics v̂ io have described Shepard's work 

in terms consistent with the definitions of fragmentation and the 

theory as proposed. There are also statements by the playwright v̂ iich 

endorse the ideas of multiple personalities, character as fragments 

"with bits and pieces . . . flying off a central theme," and "double 

nature." Actors and directors discuss the inconsistencies, the 

transformational nature, and the need to play "personal style" while 

being "simtultaneously involved and detached." Further support for the 

theory's basic argument is found in the Appendix, for, without 

excepJtion, every student agreed that fragmentation is inherent in 
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Shepard's work—with varying degrees of enthusiasm. Finally, exerpts 

from many of Shepard's writings have been presented which deronstrate 

characters fragmented in a variety of ways. 

Since this professional problem involved an accredited course in 

advanced acting and the production of eight plays, it is inportant to 

evaluate the successes and failures of both classroom/rehearsal 

procedures and the performances as they relate to this investigation. 

The major mistake of the project/ as indicated by the student evaluations, 

was that too rauch was attotpted and the logistical demands of rehearsing 

and mounting eight projects meant that the theory and the exercises 

being used v^re explored superficially. The director concurs with this 

position. Several members of the ccnpany felt that it would be 

beneficial to explore one play over a long period of time and delve more 

deeply into the exercises and the theory. 

One of the successes of the project was that by the end of the 

semester every student felt that one or more of the exercises had been 

helpful in realizing fragmentation in performance. Surprisingly, 

several manbers of the class felt that the theory and the exercises 

that were inplemented during the semester have application to many 

modem playwrights, but most e^^ressed some agreement with Lynn Kimmel's 

conclusion that Shep)ard provides a stronger "vehicle" for fragmentation 

than most writers. There was considerable agreement also that frag

mentation is most evident in the monologues and the rest of the time, 

as David Graham noted, one plays "the moments." From the comnnents of 

the stixients in their final papers, it is clear that the ccnpany found 

the idea of fragmentation to be valid. 
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The Collage production was evaluated by students and mambers of 

the Texas Tech Theatre faculty a few days after the final performance. 

In this review period several questions were raised, including the 

possibility that the productions had gotten so embroiled in trying to 

achieve fragmentation that the plays suffered by the imposition and 

overstatonent of this element. There was also the question of whether 

the sets and lighting designs for the production complemented the 

underlying thone of fragmentation. These questions by two different 

faculty members are essentially contradictory, with one asking about 

overstatenent and the other discussing v̂ nether the stage designs went 

far enough in expressing the fragmentation. There was a similar 

diversity of opinion among the rest of the faculty, although there was 

general agreorent that most of the plays worked fairly well as enter

tainment most of the tine. Some professors expressed liking some 

productions more than others. Generally there was agreenent that 

many of the actors in the company "grew" as a result of the Collage 

experience. 

Another crucial question is whether the Collage experience fully 

discovered the possibilities of the theory. The answer is "no." The 

Collage experiment was exactly that—an experiment and exploration of a 

perception. As indicated in Chapter III, there are many directions for 

future study and application of the theory. The Collage experiment, 

however, confirmed the idea of fragmentation, even if it failed in 

providing a "connect the dots road map" for the realization of such a 

concept. The research and thought that has occurred since the closing 
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of the last play in the Winter of 1980 and v̂ iich finds expression in 

this study, combined with the discoveries of the Collage experience, 

offer a reasonable, valid, and crucial direction in the presentation 

of a Shepard work. 

The final significant question concerning the validity of this 

professional problem is v^ther all or any of this theory has applica

tion outside of the plays listed in the Collage production schedule. 

Can a concrete exanple of the theory applied to material which is 

"extra-Collage" be demonstrated? Can the charge that Shepard requires 

the actor to move beyond "the method" be demonstrated in terms of 

specific prescriptions by using material which was not developed for 

performance by the Collage company? 

The following monologue from The Tooth of Crime, in vhich the 

character "recreates single-handedly the familiar scene in an auto

mobile after the dance when a boy goes ' too far', "demonstrates that 

the Sh^jardian actor and director must find ways of going beyond the 

Stanislavski system of actor training if Shepard's unique vision is 

to be realized." It is not important to understand the action of the 

play up to the tine v̂ iere this monologue occurs, because, as with 

many of Shepard's characters, this speech provides the character and 

the actor the opportunity "to leave, mentally and in another time frame, 

•I 2 
the play and verbalize or act out . . . emotional responses to events: 

(Becky talks straight out to the audience. But 
directs it at Hoss) 

. . . I never knew you were that kind of guy. I 
thought you were nice. A nice guy. I never thought 
you'd be like the others. Why did you do that? You 
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know I'm not that kind of girl. Come on. I just 
wanna talk. I wanna have a conversation. Tell me 
about yourself. Come on. Don't do that. Can't we 
just talk or something? All right, I wanna go then. 
Take me home. Come on. Let's go get a Coke. Come 
on. I mean it. Don't do that! Don't! 

(Her hands pull off her sweater. The wig comes off 
with it. She's wearing a stiff vhite bra underneath. 
She struggles against her hands then lets them go 
then struggles again.) 

Can't we go back? I'm going to be late. Can't we 
just kiss? No! Don't! Come on. I don't wanna do 
this. I'm not that kind of girl. Look, just keep 
your hands off! I mean it. I don't like it. I 
don't like it. I just wanna talk. Tell me something 
nice. 

(Her hands rip off her bra and feel her tits.) 

Just talk to me. Tell me about your car. What kind 
of an engine has it got? Come on. Don't! Do you 
go racing a lot? Don't you take it down to the strip? 
No! Don't do that! Has it got overhead lifters? I 
really like those fat tires. They're real boss. Cut 
it out! No! Stop it! Don't! 

(Her hands unzip her skirt and tear it off. One hand 
tries to get inside her panties vdiile the other hand 
fights it off.) 

I don't go all the way. I can't. I've never ever 
gone this far before. I don't wanna go all the way. 
I'm not that kind of girl. I'll get pregnant. Stop 
it! All right, just get away from me! Get away! 
I'm getting out. Let me outa' the car! Let me out! 
Don't! Let me go! Let go! (She starts screaming) 
Let ne out! Let me out! Let rae out! Let me out! 

3 
(She picks up her clothes and runs off.) 

The major problem offered by this monologue is that the actress 

nust play three separate actions. One action is "to stay" with the 

unseen boyfriend as evidenced by Becky's repeated attempts at con

versation, and the fact that she allows the seduction/assault to 
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continue until she is almost corpletely undressed. Another action, 

characteristic of Shepard's major characters, is "to escape"~"I'm 

getting out! . . . Let go of ne! . . . Let rae out!" The third action 

and probably the most difficult is to play the boyfriend's intention 

(using only one hand) of "to grope/to seduce." 

The difficulties of getting an actor to understand and express 

one action are v^ll known by theatre directors, but the task of finding 

a means of ejqpressing three simultaneous and opposing actions looms as 

not just difficult but awesome. The actress playing Becky is fragmented 

internally by conflicting desires and externally by having to 

simultaneously play two characters. Granted, the traditional approach 

to acting can help in identifying the actions, but there is little, if 

any, in the current approaches to acting v^ich provide a systematic way 

of achieving in performance this kind of character action. However, 

by applying the exercises outlined in this chapter, the actress, 

regardless of the type of training she has received, is now presented 

with a methodology consistent with a character vho is not whole. 

The exact design for fragmentation exercises that could be used 

for Becky's monologue would be somewhat dependent upon the directorial 

approach of the production. Hov^ver, it is evident that the actress 

playing the part could benefit from exercises which include: 

isolation/recall, mirroring, centers in opposition, opposing rhythms, 

and the body in opposition. A very general schematic for these 

exercises in application to this scene follows: 

Kv 
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Isolation/Recall 

1. IVSove to a place of isolation. 

2. Remember a tine of great sexual need. 

3. Focus on the experience and bring all the sensory 
details of the experience into consciousness. 

4. Try to place the energy of the remembered experience 
in one arm and hand. 

5. Relax. 

6. Focus on a tine v*ien there was a desire to be with 
a particular person, and bring all the sensory details 
of the experience into consciousness. 

7. Find a center for the remembered experience. 

8. Relax. 

9. Focus on a time of sexual fear which led to a desire 
to escape, and bring all the sensory details of the 
experience into consciousness. 

10. Find a center for the remenbered experience. 

11. Relax. 

12. Take time to bring all three experiences simultaneously 
into consciousness. 

Mirroring 

1. Sit in a chair in front of a mirror. 

2. Close the eyes and imagine or remember a tine of sexual 
longing. 

3. Allow the face and body to relax, and then 
gradually adopt the posture and facial expressions 
consistent with the experience. 

4. Open the eyes and observe the image in the mirror. 

5. Close the eyes again and imagine or remember a time 
of sexual threat which led to a need to escape. 
Gradually allow the body and facial expressions to 
reflect the feelings of the remembered/imagined experience. 
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6. Open the eyes and observe the image in the mirror. 

7. Close the eyes again and imagine or remember a tine 
of longing to be with someone. Gradually allow the body 
and the facial expressions to reflect the remembered/ 
imagined experience. 

8. Open the eyes and observe the image in the mirror. 

9. Keeping the eyes open, shift rapidly in posture and 
ejq)ression from one experience to another until all 
three ejqjeriences can be reflected simultaneously. 

Opposing Centers 

1. Identify the acting centers for the two internal 
actions, i.e., "to stay" could be centered in the heart 
or the genitals, v*iile "to escape" could be centered 
in the stomach. 

2. Play the conflict between the two internal intentions 
by allowing first one center and then the other to take 
control. 

3. Ultimately, the stomach center (or v^erever the escape 
action is centered) MUST win. 

Opposing Rhythms 

1. Begin to move one arm and hand in rhythm \4iich expresses 
sexual desire. 

2. Move the rest of the body in a contrapuntal rhythm. 

3. Occasionally, allow the rest of the body to succumb to 
and be harmonious with the rhythm of the separated arm 
and hand. 

4. Ifetum the body to its contrapuntal rhythm but 
continue the resistance and capitulation to the 
rhythm of the arm and hand. 

5. The rhythm of the body MUST eventually and after 
considerable conflict overpov^r the rhythm of the arm 
and hand. 

Body in Opposition 

1. Separate one arm and hand from the rest of the body 
and give it the intention "to grope/to seduce." 

file:///4iich
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2. Play the tension between resisting and capitulating 
to the groping of the separated hand with the rest of 
the body. 

3. The groping hand expressive of the action "to seduce" 
MUST lose to the rest of the body and the action "to 
escape." 

The exercises listed above are chosen because they seem connective 

to this scene. It should be stated that this is not a scene for an 

inexperienced actress, and the particular exercises chosen would, of 

necessity, follow rehearsal periods ̂ ere the idea of body centers had 

already been explored. It is certain that some kind of trust work with 

other actors would help the actress confront the risk of the nudity and 

sexuality implicit in the monologue, and, likely, that some of the other 

exercises such as voice and body in opposition and opposing emotions 

oould also be beneficial. 

Conclusions 

An understanding of fragmentation is inportant—even crucial— 

to the performance of a Shepard piece. The major tenets of the 

dissertation become its conclusions: 

1. Fragnentatico is inherent in Shepard's plays and is central 

to Shepard's characters. 

2. Most actor training, at least that which is in the 

Stanislavski tradition, does not equip the actor with an ability to 

understand or realize in performance the concept of fragmentation. 

3. The exercises and approaches given in this paper provide a 

means of realizing this difficult character action in performance. 

•tvv 

( 
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This study did not end, of course, with the production of the 

plays in December, 1980, and much of the support for the theory 

presented in this dissertation has been found since then. Many of the 

exercises contained in Chapter III were designed or discovered well 

after the performances; thus the study does not end with this paper. 

Nor will it end with the next or the last Shepard production. 

Essentially, Shepard sees modem man as a caiglcmerate, unfinished, 

fractured, and not whole. The Theory of Fragmentation provides access 

to such a vision and offers endless possibilities for acting and 

directing in the contenporary theatre. 

( 
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Kenneth Chubb, "Fruitful Difficulties of Directing Shepard," 
Theatre Quarterly, August/October, 1974, p. 22. 

2 
Bonnie Marranca, "Alphabetical Shepard: The Play of Words," in 

American Dreams: The Imagination of Sam Shepard, Bonnie Marranca ed. 
(New York: Performing Arts Journal Publications, 1981), p. 25. 

3 
Sam Shepard, The Tooth of Crime, in Sam Shepard: Seven Plays 

(New York: Bantam Books, 1981), p. 248. 

The idea of voice and body in opposition could be examined in 
light of the question: "Is Becky's body saying "yes," vMle her voice 
is saying "no?" The opposing amotions exercise seems appropriate 
because of the indecision evidenced by the stage directions, "She 
struggles against her hands then lets them go then struggles again." 
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APPEIOIX: COMMENTS FROM THE SHEPARD COLLAGE COMPANY 

The following paragraphs represent the discoveries and 

thoughts of the Shepard Collage actors concerning the theory of 

fragmentation. Each member is represented through an excerpt 

from his final paper v̂ iich, in some cases, was written as a letter 

to the director. 

"Does the theory of fragmentation hold water?" I believe it 
does. I perceive the theory of fragmentation as one in vhich the 
characters have an element of schizophrenia which causes a splitting 
ncpt only within one scene, but perhaps even within a single line of 
dialogue. This splitting of the character also causes a splitting 
of the action, of plot, if you will, v̂ iich results in a series of 
v̂ iirling images. . . . Centers in opposition, body in opposition 
to voice and mind, etc., are a valid approach to the technique 
necessary to convey the idea of fragmentation. However, these are 
ideas against vshich v^ have been trained so long that it would 
probably take much longer than a single semester for just an hour 
a day to have this technique come naturally. . . . 

"Does the theory represent a valid methodology for Shepard?" 
I would definitely agree that it does. There are so many choices 
left to the actor and the director in Shepard that one needs some 
overall concept to use as a starting point. I saw its ajplication 
in every play, at least in class, and it is certainly helpful in 
dealing with long, rambling monologues. With Carol, [Red Cross] 
for exanple, I tried to use the tension of the head becoming involved 
with relating the ski story, and the heart trying to gauge my 
effectiveness in winning Terry's attention. With Jill, [Icarus' Mother] 
I never felt I accomplished it; I was trying to use a very realistic 
tension between trying to tell my story and being overcome with 
laughter at the memory of it. I feel that the theory of fragmentation 
is especially applicable to tlie monologues, but also is valuable in 
the plays v^ch seem to have the monologues as their raison d' etre. 

ANN ALPORD 
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As I understand the theory of fragmentation, it means a 
character is split in terms of centers, feelings, and action. . . . 
I feel this theory is true of people, in general, and represents a 
good and valid way of working with [the plays of] Sam Shepard. 

I utilized this theory mostly working with Pat in 
Icarus' Mother. Pat was repulsed and yet attracted to Howard even, 
and especially, v^le he was humiliating her. This point was 
most strongly brought out the last day before performance in class 
v̂ ien, in experimentation, I was finally able to get back at Bob 
[Bob Coonrod V^TO played Howard] like I wanted to. Even as Marlene 
Dietrich [Mad Dog Blues] I ended ip using fragmentation of the 
character by working sophistication against clumsiness. 

RDXANNE AUGESEN 

* * * * * * * * * * 

In considering Shepard's work, I believe that fragmentation 
is a necessary part of the actor's process. As far as personally 
using the theory, I believe I use some type of fragmentation in all 
ray work as an actor, not just in Shepard's plays. The character of 
Wheeler [Angel City] is fragmented throughout the play and, hope
fully, I was able to project that part of him. The exercises in 
class (specifically: body vs. voice, body split in half) did help 
ne, but in a general way. In other words, they helped ne understand 
fragmentation in its most obvious state, but I did not specifically 
use those particular traits of fragmentation. 

The type of fragmentation I used for Wheeler cane in many 
different forms, some of which may have been only detectible by ne 
. . . mainly consisting of fragmentation from mcment to moment 
(dividing different moments almost simdlar to schizophrenia). It 
was not a division of parts of myself at any given moment, rather a 
division of \rthat all of ne was doing one moment in contrast to the 
next. 

BETH BIGGERS 

* * * * * * * * * * 

I was having a hard tine trying to apply the theory, because I 
was having a hard time understanding it. Fragmentation and working 
with opposites were new to ne. . . . I think that all the exercises 
work well with anything of Sam Shepard's. They work well with 
anything. The idea of working physically and having the voice come 
faster or slower than you are moving is fine and everything, hut it 
is hard trying to find those opposites, and once you find them there 
are a variety of ways you can go. It all depends on how far you can 
go with it. 

BOB OOONRDD 
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My experience this seiester with the Sam Shepard Collage has 
been one of the best acting experiences I have had at Texas Tech. 
I was constantly searching for and finding methods and answers to 
acting problems that were hitherto unknown to ne. Just the process 
of finding the answers to these problems was in itself very 
educating and, v̂ ien the ansv^rs were found, very rewarding. 

One of these problems was the concept of centers in opposition. 
I found that working with this idea in rehearsals helped ne to reach 
the goal I was heading for in the end. By opposing something physical 
against the mental process of tie character, it began to make the 
character's intentions, thoughts, and purpose clearer to ne. I also 
found that the opposition toned down and left just enough of a hint 
as to make the characters work economically. The opposition was there, 
but it wasn't beating the audience to death saying, "Look at these 
centers working in opposition," which is v*iat I had feared at first. 

Along with the problem of fragmentation cane the problem of 
multiple personas in different characters. I found this problem 
especially true with Stu in CcMboys No. 2. Pulling the personas and 
actions from different centers . . . and parts inside ne, helped ne to 
better work with the theory of opposing centers and fragnentation. 

I feel that working with the opposing centers helped ne so rauch 
with interpretation and characterization that I plan to use it as an 
acting exercise in anything I play in the future. 

BRUCE DUBOSE 

* * * * * * * * * * 

As for your theory, well, the idea of voices from centers was 
working for ne in CovNtooy Mouth, but I had no control over them which 
was pretty weird. The class exercises made ne more aware of mind vs. 
body in my acting, but if they really helped all depends on my theory 
of "residue." The things your theory deals with are inherent in 
Shepard, but, frankly, I feel they only work in the monologues' 
Between those, I think the actor has to just play the mcment. . . . 
I believe though, that you have a valid approach to Shepard. . . . 
Oh, one more note on this—multiple personalities helped me in 
Angel City, but I'll never really know v̂ iether that was valid. 
— DAVID GRAHAM 

* * * * * * * * * * 

"Does the theory of fragnentation hold water?" Yes it does, but 
I raust say that I don't feel that this theory is applicable only to 
Shepard. It just so happens that he gives us a better vehicle with 
v̂ iich to deal with it than most playwrights. For my work in Action 
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and Mad Dog Blues, I found it easier to use the idea of multiple 
personalities than that of opposite centers. Perhaps it is because 
I had difficulty working with opposition of centers, but I don't 
think that's the entire reason. I saw both characters attenpting to 
deal with their various personalities and the fact that they could 
not connect within themselves was the main reason v*iy they could not 
connect with others. In the monologue I found it easier to deal with 
opposition of centers as a tool to show these various personalities 
and their struggle to come forth. If this doesn't make sense to you, 
don't worry—it doesn't really make sense to ne either. But then 
there is the question of understanding—I don't think we really have 
to "understand" (head-wise) Shepard to perform him. 

LYNN KIMMEL 

* * * * * * * * * * 

The theories presented in class will be beneficial to ne not 
only in doing Shepard, but also in other writers' works. The idea of 
opposites was not new to ne, but this was ny first chance to use them 
to any great degree. I don't think I was always consciously aware of 
it. The two things I kept in my mind were: 1) to play the humor, 
because the situations of the characters are painful enough without 
us kicking a dead horse, and 2) multiple personality—a character can 
be many things at once. 

In Red Cross with the swinming and last monologue, I used the 
exercise of slowing the body and saying the words faster. 

LEIGH-ANNE MX)DY 

* * * * * * * * * * 

Fragnentation as a methodology for Shepard, I believe, does work, 
especially in the monologues. This fragmentation is present in every 
Shepard play that I have read. (These ideas on fragmentation will 
probably apply to other playwrights as v^ll.) 

Shepard seems to take fragments of a character and allows the 
fragment to become vJhole at certain points. One exanple is Lupe in 
Action as she gnaws on her arm—that animal primitive fragment of myself 
as Lupe is allowed to be brought out completely to the point of 
transformation to an animal. Through the act of gnawing and knowing my 
action, I found the connection to Jeep and Shooter at that mcment. 

Another exanple is Miss Sooons as she plays out her fantasies— 
the nun, the warrior, the schoolgirl. Throughout these sections, 
however, she is still Miss Scoons. The transformation is not complete 
and the fragment of her former self is there as a tension point. The 
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fragment of Miss Scoons allowed me as the nun more freedom than if the 
transformation to nun was complete (if I was acting a new role of 
Cindy as a nun). Rather all these fragments spun off the central axis 
of Cindy, the actress, as Scoons. 

The fragnentation of tine sets up interesting choices as well. 
In Scoons first monologue I was aware of the tension of the past 
physically with the tension of perfomung her past right now. The 
question of v̂ ien to do the physical action (before, during, or after) 
the words became an inportant choice to make. For exanple, the tooth
pick action came after the line "with a toothpick in her hand" vrfnereas 
the collapse cane before the line "with that she collapsed at the foot 
of La Cienaga." There is alot of potential for exploration with this 
ooncepjt. 

I used fragnentation in the movie monologue of Scoons—2 con
sciousnesses—one the star, the other the realization that she is not 
a star, and I let these 2 realities battle physically and emotionally 
with one another. 

CINDY PHANEUF 

* * * * * * * * * * 

I think the fragnentation theory is a valid way to approach 
Shepard material. . . . I really found it challenging in the fragnenta
tion of centers—just movement wise. Multi-personality I rarely have 
trouble with. . . . Mad Dog Blues is a show v^re I tried to use the 
multi-personality because the character kept jumping around so much. 
I really felt that I would have trouble in specifically the "Loving, 
New Mexico" speech because it junped so abruptly, but it really wasn't 
that difficult. I went from Kosmo to another person entirely, but at 
the end tried to merge the two. Actually jumping from one to the other 
so quickly is easier than a long transition. 

TERRY REILLY 

* * * * * * * * * * 

I believe that the theory of fragnentation works v^ll with 
Shepard. . . . I really do not believe the theory of acting to be 
exclusive to Shepard's works, although it seems to be a very valid way 
of presenting Shepard. I could see the fracturing and opposition in 
almost all Shepard characters.... (especially during monologues). 

In Mad Dog Blues I feel that the main fragmentation for Mae [West] 
came with the conflict between stereotype and real person, and between 
need to be with another persona and image of being a loner. I feel 
like most of the characters in Mad Dog Blues did have a struggle 
between the imiage and the real person. 
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Cavale [Cov̂ teoy Mouth] was pulled between the need for Slim and 
the desire for a Savior. I also believe she rocked between a desire 
for life and death many times. Her realization of that struggle comes 
after the "little nobody" monologue. From then on I believe Cavale 
knows Slim is going to leave and must but she does not want him to. 
The split is very tormenting vrfien both the Lobster Man and Slim are 
on stage at the end. 

SONYA ROBERTSON 

* * * * * * * * * * 

This whole fragnentation thing helped ne alot with the Shepard 
work we did. I agree tremendously with the idea that we're all a 
bunch of people wrapped ip inside of one body and . . . mind. For 
exanple, I'm not the same person with my parents that I am with a 
bunch of brothers down at the gym jiving around and making fun of 
people. 

The exercises we did were mostly applicable. To say I think 
they all were would be a lie. I don't think that touching my nose to 
my knees will make ne a good actor, and I don't think that maneuvering 
a broomstick in and around my body and not becoming physically entwined 
will make me any worse an actor than Bonnie Franklin. However, I do 
agree that Shepard's work is very dananding physically. Exanples woiiLd 
be Carol in Red Cross, Lanx in Angel City, Slim and Lobster Man in 
Cowboy Mouth. Therefore, I think the physicality of the work we did 
was a great help. 

ED RODRIGUEZ 

* * * * * * * * * * 

I think the theory of fragmentation works basically in the 
monologues. I found that what shows I did or watched the only time I 
oould find fragnentation within the actor working was in a monologue. 
I think the Frank monologue [Icarus' Mother] would not have been as 
effective if that theory was not applied. It seems most of the time 
during the parts of shows vdien no raonologues were being given there 
was no real special style of acting being used, but I could see 
fragnentation v̂ ien an actor slipped into a monologue. 

The isolation exercises would help for the monologues and some 
of the regular dialogue, also. Basically, the exercises gave you a 
resource to call upon Wien you needed to feel that emotion during the 
shew. 

JERRY SMITH 
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For ne, the theory of fragnentation has been very real and 
predominant in my brain since I began to think. I know that each 
person can evaluate himself and his personality in terms of many 
different people conglomerated into one. He may also think of 
himself as one person, at the core, with many personality adaptations 
that are used for oomnnunication. 

Our class process of fragnentation worked. The multiplicity of 
all things caused auto-fragmentation. I'm not sure that it was well 
defined and analyzed although it did exist. 

I do feel that we incorporated the idea of fragnentation into 
our work more than intellectualizing about it. . . . On opposites, 
and v̂ iat they do— They force us to that whole e3q>anse in the middle 
of each endpoint. My life has opposing centers. 

BRAD WILLIAMS 




